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ENTERTA1NMENTS.
OCEAN

TO

OKEOO*

Portland

OCEAN Ï

TO

KIAOiE.

Portland

to

FURNITURE.

Continent panned by

The

THE MUSICAL MARVELS I
THE

Of

DEANE BROS. & SANBORN,
Nos. 183 and 185 Middle St.

Their four years jourThey will greet the

Pariland, Oregon.

The Best Goods and the Lowest Prices to
be found in the Sate.

succesB.

THREE GRAND CONCERTS

oct3C

Sold
oc28

Toy

d2w

NEW

PORTLAND

Frank Curtis

CHAMBERLIN &

Lessee

and

Manager.

Thursday, Friday and Saturday, and Sat·
urday Matinee at 2.30, Nov. 4, 5,6.

NOW OFFER

Great

Bargains

MISS MINNIE PALMER,
supported by a Company of New

Comedian*
in the very successful Musical, Farcical

Comedy,

HOMSTED,

CORNER OF

THEATRE.

in Blankets !

York

BLANKETS!

entitled

Minnie

Palmer's
BOARDING SCHOOL.

Sale of Seat» Wednesday, Hov. 3d.

oct30

dt{

uovldtd

Gilbert's Assemblies

DONGOLA.

Every Thursday evening commencing Nov. 4th.
Single admission 75 cents. Ί ickets for a cours*, of
six assemblies, $3.00. Season ickets, $10.00
La-

unaccompanied by Gents not admitted unless
holding tickets of admission, which can be obtained
of the management only.
Class in ^ altzing the
German" and Kaa"et
every .Vlond y evening.
oc29df ml

DONGOLA
Bes=t

Burt's Hand Made
In Pebble

Ladies'

The

BOOT.

Misses' School

Boots.

In

Goat, Calf and French Kid.

Straight

Boots,

French Calf, Goat and Graiu.

Children's Colored
*

Goat

Pink, Blue, Gold, Bronze and

Pearl.

styles for Ladies, Misses and

Children.

:
CLOTH TOP Imitation Button CONGRESS BOOTS.
London Bals., Waikingfost Bals., Morocco Leg Boots, for Dress
and Slivct Wc;r- FRENCH KID AND PATENT LEATHER DANCING PUMPS, ail widths.

that, no matter whether Hancock or Garfield is
elected, there never was a time in the history of the world when such BAKGaINS
were offered as now.

Goods

230 Middle Street.

$1,15?
ocll

to

please you.

Sold

dtf

Terms

Strictly

President.

1, 1880, Market Value, $35,311,626.67.
LIABILITIES, by New York Standard, $29,299,098.03
SURPLUS, New York Standard, $6,012,528.64.

:

In case of Lapse after two or more Full Years' Premiums bave been paid, the ful
Four 1er Cent Reserve Value will be applied by the Company, at the option of the
Assured, lu either of two ways : First—to the Extension of the ful) amount of the
insurance for s in· h period a* the full value will pay for at the Company's Published Rates ; or, Second—On surrender of the Original Policy within Three Months
from date of Lapse, to the purchase of a Paid-up Policy. ILLUSTRATION' : A party insures at Aue 35, for $10,000. He pays his Premiums for Ten Tears, receiving
the Large Dividends of the Company, and then stops payment. The result will be
as follows : First, the whole $10,000 Insurance would oe extended for Ten Years
and Forty-six Days, or, Second, he would receive a Paid-up Policy for $2,ββ0.

generally will
great

Cash.

HIEilDGV-IEÎiiS.
FOR

TUKESBURY & CO.
oc6

178

eodtf

CALL FOR

tib

HODOES,

Devonshire St.,

H. C.

is hereby given to the holders of the
Bonds of the town of Fryeburg, Me., dated
January l«t, July 1st, and November 1st. 1870,
that tbe following numbers are called for redemption, and will be paid at the Treasurer's office in
Fryeburg, November 1st, 1880, at which time
the interest on said Bonds will cease: No.'s one to
ninety inclusive, of one hundred dollars each; Xs.'s
one to forty-.-ix inclusive, of two hundred dollars
each; and No.'s one to sixteen inclusive, of three
hundred dollars each.
JOHN LOCKE.
Treasurer of Fryeburg.
Oct.
ο<·2β dlOd
15,1880.
Fryeburg, Me.,

NOTICE

Boston,

AUG. H.

GILSON,

Office : 28

ON
λ
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small gold ear ring
Amethyst and Pearl. The Under
rewarded by leaving It at 28 Exoc30 d3t*
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JOHN C. PROCTER,
83 Exchange Street.

Hold Vail

Tobacco.

Bostos, April 17,1880.
Dear
Sir,—We

have been usaccofor three month*, and
ing
havo found it to be as line a quality as any toDacco
we have ever sold at the price.
It has Invariably
given the most perfeot satisfaction to our customers

Youn respeotfully,
ESTABEOOK & EATON.
So». 222 and 224 Washington st., Boston.
&p21
dU

Detroit Post:—Marshall Jewell, the Hepublican chairman of the National Committee, it will be observed, writes like an honest
These Florida despatches, which the
man.
Democrats got hold of, and over which the
Democratic chairman, Barnum, made such
an outcry, were not written in cipher.
They
were written in plain English, in a big rout.d
hand, and honestly signed Marshall Jewell.
This isn't the way the Democratic managers
do. Their despatches go in cipher, and are

signed Copenhagen, or Gobble, or some
word; or else they mysteriously talk of buying '-seven more mules,"
or distributing "steel rails" or "sleepers."
These facts are significant indications of
which party is engaged in cheating,
other outlandish

Republicans must be prepared to meet
and overthrow all kinds of trickery and deceit at the polls to-morrow. The Democracy are desperate and will stop at nothing
which gives promise of advantage however
slight. As will be seen by our local page
they are circulating spurious electoral tickets cunningly contrived to defeat a Republica-i elector. Much may be done to defeat their scheme by having at every polling
place a corps of well known Republicans to
take charge of the distribution of tickets.
But this is not sufficient. Every elector
should examine his ticket personally and do
it critically. Look at every word and
every
letter and see that it corresponds to tlie
ticket published in the Tkess this morning.
Such a eourse will avoid all possibility of
Congressman Randolph Tucker, of Virin the course of an elaborate argument
for free trade, made in Congress on May 8,
1878, said: "Great Britain opens her arms
to our products; we close our doors against
hers. Now, what a market for our raw material, for our products, if we would only
take the hand which Great Britain extends
for free trade between us." That is sound
Democratic doctrine. That is what the solid South and its ally, the Northern Democratic party, believe. How does it strike the
Irish laborer and the American laborer? Do
they wish to extend their hands for free
trade and exchange their wages for British

ginia,

wages?
Henry P. Bvtlee of 120 Broadway, New
writes a manly letter abandoning the
Democratic party and coming out for Garfield and Arthur, on account of his disgust
with Barnum's forged letter.
He says:
"The forger is the Democratic party, for it
has indorsed, countenanced and ratified th e
abominable attempt to defeat a candidate by
means that no one, be he pure and
spotless
as the snow, can prevent or
anticipate any
more than a dagger-thrust in the dark."
A new variation upon the Garfield Chinese
in the manufac-

letter has been iutroduced

turing districts of Ohio and Indiana.
culars have been

bers, and

The Democrats and

the

Laboring

Man.
The leaders of tlie Democracy industriously advertise that party as the friend of
the laboring man. Every four years they
'•bill" the country, and put out posters
promising great satisfaction to all who come
into their tent.
It will be noticed that they
do not call attention to the

triumphs of preHps, but dwell upon the novel attractions offered by the great show this season.
They are always going to do something
for the poor man. What have they ever
done for him? Whatever did they do while
they were in power? They held four millions of black men in bondage. They shut
out the white man from

the acres of the
West. The homestead act giving farms and
homes and a promising prospect to Eastern

emigrants, passed by Republican votes, was
vetoed by a Democratic President.
They
have done nothing for the poor mau. They
have done evil things to him. And in tha1
doing they propose to keep right along. In
their latest national convention, held last
June, they declared for a revenue tariff—a
tariff which, if adopted, would close half tho
workshops in the country and beggar thousands of men. That is the Democratic idea
of aid to the laborer. The
Elysium they

have urepared for him is the poor-house—
and for the life of them they cannot see
why
he should not be contented there.
Isn't he
housed and fed? Isn't he as well off as the
average Englishman? Didn't the Democracy in the good old days whose passage it deplores, show paternal care for millions of
people? Looking back to its record, it points
with pride to ihe negro cabins of the South.

Looking

forward, it points to mills
and factories and invites the
workingmen to
assist it in shutting them
lusup, shouting
is the true and
man.

Let it be remembered that the Northern
Democracy is entirely under the control of
the Southern wing of that party.
They have
always followed the lead of the Southern
men and always must as
long as the party is
made up as it is now. The South is solid
for free trade arid low wages and is
only
waiting for a opportunity to put its views
on the statute book.
The few Northern
Democrats who might protest, will be abso

lutely powerless

party

tion and party leaders they will never command that respect and attention in American politics to which their numbers and intelligence entitle them."

York,

tily all the while th ,t it
only friend of the laboring

ME.

-

EATON, Esq.
the Hold Fast fob

City Mille, pituated
Decring bridge, PortΤ>11Κland,
Maine, consisting of the mill, eLgine and
I toiler, two run of Btone, water
Kor particulars inquire of

Mass.

Exchange Street,

FOR SALE.

1

Ag'ts

Special Agent.

PORTLAND,
sép27

LOST.
the 25th

State

MASSACUrSETTS, MAINE AND NEW HAMPSHIRE,

Agent.

Monday

ν

vious

GRO'VEE,

C.

3ΧΓ. J.

Jan.

Forfeitable

sale.

as

KTEWARK,

Every Policy Issued by this Company contains the
following Conditions, and is Absolutely Non-

6th to sell

frtore,

vl2w

LEWIS

DRY AND FANCY GOODS.
All our customers and tbe public
And it to their interest to visit our
bargain* will be offered.

all Dealers,

LIFE INSURANCE CO.

ASSETS,

quick

tion upon the conceded not affect the manufacnational importance of turing interests of the
our
industries country in the least. The
great
when we recognize the election of a Démocratie
fact that artisans and President or the elecrion
their products are essen-'oî a Republic η President
tial to the well being of\ cannot interfere with or
our
country, it fallows influence that in the least.
that there is no dweller
The tariff question is a
in the humblest cottage LOCAL
QUESTION.
The
on our remotest frontier same question was
brought
who has not a deep per- up once in my native
place
sonal interest in the leg- in
It is a
islaiion that shall pro-.matter that the general
mote these great nation- J government seldom cares
al industries. 1 will de- to interfere
with, and nothfend a tariff that is na- ing is likely ever to be
tional in its aims, that done that will interfere
protects and sustains with the industries of the
those interest \ without country.
which the nation cannot
become gïeat and self-

amoug us unuer me uis-|
guise of immigration.
It will be the duty
of Congress to mitigate
the evils already felt and
prevent their increase by
such restrictions as without violenee or injustice
will place upon a sure
foundation the peace of
our communities and the
freedom and dignity of

The Mutual Benefit

—

ensure a

(What General Garfield \ (What General Hancock
Says)
I
Say 8)
When we base our ac-i The tariff question cau-

labor."

our

prices a* will

Toy

Oc28

STOCK & FIXTURES

at such

That

Forged Letter.
>ί Democrats in Controls from Pennsylvania,
PROTECTION AND WAGES.
The Democratic party lias finally succeedHew Jersey, New York, and Connecticut will
in
ed
eliminating everything from its camnot check for a moment the execution of the
The New York ''Sun" on Barnum.
4ree Trade Ignores the Welfare of the
paign but nastiness. On this alone it is ;
plan of the South to repeal all protective duties.
relying to seat, Hancock in the Presidential ι
Workingman.
[Ν. Y. Suu-]
chair. Having deserted all its principles
WHAT IS THE HISTORY l»' TAHITI' LEGISLATION?
We do uot read any where in the New Tos;
It proves that the Democratic party has aland abandoned ull its traditions it lias· fallament that a man's conduct as a man and
his
len hack upon filth.
ways opposed a protective policy. After the
Of that kind of vvt'iip- j conduct as a
Platform
Republican
Kou
1880—
Customs
politician will be measured by ] luties
should be adjusted to promote the inter- i trar of 1812 closed there cime a series of hard
<ms it has an arsenal full ;uid its
different standards and adjudged
proficiency
differently, i sts of American Lador and advance the pros- ,-eai's iu this country, Business whs prostrated,
in handling them is wonderful.
If iiis conduct as a politician,
to
the
)erity of the whole country.
according
wages were low and employment was bard to
During the remaining days of the cam- Christian standard of truth and justice, has
Democratic Platform for 1880—tariff >et. A protective tariff was adopted iu 1824,
been base, has he any ground (or
we
to
see just as many of
paign
maj expect
'or Kkvknuk only.
believing
tnd strengthened in 1328. which revived our
that he will uot lie condemned?
tliese weapons brought into use as the limited
If our people were content to receive the
If for acts of debasement—like the
ndustriefc and brought good times. Town and
of
forging
vages that are paid abroad, if tboy were wilitime will allow.
The JfiiO episode and the important letters—heinous in the bight of
:ountry prospered alike, and the mechanic
ng to accept tire scaut comforts and squalid
he
a de ect in the
heaven,
may
by
be
statutes,
tnd fanner were equally beneti(ed. The rtonth
Chinese letter forgery have given the coun- safe from
surroundings of European working-men and
the state prison, has he auy reason
liated this tariff, which made it pay tribute, it·
heir families, it is possible that protection
try a taste of their quail ty. Those remaining to suppose that he will ultimately escape the
itatesmeu said, to the Yankees of New
Engnight be abandoned aud our manufactures
fire of hell?
to he used will be as vile as those
and. Soath Carolina tried to nullify it and
, till live; but
already
they will not be content with
Many
highlyiiiitelligont
bepeople
sincerely
the cns'oms officers from collecting
employed. The National Committee is de- lieve that James Λ. Garfield deliberately per- iuch rewards for their labor, nor would it be prevent
lie duties at her ports.
or the best interests of
society and the Nation
voting all lis energies to the manufacture of jured himself in order to escape conviction as
In 1832 the Democrats jtruck down tbistarhat
should be.
they
A reduction of
a bribe taker.
Who that believos that does
rosrbaeks,
ff, by a law reducing duties on a sliding acal·
trusting that in the short time not abhor, although he
luties at this time would not only still further
may pity, Garfield?
or
ten years.
'educe the wages of labor, but would cause
Prosperity was immediately
left befort) election it will be impossible to
Yet is not he at least as vile, as detestable,
;hecked. Times grew harder and harder, anhe stoppage of industrial establishments in
in
order
to
who,
defeat
them.
refute
This morning one is to apGarfield, forgts a letter
il
the
of 1837 came. No one,
crush
great
State
of
the
Union.
ivery
in his name.
Those memory does not go back to that time
pear in the shape of a charge that Chairman
:ar.
Comparative Statement of Wages in
imagine the misery which came upou the
Jewell of the National Republican Commitxmutry. Flour sold as low as #2.10 a barrel,
Where Is the Missing Despatch? Europe and America.
tee attempted to bribe Josh Hart to admit
tnd iu many localities laboring men worked
[From Official Sources.]
[New York Post.]
tor 30 cents a day.
the spuriousness of the Chinese letter.
Comparative table of prices of labor per day
In 1840 the people put into power the new
Ou the 8th of October Chairman Jewell
>f
ten hours in Scotland and the United States,
Luckily the Press is able to nail this lie by sont the
Whig party, pledged to re-enact a protective
following telegraphic despath tu Col:ariff The result was the tariff of 1842, which
the testimony of a distinguished ex-Judge of lector F. W.
I United
ScotWicker, of Key West, Florida:
(ave fresh life to the manufacturing and agriBranches of industry.
laud. State*.
New York whom this disreputable Hart
"Mallory's steamer of last week had two or three
cultural interests, and put business upon ite
workmen for some railroad. Looks to us
SHIP YARDS.
eet again I
charged was to bo the go-between in this hundred
as though they were sent to Key West to
vote."
arpentera
In 1844 the Democrats carried the Presiden$140
$2 36
business. Quite likely there will be other
roinerg
This despatch explains the later
1 46
2 48
tial
election by cheating the Pennsylvania votdespatch,
blacksmiths
1 30
2 18
lies which there will not be time or that of the 12th of
>rs
into the belief that
October, sav ing that speci- 'latere
they would not disturb
1 30
2 25
.he
tariff. Their campaign cry in
to
protective
refute.
It
can
be
tiveters
asfied nnmbers of men had sailed on
opportunity
1 16
2 07
safely
specified
hat State was, "Polk, Dallas and the Tariff
.aborern
75
1 31
sumed that all charges affecting the Repub- steamships. It shows clearly that Mr. Jewell
>[ 1842."
As soou as they got pufweaeion ul the
I 25
1 89
Lrgle-iron smiths......
Ugg«rs
1 36
Giovernment they proceeded to pas· a low tar2 03
lican canilfdates or Republican managers referred to suspected proceedings—whether
Tain mer-mon
85
1
91
iff
bill
at the dictation of the South. The vote
rightly or '.vrongly suspected is uot now the
at this stage of the canvass are false.
iolders-up
85
1 61
:>n it was a tie in the Senate,
and Vice-President
a Pennsylvania»
They are simply crits of despair which the question—of the Denocrats. The despatch of
Dallas,
ENGINE AND IIOILER WOKKS.
pledged to pro(
the
of
Stli
October is the key to the whole teletection gave the casting vote to destroy the
Democrats are uttering on the eve of defeat.
No
graphic correspondence.
man with the
>miters.
1 32
protective system. The bill established what
135
8th of October despatch before him could
lammer-men
was known as the tariff of 1ί>4«.
85
1 91
It seriously
Tiie New York Tablet, a Roman Catholic
doubt for a moment what the 12th of October
1 30
Vngle-iron smiths
191
the manufacturing interests of the
crippled
1
41
2
25
{oiler-platers
paper of Democratic tendencies, says, in its
despatch meant.
country. The growing industries of New Engiiveters and Calkers
1 25
2 07
We underetaud that the 8th of October deissue of this week: "The astounding result
land, î<ew Jersey and Pennsylvania received
94
151
Iolders-up
is missing. Where is it? We underit heavy blow.
The worst effects of this Demspatch
ron-turners
1 29
2 26
of the elections in Indiana and Ohio has stand that while a
ocratic revenue tariff were not immediately
"relay" copy of it is on file in
ron-finishers
1 20
2 48
demonstrated two things, namely, that the t)iA fiffiCû nf tViû WatΤΤ«1Λ>. ΓΓ„1___ L
Celt throughout the country, hnwevn» Iwuka
1 23
2 47
Engine titters and erectors
1 13
Λ the stimulas which came from the discovpany, and while the fact that it was forwarded
2 25
Waning machiniste
people are ahead of the politicians, and is
further proved by its repetition at the other
1 03
2 25
shaping màehinists
jry of gold in California. But in spite o( that
that the Irish have smashed the traces that
1 OG
2 25
end of ttoe route, the original canuot be found
Plotting machinists
jreat gain to the national wealth, the crash
'attern-makers
1 51
2 70
jf 1857 came, and swept business, labor and
fettered them to the party machine. * * * in the company's office. We understand that
I 40
Carpenters
2 3*>
it cannot be found in Mr. Jewell's office.
igriculture away into a common disaster.
foiners
1 10
2 70
We do not advise them to vote the RepubliWhere is it? Is it in Mr. Barnum's
In 18)30 the Republicans came into power and
91
Engine-drivers
2 25
possesme
w»
sion?
w·"?
Was
it
UiCCUUiiCA
sent to him
v»ii|
laborers
i/ciuwiau^j
massed the Mori ill Tariff Bill, which was based
80
131
"accidentally"
with
the
of
the
>n
despatch
12th
tho principle of protection. Many changes
of October,
ticket; far be it from us to attempt to dictate which he made haste to
lave been made in the law since, but in ao
publish? If the first
to any one liow to vote, but we repeat what
Statement
in
of
weekly wages
rolliny:ase has this principle been abandoned.
despatch was so Bent, if Mr. Barnum supThe
we have before asserted, namely that until
pressed it so as to give an erroneous impression
mills; 1874.
[Republican party has steadfastly defended all
of the moaning of the second despatch, then it
he
national
industries, and their fiourgreat
the Irish vote independently of
dicta-

error.

Difference ill the Candidate*.

Vietcs:

TOBACCO,

SALE

OC TOBER

REVE-

General Hancock's

The BEST and MOST DURABLE Chew in Use.

CLOSING OUT

We shall commence
entire stock of

eodtf

STAR

OF

—OF

FOR

tariff!

LIGrGrETT & MYERS'

Street,

oc21

TARIFF

[PRESENT

OHEW

E.T. MERRILL,
trUrar the Poat Ο flier.

tiie

THE CHEAP LABOR QUESTION.

91ARKED DOWN. 175 prs. Ladies' French
Ki»l8, made by Bristol of New York, on the Macomber last. These goods have re· ailed at 87.00
It will
per pair; will close the lot at
pay purchasers to inspect these bargains.
<;OODM. Men's Fine Kip Boots, only
$2.50. Meu's Extra Fine Calf Boots, hand sewed, only $4.50. Men's Calf and Grain Balmorals, made on the Walking-fast last, prices from
$1.25 to $7.00.

V

in tli

$1.25?

To parents wlio iind difficulty in fitting their children's feet I would say, I have the largest stock of
Children's Goods in tlie city.
We have constantly on hand a ffill line of Donga Boot*, in all widths from A to D, and in all
sizes. These goods keep their shape and are superior to French Kid in every way.
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PALMER,

—

are sure

ever

1870
denounce

Pennsylvania.

DOYOU THINK M. G.

Boys' Box Toe Kip Boots,
These

Please call and examine tbe ©NliïT LARGE STOCK of line Boots and Shoes
State of Maine, at the very lowest prices.

We

affirm the belief
A TARIFF
I in 1870 in a
NUE ONLY.
so discrimi
nate as to fav<.r Amer-|
CAN LABOR
I

which shall

The

Fancy Slippers,
In all

INTERESTS

(Democratic Platform,

labor and jas a masterpiece of injusadvance the prosperity of
tice, inequality and false
the whole country."
I pretense.
(National Republican
(Democratic Platform,
rtuts<rrm, 1880).
1Θ80.)
avowe

NEW STYLES FOR GENTLEMEN

I RISE TO SAY

(National Republican
Platform, 1876
Δ tariff ♦•adjusted το

A ND

Cloth Top Boots with Box Toes.

(all Solid, Double Soles.)

Difference in the Platform».

We

Boots,

Boots, White Kid Goods>

AND

Misses'Oil Goat Button Boots

the Tariff.

Parties and

PROMOTE THE
op American

Street Boot for Ladies.

Walking Boots,

French

OF

remembered that
twenty-two per cent, of nil the Inboring- people of the country are
artisans engaged in manufactures.
Their cidturc has been
fostered by our tariff laws.
It is
their pursuits, and the skill which
they have developed, that produced the glory of our Cenetnnial
Exhibition. To them the country
owes the splendor of the position
it holds before the' world more
than to any other equal number
of our citizens.
If this bill,
[Wood's revenue tariff bill,] becomes a law, it strikes down their
occupation, and throws into the
keenest distress the brightest and
best elements of our population.
I implore this House not to permit us to be thrown into greater
confusion, either by letting 'his
bill become a law, or by letting it
hang over the country as a menace."—Gex. Garfield in House of
Representatives, June 4, 1878.

The

The

—

Bangor.

I hare the exclusive sale in this city of the ONLY and ORIGINAL

dies

WHAT

Electors at Large.

it be

"Let

Eve-

Doors open at 7 o'clock; Concert to commence at
8. Tickets 25c : Children 15c.
novl d3t*

YOBK.

GARFIELDON THE TARIFF.

all Dealers.

BLANKETS!

CLUB,

NE W

First District—ELISHA H. .1EWETT.
Second District—OTIS HAYFURD;
Third District—EDWIN FLYE.
Fourth District—LEWIS B. JOHNSON.
Fifth District—SEWARD B. HUME.

TOBACCO,

Neli.ie Wkbhtek and Miss MayBey axt— H. KoTzecuMAB, Pianist—at the

ning, Nov. 3rd.

FOR VICE PRESIDENT,

For

OONOEIRT·

Yestry, Wednesday

OHIO.

JOSEPH S. WHEELWRIGHT, of
lliA H. FOSS, of Saco.

S. DRIGGS, Business Manager.

First Baptist

OF

OF

I he BEST and MOST DURABLE Chew in Use.

Tared»}' night.

Mies

Democratic Nastiness.

PBTCE 3 CESTS

»

FOR PRESIDENTIAL ELECTORS.

STAR

Character Sketches.
Admission 25 cts.; Reserved Seats 50 cts. On
sale at Box Office at Theatre
Thursday morning,
Oct. 27. at 9 o'clock. Secure seats
early and hear
the musical wonders.
|f^Kl«iciion return* read froui mage

by

PRESIDENT,

JAMES A. GARFIELD,

LIGGETT & MYERS'

mother and seven children—each a brilliant Musical Arti«i—in a programme original with
themselves, consisting of choice Bard and » •rchestral Selections, Cornet Solos and Duets, Violin Solos
and Duets, Glees. Choruses, Ballads and
Laughable

THE WEBER

—

FOR

OHEW

Father,

astiiûted

■»

Nov. 2.

Chester A. Arthur,

.Holiday, Tuesday and
.Nov. let, 2d and 3d.

B.

Election,

Presidential

dL'mos

NEW PORTLAND THEATRE,
Wednesday,

oc25 dot

|83ΗΜΜ8ΗΒΙ

y

FAHOI'8

MME FAMILY,
neying crownetl with
people of this city in

PRESS.

to

accomplish anything.

distributed in great

Cirnum-

all

languages, purporting to
eame from the Republican
headquarters,
and commending the "manly
position"
taken in the forged letter. The Democrats
take so kindly and naturally to
forgery that
they do not know when to stop when they
get

on

m

that trail.

New York Tribune: Wa3 there ever
such a spectacle? A great political party
enters upon the last days of a Presidential

campaign asking to be put in power solely
because it has forged a letter against oiher
party's candidate! No other issue is presented. The party platform has been declared a lie, and the party's candidate has
been forced to show that he is as ready to
break a pledge as to make one.
Swift's comet is growing fainter, but it
be seen with a small telescope in the
constellation Pegasus, near the star Mu
Cygni. It is, ho* ever, nothing more than a
faint nebulous gleam, the tail having disappeared. Swift's comet is a good deal liko
the Hancock boom.
can

joie

ncjjuuutau

pany

neciares lor a rev-

which shall protect American labor;
Mic Democratic party declares for a tariff for
revenue only.
Which do laboring men pre.
fer? That is the question which they are to
answer by their votes to-morrow.
enue

New York Commercial:—George Bancroft says Washington was six feet two
inches high, and the Detroit Free P/ess says
that is the precise length of Hancock. This
item may have some interest lor the undertaker; it has none for u
The workingmen of this country arc t ο
intelligent to be deceived into voting for
Hancock and Free Trade by a bungling forgery·
Tiie Democrats are having as much difficulty in finding ilorey as they will in finding a majority in the Ele tora! College for
Hancock.
A "tariff for revenue
only" would
make Chinese cheap labor the only salvation
of American manufacturers.

Bet Barnum can't manufacture
nasty for the Argus to publish.

a

story

too

ΜυΐίΕΤ is

the

Mrs. Harris of the

cam-

paign.
The "Vets" are getting demoralized and
wish they had stuck to the old colors.

is demonstrated not only that he
dishonorably
used the second despatch to circnlate a false
and injurious report, but that he knew, when
he circulated it, that the report was a falsehood.

Woikmeu.

f

dent voters, who would be satisfied with Genera' Hancock, have e χ pressed the same desire

since the October elections. Nor do they leave
us in doubt as to their
reasons lor such declarations. They assert the belief that the Demo'
cratic party in Congress, which has set itself

Machinists

····

Laborers
Blacksmiths
iron-molders
Patter n-makers

j
|

I

J

I

|

27
40
36
15
15
8
15
14
14

*

15j$10<5
50

00

831
56
24

58
40

00
69

δΟ
05

21 06
12 10
8 50
8 47
4 67
6 00
6 77
7 01

Statement of weekly wages in ship-building, 1874

Workmen.

Machinist s, best

$7 50

Machinists, ordinary

6
7
β
7
7
7
4
5

Pattern-makere

Engine-titters,

General Hancock.
not

Fitters,
Laborers

a

$21

Engineers

Blacksmiths..
Riveters anl calkers

purpose of frightening timid Voters, but the
fear of men, who, while they are not
friendly
t" the Republicans, have learned that the
present managers of the Democratic party are

!

Ρ tiddlers
Γορ and bottom rollers
Rail mill rollers
Merchant-mill rollers

as a
returning board, will if the vote is
close, find pretexts for setting aside the votes
of sufficient Electors to make no choice
by the

This, it may be added, ia
Republican roorback, gotten up for the

Si
r

!

up

Electoral College, and thus throw the election
into the House, where the Democrats will control a majority of the States by
unseating Orth
of Indiana, thereby enabling them to elect

I*
°3

·£

ι

[Boston Journal.]

Why the Victory Should be Emphatic.
Recently an independent paper, not friendly
to the Republican ticket, but f
oreseeing its
guccess, called u pon the Republican leaders to
spare no effort to secure a decided majority of
the eloctoral votes. Many intelligent
indepen"

shing condition to-day, is directly attributable
the long period of Republican ascendancy.

.0

Darters
Statement of

only unscrupulous but revolutionary.
And there is ample cause to believe that in
case the Electoral vote is so evenly divided between the two parties that the Republicans
will have but a small majority, that the Demcratic Congress will find pretexts to declare

weekly

wages

70

72
88
26
00
18
10
BO

in cotton-works.

not

WHAT DOES

"A ΤΑΒΙΓΓ FOB HIS VENUE
MEAN?

ONLT'

It meane a tariff which will produce a large
revenue, so that the taxes on whiskey and to,
jacco, which are objectionable to the South*an be largely reduced or abolished
altogether.
Γο raise a large revenue at the custom house
:hero must be large importations. Large importations ot foreign goods can only take plaoe
mder a low tariff, which will enable the importers to undersell our own manufacturers,
foreigners can make goods cheaper than
we can, because
they only pay their laborers
ibout half the wages the Amerioan working
nan gets.
Under a Democratic "tariff for
revenue only" our markets will be flooded
with foreign goods. Then one of two things
nust happen : either our iron and steel works,
>ur silk factories, woolen factories and cotton
'actories, and ot>r shops that make cutlery,
îardware, leather goods' and a hundred other
trticlee, must close, or the men employed in
;hem must work for half the wages they are
iow getting.
There is no other alternative
possible. The Southern cotton planters will
at
the
rejoice
opportunity to buy cheap English and German goods; but there will be stagnation end destitution in every manufacturing
;ity and village in the land, business will be
prostrated, and the hard times of 1837 and 18S7
will come again.
The interests of the working men, farmers,
business men of the North alike demand the
naintenance of the Protective Tariff System,
[t is openly assailed by the Democratic party
it the bidding of the Sooth.
It can only be
lefended effectively by the election of Garfield
md Arthur.
BEAD THE BEPOBLICAN TARIFF PLANK.

Here is the declaration of the Chicago Contention on the uuestion of tariff :
"We re-afflrm the belief, avowed In 1876. that
he duties levied for the purpose of revenue should
υ discriminate as to favor American labor."
Contrast this with the Democratic plank,
which demands "a tariff for revenue only",
laying not a word about the great interests of
American labor and American manufactures.

WoRKMKN.

the Republican majority null. Thus far ConCardinz:
gress has refused to consider any measure for
verseur
Drawlug-frame tenders.
counting the Electoral vote which does not
Speeiier tenders
BEAD THE CANDIDATES' IETTKBS.
make that body a returning board which can
Grinders
go "behinrl thoccrtifi :ates" of the States and
Strippers
What does General Hancock say about the
declare other men chosen Electors than those
Spinning:
tariff? Not a solitary word. Go over his letOveretwr
certified to the Vice President by the State
ter from boginning to end and there is no refauthorities recognized by the Constitution.
erence to be fonnd to this most vital question.
The party in the House refused to pass the EdThe bread and shelter of hundreds of 'thousbill
for counting the
munds
ands of working men are in peril, but Hancock
Electoial
Statement of veekUy ιcayet in iroolenmille.
which
made
vote,
the
3oes not open his mouth. Contrast his eilence
highest court
in
the
State
the
final
md indifference -with the plain, straightforarbiter
in
all] disputed questions affecting the choice
ward words of General Garfield, who meets
of Electors. It has persistently refused to conthe question squarely, saying in his letter;
sider any measure which does not clothe Con"In reference to our customs laws, a policy
with
sufficient
Workmen.
gress
should be pursued which will bring revenue· to the
power to set aside the action of State officials in the matter of Electors.
Treasury, uud will enable the labor ttnd capital em
The Senate has already adopted on its part a
ployed in our great industrie» to compete fairly in
our own markets wltb the labor anil
capital of for"joint rule" for counting the Electoral vote,
eign producers. We legislateior the people of the
which makes Congress the judge of the elecUnited States and not for tbe whold world, audit
Wool-sor tors
:
tions in the several States. The House was
ç ft) 94
is our glory that the American laborer is more InWool-washers
prevented from passing the rule at the last sestelligent and better aid than bis fureIgn competiDyers
sion by the hostility of the Republicans. It
tor. Our country cannot be
Spinners
independent aniens its
will be adopted when Congress meets in Depeople, with their abundant natural resource*, poswarpers and boamers
ies» the requisite skill at
any time to clothe, arm
cember; aud there is a widespread conviction Weavers
and equip tbemselve* for war, and In time of peace
Burlers
that the Democratic Congress will make a
to produce all the necessary implements of labor.
Dressers, or glggera..
scheme to revoke the will of the States as exIt
was the manifest Intention of the founders of the
Press-tenders
pressed in the choice of Electers, and thereby
Government to provide for the commun defense,
to elect the Democratic candidate for Presinot by standing armies alone, but by raising among
dent. It is true that such a plan involves a
the people a greater army of art lsans. whose Intelli"Revenue" Tariffs mean the depreciation oi
gence and skill should powerfully contribute to the
usurpation as bold and fatal iu its influence to
popular government as that of Louis Napoleon labor, and a reduction of rates to European safety and glory of the nation."
whe as President of the Republic of France,
standards.
WAGES IN EUBOFE AND AMERIC A.
executed the coup d'etat which made him
Protective Tariffs mean the improvement
The following table shows the average weekand
Emperor
changed the Repnblic to an Em- and elevation ot labor, and the maintenance ly wages
of a few leading occupations in Eupire. The country has| come to believe that of living prices for the artisans of the country.
rope and the Uuited States. It was carefully
the Democratic leaders are ready to
Wood Tariff bill—brought to a vote in
The
into
carry
compiled in 1879 by the Depa'tment of State,
execution such a plot, and there are DemoJune, 1878, in the House of Representatives from
information derived from recrutic journals, notably one in Ohio,
—proposed to reduce duties an average ot ports authentic
managed
by United States Consuls.
fifteen per cent! It was defeated June 5, 1878,
by a man in the counsels of the Democratic
^
magnates, that openly threatens such a course.
by a vote of 120 to 131. Of those in favor of
pîliT.OOXXXfl
There is one way to avert this danger, and
the bill, 113 were Democrats and but 7 Repubthat is by electing a decided majority of Garlicans.
<*>
Ο
1Η»Η
Γ. !1
Let the workingmen remember who propose
field electors. If all the States of the North
to reduco their wages and to put them in comgive their votes to the Republican ticket, the
preponderance in its favor will be so large that petition with the half-starved labor of Europe.
the managers will not dare to set aside the decree of the people.
If it is not thus emphatic
such a danger exists: and ne know that men
ΟβΊwec00Οifif©ΟΰΜ'ύβΰΟΟ
who have stood high in the opinion of Massachusetts Democrats have
expressed fears in
case the Republican majority is small.
OOOiOt^îO^ONiOJO^iO οο
No man can estimate the disastrous effect of
ι
Ε
*S>
h»
such a contingency upon the business of the
Ο
country. Suppose that the Republican major- I
2£©«2S
ity 19 a dozen or less, and that the next House I
S2Q>c£*ooo
_C&ft^C5»Hi3;3ïO Γ. & © C*2 W C
is so close that the Clerk who uuikea up the
*»
w'îi^
I «eoηητ^«ΐΐ^
ro! 1 upon which it is organized will dare to set [
aside enough Republicans to give the organiΟώΝΟ^Ο^Νίί OOONpClC
zation to the Democrats, what will be the efciccc^siïaone· ce œ 00 ·-» ώ ^
fect upon the business and industry if the
The country has now been living for twenty
Sfi
«ririrtn^îj^n ««^î«wn
Democratic organs and leaders should
ο
urge
Congress to set aside the Republican majori- years under a tariff system adopted by Ihe Re1 Ι®*9*^
ty of electors and representatives? We all
publican party i'l Congress, the ground princiCf f',
§5ë§g32
know the effect of the Haine election upon
C5 ·*' * Ο ■*
ple of which is to protect American labor and
business. We may judge something of the efAmerican enterprise against ruinous competifect the advocacy of such revolutionary plots
NOCO
tion from the cheap labor and immense nccu"
will have upon the business of the
seo<-«3
country.
ά g
The condition essential to the continuation of
mulated canital of Elurone. Thia uvatom l»ao
the present era of prosperity is peace.
Any
greatly benefited the industries of the country.
movement that partakes of the nature of revoOur manufacturing intereste have vastly inlution will destroy confidence
55 8S3
5§
everywhere.
■* ■*»·
«Ο
« tac
c <*· Ο
Capital will be frightened, enterprise will be creased in magnitude since it was adopted,
a
paralyzed, mills will cease to run on full time,
and have broadened their field of operation so
labor will lack employment, merchants will
as to take in almost every article needed
by a
miss customers, warehouses will be filled with
civilized people. Hundreds of thriving towns
unsold and unsalable goods, if the country is
disturbed by a conspiracy to set aside the pophave sprung op where there was nothing but
ular verdict. Better a hundred times have a
: : ·: ; :s : ; : :
open country in 1860, and old half-dead vildecided Democratic victory than a Republican
:
.:■·£: © :
:
-··::
: : ο
lages have become prosperous cities, teeming
triumph by so narrow a margin that it will in: £ ;
t
with a busy population.
voke the revolutionary spirit of the DemocratThe whole land,
: : : : 2
:
:
S
:
ε
:
-g
-Oflvb
JD
ic managers and
·*. β
«* Λ u Ο
.S
encourage them to set it aside. from Maine to the Far West, is dotted with
£ven the uncertainty which four months of
shops and factories which would never have
suspense and fear of such usurpation by Conbeen built if our laws had not levied a duty
gress as is feared by independent and threatIII ii
ened by Democratic jouinals will ruin the busupon foreign goods. The wages of labor are
iness ol the country for the next year even if it
from 50 to 100 per cent, higher than they were
SS «
does not succeed, and for an unknown period
before the protective system was adopted. At
Do working men want to toil for the miseraif successful.
ble wages paid in the Old World? If not, let
From the independent standpoint it no
long- the same time the farmers, who have a home them
vote to defend the Protective Tariff.
er is a question of
In
market for their producte in the cities and
party politics, but one which
the Southern States the black working man
involves the prosperity of the country. This
are getting far better
towns,
■nanufactnring
a
month
and
ration
a
of
a
S8
of
corn
çete
peek
being the case, it is scarcely a question as to
meal and three pounds of bacon a week. Perprices tban they got twenty years ago, and are
what is the duty of the great mass of intellithe Southern politicians who control the
haps
in
gent people regardless of party. Even now,
much
easier
consequently
circumstances·
Democratic narty would like to bring the
when the Democratic managers have resorted
in a word, the whole countrv is thriving and
white working man of the North down to
to the circulation of
forged letters, so palpably trowing under the application of this
the work of fraudulent agents that the best
Bepubli- :he-e wages. The white working man will,
η November, express hie opinion of their rev:an protective legislation.
Democratic papers, like the New York Sun
enue tariff plan with his ballot.
auc! the World, refuse to approve them, DemoA SWEEPING CHANGE PROPOSED
crats wl.o believe in decency are in
duty
Now the Democrats give notice in their
bound to vindicate their principles by repudiplatform that if they get into power tbey will
He Wanted a Change.
ating these managers and their works. What,
then, is their duty to the country and its high- 1 weep away this entire protective system, and
The compensation the Union men received
est welfare, when it is generally believed that
>ut in its place "a tariff for revenue
only."
'or their magnanimity at the closo of the war.
these managers entertain revolutionary designs
This plank was put in their platform at the
should the Presidential election be favorable
ind the reward awaiting a further generosity
iemand of the South, which has always been
to the Republicans but the result close? Simη surrendering to tho ex-rebels the governthat
to
show
believe
in Democratic
ply
îostile to protection. The South has no manuthey
nent on a demand for a change, is illustrated
institutions by defeating those who seem disactories to speak of. The manufacturing in·
posed to overthrow them.
>y astory that the Moslems toll about Jonah.
erests of New Jersey or Connecticut alone are
This matter extends further than the elecWhen Jonah disembarked from the whale
tion of President. It is affected by the politiar greater than those of the entire
region from
ie climbed up on the bank aud sat down uncal complexion of the next House.
Sho'ld
he Potomac to the Rio Grande. There are
ler a juniper tree to dry off. There was a
the next House have a Republican
majority
ingle cities in those States which manufacot fifteen or twenty, the present Congress will
ilind man, a beggar, sitting there who, when
ure now more than all the cotton States comnot dare to set asid the verdict of the
]
ie was aware of the preseuee of the
people
prophet
in the Presidential election. Tlie moral in1 iir.ed. The South wants to sell ita cotton
Tonah, besought him to pray the Lord that his
fluence of such an opposition will deter the
1 light might lie restored.
And Jonah,
] temp and tobacco for the highest price it can
wanting
ο oblige him, prayed the Iiord, and
plotters. If the next House is Democratic,
the man
that fact will embolden the reckless leaders in
' ;et, and buy in European markets the goods
eceived back his sight.
the present to undertake any crime
The beggar was eating dates at the time and
against 1 t needs at the lowest prices; and it wants to
popular government necessary to give them i mport those goods at nominal rates of
! is soon as he got his eyes open and could see
duty.
If
power.
ie began to snap the
they can successfully carry out
date stones at Jonah,
:ts true interest is to build up factories at
such a conspiracy against popular government,
iow Jonah's skin was tender from having
the prosperity of the country will not
tome, but it is too prejudiced and short-sighted
1 leen sit long inside the whale, aud the stones
only be
' iurt him very much. And he cried out.
destroyed but the foundations of the Republic I ο see this. The Western Democracy always
undermined.
,ctn with the South, and these two elemeuts
•'Ob, Lord! how is
And the Lord said, "Jonah you were not satif the Democratic party immensely prepondersfied to leave things as they were, as I bad orWokkingmjes have the chance to do ( ,te over the Eastern
Democracy which is in
lered them, and now you must take the come
something for their own interests to-morrow. ] >art favorable to protection. The objections ;uence«."
...
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THE TARIFF QUESTION.

How

It Affects

Working
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Men

and Business Men.
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HOUBS.

War I>EF'r, Officb Chief 8ionai,
">
Officer, Washington. Γ). 0.,
Oct. 30,"2 A. M. t
For New England,
Clear or partly cloudy weather, northwest
to southwest winds,
stationary or higher
temperature and barometer.
Cautionary signals continue at Eastport.
Cautionary off shore signals continue at Portland, section 7, Boston and Sec'iou 8.
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BANGOR.

An

Imposing Republican

Demon-

stration.
HON.

T.

B.

REED

TAKIFF

DISCUSSES

THE

ISSUE.

Brief Addresses by Senator Kamlin and
Capt. Boutolle.

(Special Despatch to the Press.]
A very large and enthusΒλνποκ, Oct.
astic Republican meeting was held at Norombega Hall tonigli.. The hall was packed with
a fine btidience to listen
to the Hon. T. B.
Reed discuss the tariff.
Hon. Ε. B. Neally
presided and in a neat speech introduced Mr.

Reed, who

received with cheers that lasted peveral minutes.
When quiet was restoie^
was

Mr. Reed said:
SPEECH OF MB.

REED.

There has been a great deal of wonder expressed at the sudden looming of the tariff
into shape as the principle issue of the campaign. All at once it seems to have become
uppermost in men's minds. It has come home
to their business Men milt ο it in the streets.
It is η ■ longer η dul in- iacyof ligures, but a

living thing fraught

wnu

human

happiness

and freighted with human hopes.
Men art
surprised that it made no figure in our September campaign.
Why was it not then made
men say.
The answer is simple.
prominent,
Until the Maine election nobody looked Democratic success fairly in the face.
Until then
nobody inquired what it would mean. After
Maine, «very mind was alert. The instinct of
self-pre<ervatiou made every business man fix
his attention on the Democratic party.
The
moment he did so the business man found that
all Democratic history had been hostile to protection; that whatever time and energy tliei
could devote to the real business of the coun
try had been devoted to the opening of our
markets to foreign manufacture, tbat so late us
1K7W the chaiiuiau of their committee of Ways
and Means had kept the whole country in a
tu lu υ ι-» u*w a uni

w

υιιαιι^,η

tiio

lariu

will" η

the most strenuous exertions of business men
were but just able to rle'eat, but which if
they
had not defeated it might have palsiezed even
the benefience of resumption.
On he other
hand they found that under protection this
country hail grown from 31,000,000 to 50,000,(100
of people; that the capital invested in uiam1fac'iurei had grown from #1,00!),000,000 in 1800
to $2.118.000,000 ill 1880, that the products ot
manufacture had increased from $l,Ol!).000.000
to the enormous sum of $4,232,000.000, that
over two million seven hundred thousand men
find employment at full wages in establishments, to the existence cf which the tariff is
vital, and that more than seven hundred and
seventy-live millions of dollars were annually
paid to workmen as wages. They found that
large towns and cities had sprung into existence under the fostering caae of Republican
In New Jersey Newark had
legislation.
grown from 75,000 to 135,000, a"d ill its factories more thau three hundred ait cl s of a!l materials from celluloid and glas» to si eel and
leather made by the busy h inds of its workmen. Patterson had grown from twenty-one
thousand to fifty-two thousand by reason of
the silk industry alone. The potteries of Trenton which twenty years ago hardly lived, now
employ $12,000,000of capital and the labor of
All over tire West in Indiana.
4000 people.
Illinois and Ohio agricultural implements,
manufactures of metals, crockery and machinery are made almost at the very door of the
consumer.

But there is no need that I should go to otber
Stales for examples.
Dexter and Stanford,
Vassalboro and Mechanic Falls show what has
been done and are indications of the future.
Skowhegan and Waterville are instances of
larger growth, while Saco and Biddefon),
Lewiston and Auburn are shining examples
how cities may be built and largo populations
maintained uy manufactures.
How could
Bangor itself, without the duty on lumber,
hope for the revival of business sure to come
in future? Without the duty on potatoes hew
would the Aroostook farmer be sure of his
cash at the starch factories?
AU these vast and varied interests the business men found in peril.
The maj rity of the
Democratic party was in the South. To manufactures that party was bound by no ties of
interest or regard. While there were Democrats
whose constituencies made them protectionists,
yet if Federal patronage could be held ill the
grasp of the majority it might prove as effectual a bribe to brace up a Congressman against
the interests of constituencies as it had been in
times past to brace him *up against his love of
liberty. The same collectorship which rewarded a vote for Kansas or Nebraska
.might
pay for a vote for free'rade. In a party, as
everywbe/e else, the majority rt les, especially
if it has the most brains. Besides this
every
buiinees man recognized one other fact, that
uncertainty is a sworn foe to enterprise if the
uncertainty be on something fundamental.
The vast bulk of our manufac1i)res rest on the
tariff. Repeal that and few mauufactnres can
live. Agitate for repeal with a party just victorious in the nation and pi d ;ed to repeal and
no
manufacturer knows where ho is. The
more he manufactures the more he
may lose.
The vaster his enterprise the more widespread
maybe bis ruin. Even if the tariff be saved
the time is not, and dull business is a
poor substitute for brisk enterprise.
These were some of the dangers with which
business men found themselves confronted
after the Maine election.
Hence they set
themselves at work to disseminate information. Working men began to inquire whether
their interests might not be somewhat concerned. After many years of d illness and depression grod work at good wages had come to
them and they knew that tbev were better off
than workmen in Europe.
They compared
the wages they received with those
paid
abroad and in the diff rence thev saw
"nappy
homes instead of hovels, children at school
instead of the grimy workshop and education
and Independence instead of ignorance and
We can hardly wonder that such
poverty.
men after so recent an
experience of hard
times should earnestly desire to
let well
Annnirh α 1 ntio
Whatever may be true of England now or
whatever may hereafter become true when
we have a parliament of
mai', a federation of
world, yet the experience of the world we
have to-day, if you can judge
by its laws
seems to be in fuvor of protection.
Brought
up in all the remorseless logic of free trade
every English colony lias nevertheless adopted
protection. In tilts countrv we have many
reasons for adopting it.
The greatest ram',
moiity we have is land, millions on m Mi η lof
acres await
even the first purchase
The
value of land is all in the presence of men.
The presence of 50,000,000 of men have made
worth buying all that which has already been
bought. The presence of 100,000.000 will
m»ke it all worth buying.
Crowd men together and you crowd value into land. Last
week a friend of mine drove mo
throngh
Central Park.
"Thin co-it. 17 millions." he
said, "aud could be sold to-day for three t:m»s
that for Building lots.'!
H»re then were 843
acres of laud without a building, worth
fifty
millions.
Hn would be a bold man who
bought Portland by the acre at a quarter of
that rate buildings and all. And yet the presence of a million and a quarter of
people in
New York and Brooklyn made the
story very
believable.
Land in Montana is worth a
dcllar an acre. Every acre is as rich as farm
ing land in Maine. What makes the difference?
The presence of men hero and the ab«enc« of
tbein there. How can we get men from ntJier
lands, skilled workmen and cunning artifi<ers?
Not by maintaining their factories in foreign
lands by our purchases for then they would
But when wo shut their comstay at home.
modities out and throw wide open the doors
for themselves with promise of good wages
and constant employ, they come to us, and
there uprises on our shores and h ν nnr streams
the lofty factories and the smoking chimin
y,
and do our farmers get nothing out of all this?
What feeds these skilled workmen and their
wives and
little ones?
The produce of
our
laws.
Where
do
they get their
From
off
the backs of our sheep.
clothing?
Our wool production has grown vin 13 years
from 60,000.000 pounds to 208.000,000. If these
skilled workmen were in Europe you could
only supply them with such products as would
bear long transportation and you would have
to do that in competition with tho
ill-paid labor of European peasants.
Now you supply
him all his food at your very door, and he and
you divide the sum that would have had to be
paid for three or four thousand miles of transportation. But when we have fed men and
clothed them that is not all.
The sole business of mankind is to
provide for the wants
and wishes and whims of mankind. We build
houses for the skilled workmen, we dig coal
for him, we manufacture for him. To the extent of one, two or three dollars a
day, just
what he earns, he can have what he wants.
He helps eupplv our wants, we help
supply
his.
If we could imagine a world where every
man was at work making just the
thing he
ought to make, where there would bo a
perfect interchange of labor, and yet where
humau inventive genius would have full play
we should imagine a race whose steady
progress towards perfection and
happiness would
make the millennium unnecessary and would
bind Satan not fora thousand years but for all
time. But the world we live in is a world divided into nations, wit£ rivalries, ambitions
and wars. Men have cassions as well as interests.
No Dation can afford to be dependent.
Even if free trade were tho art of wealth we
could not live by wealth aloue.
Our industries must be so diversified that when war
blockades us we can be sufficient for ourselves.
We had a striking example of the difference
between a people with one industry and a
people with many during the war of the Rebellion. A Southern school liistoiv of the
United Stites, in *ooounting for their defeat,
very truly sajs: "Without arms or material
r>f war of any sort, aud without machinery or
*
*
*
.. orkmen to
the Concreate them
t<Meracy had to contend with an antagonist

rich in all the materials that make a liatlou
fonnidab'e iu war."
Elsewliera it says: "Her (the North) cities
swarmed with «killed artizans who could iu »
short time, if required, greatly iucrease her
supply of arms."
These statements aro of course greatly exaggerated, but they recognize fully· the fitness
for war o( a people with varied industries as
compared with a people who made haste to
adorn their constitution with an absol ite prohibition of protection.
The best that free trade has ever claimed for
itself is that a nation can make more money
by it. It never claimed that its people would
be better employed with better wages or that
there would be a fairer distribution of the
profits. Vears ago the world suffered from
brute force. The weaker went to the Avail.
Brains rule to-day but brains may be as brutal
What makes the
and tyrannical as muscle.
great bulk of people happy, what fills their
homes with comfort, what sends their children
to school is more to be desired than great riches piled up in dead hands.
Another result of diversified industry is that
Broaden the deit calls out inventive talent.
mand for invention and you iucrease its possibilities. Its (effect on education cannot be
over-estimated. Education ie the calling out
of the faculties of the mind. Wherever there
is a great variety of industry, arousing men's
curiosity and stimulating their observation,
books are in greater demand.*! When Dublin
employed 4!KX) men in woolen manufactures
more books were published in Dublin by a single house, than now, probably, are required
for the supply of the kingdom notwithstanding the iucrease of population.
There is another thing, which tho business
The value of property deman recognizes.
pends not only 011 the presence of men but on
their activity. New York, above 50th street,
has more than trebled in value since 1870. It
is true that the elevated railway has had much
to do wilh this but business confidence and activity has had more. Any man can see what
a vast difference there is between the whole
value of the permanent property of this country in times of depression and in times of activity. The mines, the fields, the farms, the
railroads, all things, are the same but they
nation is at work
are worth more when the
than when, all confidence lost, we are turned
over to idleness and the howling wilderness of
The difference is real,
soft money oratory.
for the mines, the fields and tho farms in
make
of
work
times
permanent additions to
the wealth of the country which no future deTo-day all
pression can ever take away.
-things are active and tend to activity. It will
not be loug before every dollar and every man
Confidence exists in the
will be employed.
It will not ps^ to dispresent state of things.
It is this feeling which has tueued
turb it.
the tide. No forgeries can stem it.
That E"gland is so plainly interesting herself on the Democratic side 13 well worthy of
attention. Augustus Mongredien's pamphlet
appealing to the western farmer in favor ο
freetrade is not sent even through Maine tor
no purpose.
Years ago England took the same
tender interest in the affairs of Ireland. The
vear 1800 found Ireland rejoicing iu seventeen
years of encouragment to its own manufacFive thousand hands labored on wooltures.
ens in LfuDiiîi ainne.

in
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Wicklow artificers were numbered by the thouThen the benificient scheme of having
'heir manufacturing done by England was gentand
gradually
ly
put unou that unhappy country, and its subsequent history h.is had the
Turmoil the most unceasleurs of the world.
ing, misery the most profouud, starvation only
to he escaped by exile, has been the lot of eons
And yet among
<>f that unhappy country.
those, who uphold the hands of England next
Tuesday will be found foremost Irishmen and
their descendants! Strange anomaly! Singular triumph of prejudice over reason.
The speech was one of the ablest and most
sands.

te'lingever delivered here and

complimented

was

highly

all hands.
After Mr. Reed Senator Hamlin was called
for with cheers and made a brief rallying
on

speech.
Loud cheers were made for Capt. Boutelle,
who received a most complimentary ovation,
He responded in a
being repeatedly cheered.

speech exhorting to earnest effort for a
grand victory Tuesday. The meeting was one
of the grandest ever held here.
brief

A GOOD HAUL.

ftrhat the Evidence Has

has been

the

scene

of

a

large

number of

Many houses and stores have
been entered and valuables taken. The police
have made every effort to ferret out the guilty
parties but it seemed as if their vigilance was
to be thwarted. About 3 o'clock Sunday morning as an employe of the American Express
was returning home lie saw what appeared to
burglaries.

flickei of light in the boot and shoe shop
of A. J. Reynolds on Cony street.
Officers
Thomdike and Tyler were at once notified and
be

a

the store where they arrested a
named Elmer Clark, a machinist
by-trade. Upon being taken into custody
Clark confessed that be had been concerned
in burglaries for several months. In
a
bureau at his boarding place the oflicere found

proceeded

young

to

man

a
treasure trove.
There were some
dozen watches, about fifty chains and nearly a
quart of rings. Besides shirts, etc., a valuable
overcoat was also found in his room, stolen
from Mason's clothing store some weeks ago.
Clark is a quiet, studious fellow
and
has
hitherto borne on uublemielied
reputation
City Marshal White and aids are elated at the
capture as it removes a stigma from the force.

quite

MAINE.
Guarding Against Democratic Trickery.
Damariscotta, Oct. 30.—Edwin Flye, elector on the Republican ticket, has resigned the

position

of President and director of the First
National Bank of Damariscotta, learning that
the Democrats proposed to enter
his acting in case he was elected.

objection

to

Fire in Belfast.

Belfast, Oct. 30.—The house of Robert F.
Patterson, on the east side of the river, was
burned last evening. Loss $(>00.
Mill Burned.

31.—Benjamin
cloth dressing mill

Bangok, Oct.

Robinson's
was burned
carding and
Saturday. Cause, matches in the wool. Bis
loss will amount to $2500. No insurance. Individual losses of those who had material at
the mill, SG00.

GEN. GRANT.
An Address to

the Boys in Blue.

so

Far

(

FOR-

to the

Press.]

New York. Oct. 31.—In the examination of
Jhilp, rliarged with forgery of the Morey leter, the following facts have been proved l>\

estimony which is

not

disputed by

the do-

ence:

The

Morey

letter is dated Jan. 23, IS80. It
s claimed to have been transmitted
through
lie mail to Lynn, Mass. The envelope in
vliich it is said to have been so transmitted is
(reduced by Philp's counsel. On that envelope
here are three distinct lines of erasure correslonding in position to the place where, if this

invelope
previously used, the address
:o the person, the
c'ty or town and the State
vould naturally coino. These erasures are dip.
.inctly visible to the naked aye. What words
lave heen erased cannot be seen except that ai
had been

the end of the first erased line the word Esq
In this envelope, which has
-an be made out.
:hus obviously had upon it some other address
;lian tliaf which now appears, the Morey letter
s alleged
to have been transmitted through
ilie mail to Lynn, Mass. This envelope has
ipon it an undoubted stamp, showing that it
iias been in the New York post office.
But it
s undisputed
that by the routine of the post
office no letters poeted in Washington and addressed to Lynn could come into the New York

post office.

The bags containing such letteis
directly from the cars at Jersey City 0

pass
:he Boston cars in tbo upper part of the city
On Sundays, ho vever, as there is no morning
train to Boston, the bags remain in the Ne»
i'ork post office, but are never unlocked οι
nuened.

This also shows that when the envein the mail it was not addressed Ljm
hut addressed to a person in New York city.
But more than this. There are in New Yorl·
ciiy eighteen sub-stations to which the general
post office in that city sends letters recciv. ο
there by the mails and addressed to persons re-

lope

was

siding or having

their places of business within the district in which the sub-stations are
situated. On receipt ο a letter at one of.thes^
sub-stations it is again stamped. Tlie'envelope
produced has on it the stamp of a sub station
thus showing that it has not only been in tht
aeneral post office in New York but has been
sent from there to a sub-station in tliat cilj.
What sub-station it was cannot be ascertained,
as that has also been erased from the centre ol
the stamp. The result of this evidence is thai

under the system prevalent at the post office a
letter posted in Washington addressed t<

Lynn could

under any circumstances get
into the New York post office.
If, however, t
accidently got there il could not from then
not

sub-station. It is by this alone made
perfe ctly obvious that the envelope is a fraud;
that tbe envelope of a letter which was origi_
get to

a

nally addressed to and received in New York
has been used, tbe address erased and a new
address to H. ti. Morey, Lynn, Mass., written
upon it; that it has never been in the mail with
that address on it. This address to Morey is
by the admission of all parties in the same
handwriting as the body of the Morey letter.
This envelope was probably selected for albecause

it

on
it the printed
Representatives, but the
undisputed proof goes further. The Morey let'er as already stated is dated January 23d,
1880. The envelope produced is stamped with
a Washington postmark.
The day and month
of the postmarking cannot be made out, those

stamn

has

of the House of

having been, like every other date on the envelope, erased, though in some alleged facsimiles published, the date, Jan. 23, is fraudulently inserted. It is however absolutely demonstrated that tbe month in which the letter
was postmarked was not January for the
post
mark is made and the postage stamp is can"
celled by stamps which were not used in the

Washington post-office
The précisé date

until after February
when the change ol
stamp was made in that office cannot be ascertained, but it, was certainly after February
first and probably after February 15. A letter dated January 23 would hardly be sent in
an envelope not postmarked till after February 1st. Further than this one figure is left
without erasure in date on the stamp, showing
t'ie receipt of the envelope at the New York
post-office. That figure is a figwe "2." It obviously formed the last of two figures. The
date of receipt at the New Y orh post-office
first.

therefore havo been the 12th or 22d of
the same month. A letter dated on January
23d would hardly be sent in an envelope re"
ceived in New York on either the 12th or 22d.
must

It is thus absolutely and repeatedly demonstrated that the envelope in which the Morey
letter is asserted to have been sent is fraudn
lent. The same hand that wrote the letter
admittedly wrote the address on the envelope.
Is there any escape from the conclusien that
the letter is equally fraudulent? All the facts
above stated are proved by uncontradicted tes-

timony upon these points.
It is

by Philp
charging Gen. Garfield

admitted

that

he wrote
the editorial
with beThe defense denies that Philp
ing a liar.
wrote the Morey letter and asserts that Garfield wrote it.
On the
question whether
Philp wrote it tbe prosecution bave proved by
now

persons intimately acquainted with him and
his handwriting that in their opinion he wrote
it.
One witness under whom Philp worked
for a lone time states that he recognized the
Morey letter as being in Philp's writing and
Restated before he knew be was suspected.
They have also proved by Messrs. Paine.
ο ν» m II « w*
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Predicts a Re-

puDllcan Majority of 50,000 in New
York.
New York, Oct. 30.—Gen. Grant delivered
Blue at Stapleton,
an address to ibe Boys in
Siaten Island, last niglit, in the coarse of
which he said:
Some of our views are not those of the opposite party. We believe in a tariff that
We believe there
protects and pays labor.
should be no conflict
between labor and
capital; they are dependent on each other and
what benefits the one benefits the other, what
strikes down capital strikes down employment.
\V'e don't bnlieve wo could
with
compete
foreign manufacturer withouija protective tariff
without reuuciugthe price of labor. We believe
in having goods manufactured here in order
to give employment here.
(Applause.) A
different policy would reduce the price of
labor and we don't want to see that done.
I need hardly dwell on what
(Applause.)
uiight be the consequences of Democratic sue
cess in
the electiun of Hancock. It would
greatly disturb the financial world and cause
treat distress.
Business would be prostrated
for a period and
much
suffering would
lie f elt
before
it
would
rise
again.
The country is too great to be destroyed. Ail
danger of that is at an end. (Applause )
I have been turough this State and travelled
from the Mississippi river to Boston and I
never saw the same enthusiasm and determination among Republicans everywhere as they
have shown this year. I should not be suiprised at any Republican majority in this State
except a small oue. (Laughter and applause.)
Aud a small oue would surprise me (applause) if it was less thatt 50,000. (Loud and
long continued applause.) I should not be
amazed at anything over that. (Laughter and
applause.) My convictions are equally certain
that every Northern State, with the possible
exception of California and Nevada, will cast
a Republican vote, and those two in all probability will. In the National contest I believe
they are Republican, but I don't know what
local issues like he tariff (laughter) may exist
there. I want all of you to remember my
predictions and talk about it as much as you
please if it proves coirect, and if I am wrong
treat it as confidential and say nothing about
it. (Laughter and enthusiastic applause.)
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GEN.
A

Rush

of

GARFIELD.

Enthusiastic
Mentor.

Cleveland, Oct.

Supporters to

31.—To-day

Mentor
trains came from every direction with delegates to call on Gen. Garfield at his house.
The first to arrive were 150 iron workers from
Youngstown, O., with a band and wearing
badges of "329" on their hats. Gen. Garfield
addressed them.
The next delegation was
from Wayne aud Ashland counties and were
also addressed by the General.
These parties
Ieftat4.o0p. m., and about that time delegations of infantry and cavalry began to arrive from every township in Like county. The
rain which had been drizzling all day now
settled (down into a steady shower.
At G
o'clook about 1500 Gaards, mounted aud on
foot, formed into two columns in a meadow opposite the house and Gen. Garfield in a carriage reviewed them The street was crowded
with vehicles aud multitudes of people stood
in the rain watching the parade.
at

Michael Orr, of St. Stephen, fell on to the
track of the New Brunswick & Canada Railroad Saturday and one leg was crushed so thai
amputation was necessary.

their opinion the Morey letter was
by the same person who wrote the
editorial now admitted to be Philp's, though
of coarse this Morey letter is a disguised
writing. But the experts point out in detail
the similarities
arising from unconscious
hihits in writing which are not and cannot hp
The same experts also say with
disguised.

that ill
written

entire positiveness that the Morey letter whs
not written by Gen. Garfield.
Persons who
have seen Garfield's writing
hundreds of
times say it is not in his writing. Thus far the
defence has introdnced no evidence to show
the Morev letter is Garfield's writing.
Thev
have introduced various witnesses.mostly news'

employed in

the Brooklyn Eagle
office, a Democratic paper, who swear that, in
their opinion the letter is not in Philp's
writing. They have also introduced one
alleged expert who in his direct examination
stated that in his opinion the Morey letter was
paper

men

:

|

the Victim

not Philp's handwriting, bat on cross examination this expert admitted that ho cx~
the
amined
simile when
fac
published
and
it
was
declared
a
hut
forgery,
that thereafter
he went
to
tho
office
of Truth and having been paid $25 he made an
affidavit that in his opinion the letter was
written by Gen. Garfield, though he had never

writing which he knew to be that of Oen.
Garfield and had only seen three signatures
written upon cards which he was told were
seen

Garfield's.
He also admitted that in his affidavit he had mado numerous misstatements,
such as that he had seen Garfield's writing
and that the Morey letter was addressed
Henry L·. Morey, when the name Henry

to
no-

where appears in it. He futher admitted that
after getting his $25 and making his affidavi;
he went back to the person to whom he had
previously said the Morey letter was a forgery
and told him ho had changed his mind and
begged him to say nothing of his former opinion. He also admitted that he left a Boston
bank "short" in his accounts.
It has been
shown by one witness who had continually to
revise Philp's manuscript that he had a habit
of spelling companies "companys" as it is done
in the Morey letter. The defense have shown
by several who have bad occasion to see his
writing that they never noticed sach a spelling.
The case will probably be closed Monday unless tho defence drags it out longer.
No one
here doubts that the decision will be that
the Morey letter is a forgery and that Phiip
forged it.

NEW YORK.
Mr. Dowd Endorsed by tho Business men.
New Yokk, Oct. 31.—The business men's
Association to-night passed
resolutions
in
which they endorsed William Dowd for mayor
and strongly attacked Mr. Grace and the
Catholic church.
The remnant of Victoria's band attacked a
oicket belonging to the Tenth cavalr·' and
killed three, but were driven to the Mexican
side by reinforcements.

lENVKR IN THE HMDS OF A
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1'ress.]

New York, Oct, 111.—Judge A.
lawyer of this
a

S.

Ditteuand the
attorney of the "Truth" newspaper since its
establishment, publishes today in the New
York newspapers a letter in which he states
that on two occasions the proprietors of that
paper have admitted to him that the Slorey

prominent

hoefer,

forgery, and sought his advice as
to the wisdom of the Truth coming out squarely and admitting that it had been imposed upon and making such reparation as they could.
Judge Dittonhoefer advised them to do so and
the owner, Mr. Hart, promised to publish editorially on Monday the following:
"Since the publication of Gen. Garfield's
letter was

explicit

( Ihiuameu

city

from

Dragged

their

Houses and Murdered.

we are

in doubt as to the au-

This

to be followed up by a full and
retraction of the libel.
Marshall Jewell, Chairman.

if any, bh»»uld be trum you to aim tor it. So far as
I could, 1 have -tv-iin ti tliem that you would so
consider it. It's a great service today, General,
it la their proposition, and I have accepted it.
Yours very truly,
Marshall Jewell.
[Signed,)

In explaining how this letter came to
|JUUUS1ICU, OUUgC
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α

be
IC"

porter tins afternoon: I bave beep counsel for
iliu newspaper since its establishment, and aui
of record iu tbe prosecution
uuw counsel
against it lor publishing lottery advertisements.
My relatione have been only professional, excepting that for years, through my counection
with Air. Louis F. Post, as associate counsel
when he was practicing law iu this city, a
warm friendship sprang up between him aud
me.
Mr. Post lias been assistant district attorAs soon as ι
ney under Mr. George Bliss.
read the Chinese letter i tried to the best ol
to
my ability
persuade Mr. Post, the m&Lagiug
ed.tor ol the newspaper, that it was a torgery
such was my conviction, and I recollect telling
Postmaster James that ί had been shown the
original of the letter, aud that I concluded it

genuine.
Lata Wednesday, the 25th of October, about
11 a. m., I was sent lor by Mr. Hart.
The
publisher then voluntarily said to me that he
was beginning to doubt tliat the Chinese letter
was genusne, aud requested
me to see Gov.
wan

not

that my argument had
effect, aud, fearing the prosecution might
come, they wanted me to act as mediator, aud
uelievius honestly that 1 would be rendering a
great service, not only to the party but to the
country, if the newspaper would voluntarily
publicly acknowledge lis error, 1 undertook lo
see the Governor, which I did at 8 o'clock that
uight. The Governor was pleased that the
newspaper was willing to admit its error, and
That
requested me to see the editors again.
niglit at 11 o'clock I returned to the newspaper
aud
belore I could scarcely say a word,
office,
Hart said:
"Drop that, matter.
Davenport
has been here since you left, aud tried in an
unfair way to recover the letter, aud now we
won't do anything in the matter."
I theu
went home, thinking the matter was ended.
Next morning at 11 o'clock I was again sent
for.
Mr.
Hart
me
told
that
he
hal
come
to the
conclusion
it
was
lor the best interest of the newspaper to co
what justice tequired, and acknowledged thai
he had been imposed upon.
The propriety of
this was forced upon him by the lact that
Gen.
Garlield's denial
was
explicit and
the
leading Democrats who had underto
taken
the
letter
were
verify
bi ginning to go
back on it.
He requested
me to see Mr. Jewell at once and inform him
of this. I asked what for.
He said: "It will
be more to our credit if they are informed belorehand that we are going to do it voluntarily;
but," said he, "we want it understood that we
went no money or auy other consideration,
but want it kuown that you, as our couusel
and friend, should receive tue credit.
It is a
great service, aud. if anybody gets any benefit
irom it, it ought to come to you." 1 became
inure convinced than ever that they were
getting frightened, and wanted it understood that
they were doing it for me, hoping thus to drop
the thing quietly. 1 went up at ouce to Gov,
Jewell and reported substantially what was
said. I told him that they were doing it without auy hope of
any coueideratiou, but it
would please them if thej knew that I Would
receive credit for having brought about publication of the retraction. I w..ut here to say
that no office or hope of any office was suggested to me by Hart or by me to Gov. Jewell
The Governor said : "That is fair and decent,
and I will be glad to assure them that you
will be regarded as the person who was instrumental in having them publicly acknowledge
that they were convinced of the falsity of the
letter." He theu wrote the letter which has
been published, and said:
"You may show
them the letter." I got down about 2 o'clock
that
afternoon.
Post
was
present,
aud, when 1 asked him for Hart, said that he
was busy and I could not see him.
Post said,
"Did you see Jewell?" I said, "Yes," and
showed the letter to him. Mr. Post, after
reading it, said, "Are
you satisfied?" I said
"
"Yes, completely
Hesaid, "But it specifies
notliiug." "I wish nothing," I said, "I am
completely satisfied." "If you are satisfied, I
am," he said, aud I was on the poiut of leaving, wheu he said, "Cau't you leave the letter
and let me show it to Hart?" I said, I was
only instructed to show it, and not leave it."
Hesaid: "Can't j ou trust us? Ha vu we ever
done anything ο hurt you,and what harm can
come of it?" I consented, and acknowledge
that this was an error, but I considered the
warm personal relations between Post and
my·
s If, and the thought
did not cross my mind
that he was capable of artins? treacherously.
After having left the letter 1 began to feel a
nitie uneasy. without being able to say why,
and was anxious that Gov. Jewell should hear
from Mr. Hart himsell that he was willing to
niiike the retiaciion. I therefore requested
Mr. Hart to meet the Governor at my office at
5 o'clock.
He came into my office uuaccompauied. The Governor aud his secretary were
there. The Governor asked, "Have you auy
objection to my secretary being here? Hart
said, "No." Alter I had introduced them,
and stated what I had done,
Mr. Hart
said, "Yes, that is all right, but I am
not
satisfied
with that letter of yours.
I want to be satisfied that the judge after election will be recoguized, and want a letter or
telegram from Gen Garfield." The thought
then for the first time flitted across my mind
thMt he might have some sinister motive, and
at once, in a loud voice,
so that all
could
hear, I said: "Governor, I am satisfied, aud
want no other promise."
Mr. Hart then reJewell.
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it." I then left 1 lie room, the Governor, bis
secretary anil Mr. Hart were alone for nearly
an tiour.
Just as they were going out I re-entered, and Mr. Hart, in the presence of Mr.
Jewell, made the direct promise that, while lie
could not the next morning make a complete
somersault, he would see that an article appeared substantially as follows:
"Since the publication of Gen. Garfield's explicit deiiial, we have beeu lead to investigate
the matter further and are atill pursuing the
investigation, with some doubt as to the authenticity of the letter. If wo find we have
been deceived, we will boldly declare it, as we
have heretofoie maintained it wa9 a genuine

document."
On Wednesday morning "I visited Mr. Hart,
who said : "I think wo are going to hurt ourselves very much by doing that, but never
mind, as we bave made the promise, we will
do it." Imagine my surprise when I saw in
Wednesday's newspaper a. reiteration of
the libellous letter.
I now have come to
the conclusion that Mr. Hart was all the time
a
playing deep game, knowing that I bad no
reason to suspect him or Mr. Post, and, recognizing my posit'ou in the party, was scheming
to procure, through me, something that would
look like a bribe as a consideration for making
a rétraction, and
would then publish it as evidence of the genuineness of the Chinese tetter.
During Wednesday rumors camo to me that
they » ere going to publish fac-similes of Gov.
Jewell's letter. I hunted for Mr. Post and
found him about 7 o'clock, dining witu Mr.
Hart. After upbraiding them for what they
had done, I said", "Are you really going to
publish that Jewell letter? It certainly will
not hurt Gen. Garfield,Gov. Jewell or his partv,
but its tendency will be to place me in a false
position." Mr. Hart said:—"If you will have
the prosecution against Philp stopped I will
not publish the letter."
I answered that I
would not do that if I could, and could not if
I would; that 1 would rot allow myself to be
used for any such purpose. He then left, and I
followed him, leaving Mr. Post and my brother
behind. I again appealed to him in the street
not to do such au unjust aud uukind thing
tome. In a brutal way lie replied:—"All's
fair in war: it's business." I returned to Mr.
Post, aud he promised me that he would use
all his power, for my sake, not to publish the
letter, which he admitted would harm no one
but me.
ν
suit the vile pur
[This affair dressed up
pose by "Mule Buyer" Barnum with Judgr.
Dittenhoefer's explanation left out or misrepresented, has been sent to the Democratic papers aud will doubtless appear in this morning'! -Vrgns with startling headlines as an atto

tempt to bribe Hart to pronounce the Chinese
letter spurious. What it was was an attempt
on the part of Hart, coached no doubt by W illiam H. Barnum, to Bolster up the forgery so
as to
make it last through Monday.
The
til· Truth would adorn a
State prison irrach better than α newspaper of
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ncendiaries Plying their Hellish Business.

L

ened with Destruction.

31st, schs Jennie M Sa'geut, Sargent, KeuneOrozimbo, Hinckley, Bath.
SALEM— In port 29th, schs H L^urtis Bartlett,
loboken for Kennebunkport; Ε C Gates, Freeman.
loAmDoyfor Saco; Minnie Ε Look. Look. Calais
\ or Wickford; Nellie Chase, Randall, Long Island
or Booth bay; Telegraph, Thorndike, Clinton Pbint
j or Portland : Andrew Peters, Bickford, Calais for
'awtueket; La Volta, Whitinore. Bangor for New
fork; Forest City, Moon, do for Fall Kiver: Diadem
do for Bridgeport; Lake. Richards, Roek; tellers,
and for New York: Joe Carlton, Thurston, Camden

RtaiBelCenral·
Portland, Oct. 29.

Boulon Mock Market.
(Sa'es of^the Broker's Board, Oct. 30.J
First Call.
.142
(5 Boston & Maine Railroad
Second Call.
s
100
4
S2000 Eastern Railroad Vfe
Sales at Auction.
120*4
5 Androscoggin Mills
5 Laconia Manufacturing Co
525.a627V2
100
*3000 Rockland.Me., City 6s, 1893.
Second Board—First Call.
34%
25 Eastern Railroad
r

Havana market·
Havana. Oct. 30.—Sugar was Without notable
All lots offered were sold, m ark <3 c closing
irm; Clayed nominal and little euitable stock left;
violasses Sugar. No 7 to 10 at 6V%@7 reals goUI|per
irrobe; Muscovado Sugar, no stock; Centrifugal
in boxes and hhds at 9
sugar 96 deg.
•eàls; stock in tne warehouses at Havana and Ma;anzas 41,400 boxes, 4t5,900 bags and 27.00 hhds;
receipts for the week 80 boxes; shipments 1750
Χ)ΧΘ8. 23(H) bags and 1230 hhds, including 80 bags
md all the hhds to United States. Freights nominal,
robacco quiet and tirm.
Spanish gold 2.05(a)2.06. Exchange is firm; on
he United States l>0 days gold 8MKa8% prem: do
ihort sight 9.®9Va prem; on London at 181Λ@19.

polarization

,r

European Market».
By Telegraph.)

i

30.-^Consols

ifterwards the streets weie filled with sUangEver since ;he parirs of the worst character.
icularsof the forged Garfield letter violent
«artisans have Btriven to make an issue of the
Jhinese question, and the Democratic press
articles asserting that as
las been filled with
, oon as Garfield was elected the state would be
looded with Chinese and all white labor
Iriven out.
Saturday night the Democrats
tad a procession carrying transparencies with
nscriptiona and cartoons tending to excite aninositv aaainst the Chinese. A considerable

M.—Flour ttrôd®
Liverpool, Oct. 30—12.30
lis 9d; Winter Wheat 8s lOd&Os 3d; Spring Wheat
it 8s 3d a9s 3d: California average 8s 8d@9s 8d:
β ub do at 9s 7d@10s 2d; Com at Ps 5dd; Peas at
lis 1 Id. Provisions, Ac.,—Pork at 71s 6d; Beef 60s;
Uhet-Βθ at 66s; Lard 45s; Bacon 44s 3d@45s. Tallow at 34s 6d, at London 37s.
Liverpool. Oc. 30—12.30 P. M.—Cotton nn»iket
dull; Middling uplands at 6%d; Orleans at
very
(» 6-16d; sales 5,000 bales; speculation and export

lortion

became

intoxicated and remained

out

This morning they made an assault
ill night
>11 the Chinese houses, tearing them down and
the Chinese. One was dragged
out
lriving
a rope about hie
Tom Hop Lee's place with
îeck, and his skull was crushed in with boots
were
called out, but
md bricks. The police
arere unable to control the mob.
The tire department was ordered to throw
ivater oil the rioters, but the mob attacked
hem and badly wounded the foreman. Mauy
Chinamen were fearfully beaten. One was
-escued by the police and taken to jail which
ivas immediately surrounded
by a mob of
ibout 1000 Utes hurrahed for Hancock and
the
leper."
(relied "Lynch
The special police managed to keep bac the
crowd. Another mob remained intact in the
About dark they were
lower part ol the city.
sntirelylbeyond control and marched about the
streets, gutting Chinese houses wherever they
saw them and assaulting citizens on Lawrence
itreet.
From an isolated tenement a Chinaman was dragged, his ears cut off and otherwise terribly mutilated. He was fiually rescuea iu a dying conditon and placed in a carriage and driven toward the city jail at lGtli
An unsuccessful effort was made to
street.
drag him from the wagon. Several are reported killed the condition of the streets is
such that it is impossible at this hour to get a
definite report.
Many colored men were
knocked down and beaten.
At this hour the rioters are still on the
streets in full force.
Special police have been
There is a
sworn in to the number of .'100.
great deal of incendiarism to-night and the
be
has
been
called
to
fire department
ready at
the slightest warning. Reports of pistols are
heard all over town and the militia will be
called out.
Threats have been freely made that the Tribune office would be attacked, but though the
mob has been howling across the street from
it no attack has been made as yet.
Citizens,
irrespective of party, are intensely indignant.
The transparencies carried in tho Democratic
procession Saturday night were devoted altogether to tho Chinese, and this with constant
repititions of the Garfield forgery, are the
causes of the mob.
The
There is a dangerous night ahead.
Chinese population here canuot exceed 150 all
told and from the begining of Ibis disgraceful
riot not a single instance is reported of any
9ne of them having resisted the onslaught.

2.0<H>.

ΝΟΤΙ**·*.—For the past thirty three years
"CONGRESS" Yeast Powder has been extensively
been
made
Lt has always
Bold.
pure aud

Ithy. and is to-day
S^p^Slade's English

he

Powder

are

standard

without a rival.
Mustard and Congress
and always reliable.

Yeast

MARRIAGE».
In Gardine*·, Oct. 16. Wm. A. Strong of Gardiner
and Miss Maria G. Adams of Caribou.
In Biddeford, Oct. 6, Charles F. Maddox and Miss
Emma Wttson. both of Newfield.
in Alna, Oct. 3, Allen Hunt of Pittston and Miss
Emma C. Floyd of Bath.

Obtained
A POOR OLD

WOMAN BRIBED BY

BARNUM'S A(JE>TS.

Forgery.
(Special dispatch to the Boston Traveller.)
Lynn, Mass., Oct. 30—The alleged Morey
letter was exploded this forenoon by a Traveller reporter and two other newsj aper men. A
call was made on Geo. O. Tarbox, the Justice
[>f the Peace who signed the affidavit of Mrs.
Clarissa T. Morey that she appeared before
liim and hesitated before the Traveller represen
tative and two other witnesses that ail agent
if W. H. Barnum, in company with him, went
to the house of Mrs. Morey, No. 27 Winter St.,
the 26th of October 'ast, and paid Mrs. Morey
condition that she
n large sum of money on
would sign the statement that Baruum's agent
had made ο t.
She stated this morning that
she never had a son by the name of H. L.
Morey, or never knew one by that name. She
adopted a young man, a relative of hers, ntmBd Geo. P. Hobbs, when a small boy, and he
He is a young
assumed the name of Morey.
and did not write any
mau about 20 years old,
letter. The Secretary of the Board of Overseers of the Poor
Department states that he
lias helped Mrs. Morey as she is very poor. It
joes to show that she would do an)thing for
money and that was why she signed her name
to the affidavit.
whole thing, and the
This explodes the
Democrats have nothing else to work on.
(Special Dispatch to the Boston Herald.)
Lynn, Oct. 30.—Clara T.^Morey, whose affidavit lias been published that she had a son
named H. L. Morey, now s« ears that she has
as appears in the followno sou by that name

Ing:

Commonwealth of Massachusetts, j
>
Essex Codnty,
Lynn, Oct. 30, 1S80.(| )
Personally came before me, Benjamin E.
Porter, one of the justices of the peace for the
county ol Essex aforesaid, Clara T. Morey of
Lynn, ounty of Essex and state of Massachusetts, who, being duly sworn, deposes and saye
that that she married Samuel C. Morey in the
city of Lowell, Mass.: that she lias had three
children by the said Samuel C. Morey; that
the first of her children was a girl named Marrim
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Mrwuii
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tliqf

thn
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named George Ε. Morey, who died when he
was a year old ; that her third was a son namtd
(Jeorge E. C. Moray, who lives in Gleuwood,
in the town of Medford: and that the above
ire all the children she has ever had; that her
liusband had three sons Dy a former wife,
named Samuel C. Morey. Francis A. Morey
11 (I .Julian Λ Morey: and those are all the eons
lie lias had.
Clara T. Morey.
(Signed)
Swùrn to this 30tli day of October, 1880 before
Benjamin E. Porter,
me.
J ustice of the Peace.
George O. Tarbox, who certified to knowing
the lady as the mother of "H. L.," stated Saturday afternoon that he had nothing to tell.
He had been hired as a justice of the peace to
[to certain work, and he had done it and received his pay. He proposed to keep his mouth
shut. He also states that Mrs. Morey was paid
well for her work.

NATIONAL

THANKSGIVING.

Thursday, November Twenty-Fifth.
Washington, Oct. 30.—The following was
issued today:
liy the President of the United States,
a

proclamation.

At no period in their history, since the
United States became a nation, has this people
had so abundant and so universal reasons for
joy and gratitude at the favor of Almighty
God, or been subject to so profound an
obligation to give thanks for His loving kindness and humbly to implore His continued
care and protection.
Health, wealth and
prosperity throughout all our borders; peace,
honor and friendship with all the world; firm
and faithful adherence by the great body of
our population to the principles of liberty and
justice which has made cur greatness as a nanation and the wise institutions and strong
form of government and society which will
perpetuate it—for all these let the hearts of a
happy and united people, as with one voice,
ascend iu devout homage to the Giver of All
Good. I therefore recommend that on Thursday, the twenty-fifth day of November next,
the people meet in their respective places of
worship to make their acknowledgements
to
Almighty God for His bounties and
His protectiou, and to offer to Him prayers for
Κ. B. Hayes.
their continuance.
By tho President.
W.M. Evarts,
Secretary of State.
MINOR TELEGRAMS.
Steam tug Joseph Baker, of Calais, seized
by the customs officers of St. John, Ν. B., for
violation of the revenue laws, has been released on payment of a fine of $100.
a
Hon. David A. Wells, ol Milford, Pa
leading Democratic politician, la dead

Lincoln vile for New

FORKICSN PORT».
Ar at St Michaels Sept 20, sch C VV Morse, Hazird, Terceira. (landed 00 bbls sperm oil.)
Ar at Calais Oct 29, ship Jane Fish, Young. Lobos
Ar at Buenos Ayres Sept 25. barque J W Dresser,
tJrown, Savannah; Anna Walsh. Bowers. New York
Ar at Montevidio Sept 20. ship Martha Bowker,
Uowker, Portland.
Sid Sept 22, brig J Η Lane. Shute, New York.
In port Sept 27th, brig J H Crandon, Pierce, for
fiew York.
Ar at Pernambuco Sept Ιό, sch Elizabeth DeHart,
ow, Rio Grande (anil sld 30tli for St Thomas.)
At Rio Janeiro Oct 5th. ship Storm King, Heed,
lisg; barques Helen Angler, Geuly, une; Malleville,
Halcrow, for Maulmain; Tat ay, Pettis, une; brig
Don Jaciuto, Herriman, do.
At Laguna Oct 10, barque Granada, Ilodgdon, fm
Coatzacoalcos for New York.
Ar at St Thomas Oct 6th, brig Carrie Purington
Doane, Santos, (and sailed 8tu for Cuba); 10th, Eugene Hale, Lord, Baltimore.
Sld 10th, brig Clara J Adams. Coffin, St Croix.
Ar at St Pierre Oet 4, brig Tenerifle, Tracey, from

Morant Bay.
Ar at Halifax
Porto Rico.

28tb, sch

Latest

Ann

Klizan Dorr, from

by European steamers.

Passed Anjier 10th. Robert
New York for Samarang.
Ar at Bangkok Sept 2, Levi

Sourabaya.

Porter, Nichols, from

ItciUcrs in

In Yarmouth, Oct. 30, Dr. G. P. Thompson, aged
84 years 4 mos. 5 days.
[Services Wednesday forenoon next at 10 Vfe
o'clock, at his late residenc·».
In Gardiner, Oct. 25, Sorah A. Kimball, aged 59

I S. "Called" Bond·* CASHED or
on favorable I «'rills.

excliuiiKcil
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Leading American and English
Companies Represented
AT

TURNER BROS.,

S

Fire and

5.30

Moon rises

NEAV^

MARINE

fORT OP PORTK.AND.

SATURDAY, Oct. 30.
Arrived·
Eleanora, Bragg,
Steamship
Fox.

New York—mdse

to Henry
Steamer Falmouth, Hall, St John, NB, via Eastport for Boston.
Sell Casco Lodge, Pieroe, Aiuboy, (maintopmast
gone)—coal to Randall & McAllister.
Sch John H Converse, Leighton, Boston, to load
for Cuba
Sch Bramliall, Hamilton, Rockport, Mass.
tor Cohasset.
Sch Milton. Trask,
Sch D S Lawrence, Davis, Bangor for ioston.
Isle
for Boston.
Deer
Sch Floreo, Hale,
Sch Alexander, Young, FJls worth for Salem.

Bançor

Cleared·
Barque Sacramento, (Br) Grant, Cork—J Main.
Sch Fostina, Philbrook, Matanzas—Pihnney &
Jackson.
Sch Fanny Barney, Boston—Ε S Hamlen.
Sch Ralph Κ Grant, Grant, Ellsworth—Chase
Bros.
Sch
Sch

Alida, Lindsey, Calais—Ν Blake.
Tiaro, Chatto, Brooksville—Ν Blake.
Sch Caroline Kriescher, Devereuv, Bncksport—S
W Thaxter.
SUNDAY. Oct. 31.
Arrived.
Barque Nicola, Blanchard, Calais fer Baltimore.
BELOW—A large fleet of coasters, put in for a

i:ji«ka\da.

Brig Orbit, Nash, which arrived at St Thomas Oct
23d from Boston, in distress, was dismasted in a
gale Oct 2d.
Sch City of Chelsea, Goodwin, at New York from
Cedar Keys, reports. Oct 21, lat 32. Ion 77. took a
heavy gaie from ENE, veering to NW, with high
cross seas, in which carried away rigging and started
*
Threw over part of deckload.
a leak.
DOMEHTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 28th, ship Spartan, Reed,
Nanaimo.
JAOKSONVILLE Ar 25th, sch A W Ellis, Ferguson. Belfast.
Cld 20tli, sch W G Moseley, Googins, for Point-aPitre; J W Brown, El well, St Vincent.
SAVANNAH—Ar 28th, brig Rocky Glen, Higgins
New York.
PORT ROYAL, SC—Ar 13th, sch* G Β EcFarland,
Strong, and M C Moseley, Dow. Boston.
Ar 28th, sch Edw Johnson, McDonald, Baltimore.
WILMINGTON. NC-Ar 29th, brig Cora Green,
Philbrook, Mayaguez.
RICHMOND—Sid 26th, sch Hunter, Nash, for
New York.
NORFOLK—Ar 27th, ship Orient, Allen, NYork,
to load for

Liverpool.

ALEXANDR1 A—A r 28th, sch S M Bird, Bird,

Windsor,

NS.

BALTIMORE—Cld 27th, sch William Frederick,

Ames. Peneacola.

Cld 28tb, brig Stacy Clark. Stahl, Pensacola.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 28th. steamer Reading,
Colburn, Portland; scbs Ruth C Thomas, TLorndike,
Richmond; Laurel, Bennett, and Governor, Eaton,
Sullivan.

Cld 28th, ship «John Patten, Fairbanks, Charleston; scbs Ο I) Witberell, Gariield, Boston; Governor, Eaton, Saco; F A Bailey, Hume, Portland.
Ar 29th, sobs Nellie J Dinsmore, Parker, Windsor. NS; H W Anderson, Babcock, Portland; Sarah
L Davis, Cottrel. Charleston; A Richardson, Reed.
New Bedford; W Β Wood, Haley, Kennebec; Bessie Morris. Magee, and M G Farr, Crowell, do.
At Delaware Breakwater 28tb, schs Lahaina, Ε A
De Η art, and Abm Richardson.
Passed up 29th, sch Nellie J Dinsmore, from
Windsor. NS
.NEW YORK—Ar 28th, brigs Johanna, Ray, and
Antelope, Kay, Kennebec; scbs J Η Crowley, Lindsey. Two Bivors. NS: Η Τ Townsend. Smith, Windsor, NS; Ixx>kout, Dinsmore. Lubec; Mary Β Harris.
Crowley. Grandance, NB; Mary F Pike, Good, ana
Gertrude Ε Smith, Jameson, St John, NB: Damon,
Haskell, do: Kolon, Dow. Musquash; C W Dexter,
Holmes, and W F Duren, Allen. Calais; Percy,
Mitchell, and Sea Spray. Holmes, Eastport; MindoW H Sargent. Sa·gent. Bangor;
ra. Mason, Machias
Olive Branch, Whitaker, Ellswor h; Active, Eaton,
Nash,
and C"mo, Bunker, MillWiscasset: Julia,
bridge; Silas Mc Loon. Spear, and William McLoon,
Silver
Thnrndiko. Rockland;
Spray. Russell, and
Helen Thompson, Bradford,Thomaston; Annie Gus.
A
S
Savyer. Bluehill;
Murch, Lord. Franklin; M J
Adams, Fitzgerald. Gardiner; Rival, Fletcher; Reuben S Hunt. Wilder; Maud, Robinson: S Ε Simmons, Blake; Katie Mitchell, Oliver; R w Den. am,
Hinftklev: Albert W Smith. Berrv. and Sarah Cullen, Bryant, Kennebec; C W El well. Long, and M A
Wiley, Boston; Catawamteak, Kennedy, and Oro·
ximbo, Guptill, Providence; Sea Breeze, Preethy,
do; Flora A Sawyer, Nutter, New Bedford.
Ar 29th, ships Columbus, Humphreys. San Francisco (July 12); Tarn O'Shanter, Soulc, do («le 22):
barque Alice, Dyer, Cape Town, CGH, Sept 6, via
Barbadoes; Ocan Pearl. Henley, Sagua 15 days: schs
Ci y of Chelsea, Goodwin, Cedar Keys; Post Post,
Gott, Jacksonville; Kalmar, Colbeth, Two Rivers,
NS: £ri, Sherman, Musquash, NB: Τ Kimball. Renniston. Koc«<labd; Mary A Rice, Clay, and Trenton,
Wall, Bluehill; Allston, Haskell, and Sea Breeze,
Young. Bangor; Hyue, Otis, Bath; Mott-Haven,Collins, Calais; Georgietta, Brown, Ellsworth; Ζ L Adams, Nickerson,Gardiner; Winner, Nash. Kennebec;
Margaret, Johns, Portland; Wm Rice. Pressey, Tliomaston; Ellen M G older, Hodgdon. Boston; Jed F
Duren, Doyle, Fall River; Harmona, Haskell, do;
Hyena, Gardner, New Haven.
Also ar 29th, schs Pacific, Look. Two Rivers, NS;
Ida L Ray. Marshall, St John, NB; Ann, Stratton,
Sullivan; Lizzie Brewster, Cummings. Jonesboro;
Jos W Fish, Watts, Bangor; Reporter, Snow, do;
Geo Savage. Low, do; W S Farwell, from Rockland;
Fleetwing. Maddox. do; Ariel, Candage, Providence;
Maria Adelaide, Kent, do.
Ar 30th. barque J H IngeraolL Strout, Dunkirk.
Cld 28th. barque Nineveh, Wyman, Montevideo;
schs Joshua Grindle, Freethy, Newark; EGSawver, Lamson, Boston.
Cld 29th, ship Saml Watts, Lermoud. San Francisco; Ventus, Cleft, Charleston; barque Liberia,
Possett, Monrovia; brig Daphne, Copeland, Deinarara: schs Clifford, Holt, Para; L A Lewis, Fletcher,
Georgetown ; Mafy Ε Webber, Harris, Baracoa;
Wigwam. Field, Boston.
Passed the Gate 28th, schs Franconia, New York
for Salem; Trade Wind, do for Boston; Almeda, fro
Rondout for do; Redondo, Amboy for do.
NEW HAVEN-Ar

2Sth,

sell S H

lings, Calais.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 29th, sche R L
P.

Billings,

Bil-

Tay, Brown,
rt Johnson; Delaware, Farrell, Ellsworth; Lizzie,

Frye, Calais.

Sid 20th, sell Julia Elizabeth, Candage, for Perth

Amboy.

DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR (Sailed, sch L Holway, Bryant, Two Rivers, NS, for New York; Gertrude Ε Smith, Jameson, and Damon, Haskell, from
St John, NB, for do; Wm Η Sargent. Low, Bangor
for do; Η Τ Townsend, Smith, Windsor, NS, for do;
Nathl Holmes, Dow, and Nellie Eaton, Ashford, fm
Providence for do; Northern Ligbt, Lingard, do for
do;
Mitchell, Eastport for do; Lookout. Dinsmore, Lubec for do; Carrie Walker, Russell. Belfast
for Brunswick; Lizzie Brewer, Wilson, Jonesboro
for New York; Empire, Closson, from New York for
Searsport: C llanranan, Whitmore, Windsor, NS,
for New York.
APPONAUG—Cld 27th. sch A R Weeks, Littlefield, New Haven.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 29th, schs Tangent, Robinson, and Bangor. Treworgy, Bangor; Orion, Bird,
Portland.
Sid 28th, sch Prudence. Randall, New York.
WOOD'S HOLE-Ar 27th, schs Grace Bradley,
from Boston, to load for Savannah.
VLNEYABD-HAVEN—Ar 28th, schs Florence Ρ
Hall, and George D Perry, Weehawken for Boston;
J M Morales, do for Gardiner; Josie, Hoboken for
Danversport; L M Strout, fm Amboy for Portland;
Porto Rico, Bangor for New York; Enterprise, from
Millbridge for do; Mary A Rice, Bluehill for Philadelphia; Mexican, fm Port Johnson for Salem; Sea
Foam, Amboy for Bangor.
Sailed, schs Charley Bucki, Mail, David Faust,
Porto Kico, Enterprise, and M A Rice.
EDGARTOWN—Ar 27th, sch St Leon, Humphrey
PortJohnson for Saco; S Ρ Brown, Tinker, do for
Salem; Alligator, Martin, Portsmouth for do; D
Ellis, Torrey, Kondout for Saoo; Moses Eddy, Warren. New York for
Danversport.
Η YANN18—αγ 28th. sobs John Wentworth.Clay, j
Baltimore for Plymouth- 9 A Reed Onptlll, Philadelphia for Beverly.

Percy,

^Marine

Insurance

Company
January let, INNO.

Annual Statement

$750,000.00.

C APITAL,

AN8ETM·
Par Valut*.
Stock and Bonde
$826,iHJ0.
Keal Estate, owned by the
Company,
ΓαρΙι

Market Value
$1,08 5,328.00

171,400.00

113,417.21

hand and in Banks

<>n

course of transmission
Loans on Mortgage of ltral

Oil,500.00

..

350,434.72

Estate

Loans secured by R. H. and
bank stocks,
Aecrucd Interest and Rents

10,715.00

27,082,41
1/7.34
8 N.

Capital Stock, all
$750,000.00
paid up,..
Outstanding I^os^es, 75,245.ί>Γ»
Re-Insurance Fund, 57-9.972.05 }
All other

Surplus

14,925.00 $1.414*143.00

Claims,

$44 ·,.'1-14.34

all Liabilities
regards Policy Holders

over

Surplus as

91,194,334.34

i*

—

President.

J. HALL, Secretary.
AXDRî:W i%.( WRIGHT, Treasurer.

\4
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PRENTISS LORItfG, Agent,

PIECES

OFFICE IN
No.

MINIATURE ALMANAC

!

PRINGFIELD

SAM FORI)

Waldoboro, Oct. 8, Mrs. Sally Studley, aged 8]
the late l)an*l Studley.

4.49

OF

Office in Stanton Block, 311-2 Exchange St.

.J.'St. DURHAM.

years,—relict of

Sun rises
Sun sets

AGENCY

ΤΠΕ

PRENTISS LORING,

years.

NOVEMBER 1.
10.13
6.38 I High water

111
Ψ

El

years.
In Whitefleld, Oct. 24, Hiram Howe, aged 66 y re.
In Pittston. Oct. 18, Sarah Potter, aged 73 \ears.

agud 25

sneodtf

ja2

lil Λ 111 lil'I'l

SPECIAL NOTICES.

WJLL OFFElt

flluulci-

(iovernmcni,

Cash in hands of Agents, in

lat 22 0·*- S, Ion 21 07, ship Hecla, Bar,
from San Francisco for Liverpool.
Oct 20, lat 36 30, ion 70 25, sch Τ J Morse, from
Bath for Washington.
Ocs 27, lat 40 64. lat 08 30. barque Adelia Carlton, Grant, from Rock port for Key West.

—

Street

RANK ΠΙ.ΟΓΚ.)

l»al and Kailroad Scnirilics.

C Wade, Bagley, from

Sld fm Manila Sept 3, El Capitau, Lincolu, for
Nçw York.
Sld fm Port Elizabeth, CGH, Sept 21, Τ Remick,
Rose, Guam.
Ar at Seville Oct 13, Shannon. Sawyer, St John.
Sld fm Troon Oct 10, Golden Sheaf, Thompson,
Trinidad.

middle
(CAWAIi

Ar at Kingston, Ja. Oct 17, ^ch Tlios It Pillsbury.
Pitcher, Boston; 18th, San Juau, Dodge, Wilmington. NC.
Sld 18th, sch L Β Wing, Whitmore, Mobile via

31

oct30

FLA1EL
—

-IN

PRICE

antf

CLOAKS,
CLOAKS,
ULSTERS,
JACKETS,
DOLMANS,
Dress (roods,
Fancy Goods,
Underwear,

Ladles', Gents', Misses' and Children's.

Flannels, Blankets,
Cloakings, Woolens.
DrybeGoods cheaper for qualbought elsewhere

can

Portland.

in

CHEAP RENT. SMALL EXPENSE.
Cloaks cut and made to order.
Our Dress Good* and Trimmings were
newr so cheap. The same way in Laces,
Fancy and other Goods.

--

Goods.

Dress

cents.
Armure Dress Goods 8
Double Fold Brocade Dress Goods
Ιΐΐ-ίί cts. I ('use nil Wool Shouda
Cloth, in all the New Tall Shades
44 inches wide,
only SO ets.
This is a Grand, Good Bargain.
Wool
iTIonile
Fine all
Cloths, 44
inches wide, only ?&cts., former
price 87. We are making Cloaks,
Doliiiaus and Ladies' Garments
of all kinds a specialty, and have
some Choice
Styles that we are
orft-rinsr at low Prices. Our Children's .Herino Underwear at ~·»
be
cts., is less than they can
Our Ladies'
bought in the city.
Vest at 4't cts., is as good as yon
can find anywhere
for 50 cts.
Job lot Fine Piques at 12 1-3, regular tiOct. goods.
Fine Goods'at
Low Prices is our motto.
Look
at our goods before
you part
with your mouey,

STUDLEY,
253 Middle Street.
octlO

Gloves, Hosiery,Trimming Goods.

Any other

d3w

—

oct30

ity than

BLOCK.
Ntrrei,

SCITIMS, SLAUGHTER

AT

FORMER

Winter

STANTON

l-'J Exchange

12 l-2cts!!

—

A Dastardly Trick to Bolster up

Stanley, Sherman,

D Κ AT UN

EASTPORT. Oct 28—CM. echs Maud Malloch, Sinclair, New York; Sammy Ford, Allen, Dorchester.

Morey Affidavit Was

Edw

Sept 20,

τι

How the

do;

Bedford; Congress, Willard, Portland for New York
Lm Eagle, Brown, BUldeford for do.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 29tli, sell Hatlie Card, Moore,
Baltimore.
NEWBURYPORT—Ar 28th, sch Idaho, Peck,
Sew York.
PORTSMOUTH—Sid 29th, sch Lizzio Guptill,
Smith, Rockland.

MPORRN.

harDor.

BARNUM AS A BRIBER.

or

184»

Boston.

at 99 9-16 for money
P.

Denvkk, Cal., Oct. 30.—Denver has been in
he hands of a mob for eight hours. There are
low fully 1500 rioters in the streets.
Trouble
It was
las been growing for days.
discovered
week ago that there were fully SOOOTllegal
lames registered in the citv and immediately

■»

Clu

For Portland, 32 cars miscellaneous merchandise;
connecting roads, 90 cars miscellaneous mer
liaudise

London. Oct.
md account.

Swan & Barrett,

»ec:

or

Republican Newspaper Threat-

FINANCIAL.

tangor,

10
30
30

ictivity.

was

[Special to the Boston Herald,]
New York, Oct. 30.—A fac simile of the
following letter, in the handwriting of Marshall Jewell, was published this morning:
[CONFIDENTIAL.]
New York, Oct. 20,1880.
My Dear Gen. Oartield: 1 think Truth vas deMori
eivid about the
y letter, though they thought
it was geuuine. finding it is uoi, they lu»ve consulted their lawyer and friend, and turough him
offer to come out and s.iy so plainly, the only consideration tor it being consideration tor Judge Ditleuhoefer, their friend and counsel. By coi'Sideralion, 1 meat· t> at y«»u and myself should Know and
recognize it as Judge li.'s net, and the obligation,

40
70

(By Telegraph.)

Skulls Crushed.

thenticity of the Morey letter."

complete

····

a

denial

66

;

Cut Off and their

1 'heir Ears

0
0
2
0
1
0

····

of

BOSTON—Ar 29th. echr Oregon, Knight, HoboEllsHipClar'sa Story, Brown, Portland.
Cld 20th, brig Jessie Rbynas, Eaton, St Thomas;
cbs Helen Marr, 11 andean. Sullivan; Η Ρ Hallock,
lallock, Rockland; Ada Ames. Adams. Iiockland.
Ar 30th. brig »Jos Clark. Wbittler, Ini Pascagoula:
cbs Charleston, Burton, and Mcdford, Jordan, from

, ;en; Cyprue, White, Calais: Caressa, Webber,
rortb; Ida C Soofford. Stevens. 8 W Harbor;
»y, Beat, and Mary H awes. Merriam, Camden;

ASKED

····

..

I

Daily Doineetic fteceipu.
By waier conveyance—1000 bosh Oormneal u> Ο
Υ. Τγολ & Co.

DEMOCRATIC HOB.

HART ADMITS THE CHINESE LETTER
TO BE A SWINDLE.

[Special Kiepatcli

0

^avorite
îilton
foung Hecla

BeceipiM

Distinguished Judge

Bin.
····

I )ougiass

!

Chinese Letter Forgery.

of the Plot.

leading experts in handwriting in the coun'ry
Discusses the Tariff and

A

fence.

,

( Ine of the Results of the

Ltlantic
)oer Isle

BRIBERY.

Weakness of Philp's De-

[Special Dispatch

Device.

TO PUT UP A JOB OF

TRYING

GERY.
Pitiful

Hiaiiig eiock*.

Closing pricee Oct. 30, as reported by H. N.
MnkliAm, Stock Broker, 60 Exchange street:
SALES.

perate

CONCLUSIVE PROOF OF

:INANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

FIENDISH

Barnum and Josh Hart's Des-

Shown.

teration

Burglar Caught in Augusta and Large
Quantity of Stolen Goods Recovered.
Augusta, Oct 30.—For some past Augusta

MORE NASTINESS.

THE MOREY FORGERY.

SMVV&wtf

1st. PREMIUM
AT

—

—

Portland, I88O.
State Fair, 1870.
3ΝΓ. 23. Fair,1877.

Lamson
Artist Photographer,
Opposite

Hotel,

Falmouth

MAINE.

PORTLAND,
ÎT" t'p Our Flight Oui?·
sepîîl

C.A.LEIGBTOMCO.

dtf

(Successors to Yickerv & Leighton,)

431 & 433
oc29

Congress Street,

OVERCOATINGS

FAKRIftGTOX BLOCK.
su

G. L.

dlw&wlt44

BAILEY,

—AND—

Suitings.

—AGENT FOR—

CHADBOURN & KENDALL,

PARKER'S.
COLT'S,
BONEHILL'S,
MOORE & SON'S Breech Loading (Jun».
Sole Agents in this vicinity fo"

Du Pont's Powder
AMD TIIF.

Dittmar Powder

are now

Kxteusive

Mills,

Fall

Manufacturing Compa-

ny's High Explosives, such

as

which can be supplied in any quantity,
at the lowest New York Prices. Also
EXPLODERS, Waterproof and Common FUSE.
48 EXCHANGE STREET.

octlO

of

Overcoatings
AND

—

RENDROCK .GLUKODINE, &c.,

opening an
Stock

—

SUITINGS.

eepi!7

U2mo

snd2w

DRESS
GOODS.

MRS. F. C. CHASE
γΐ7"'>ΓΓ-Ί) respectfully invite
▼

7

Ladies

New
w

the attention of tlio
of Portland ami vicinity to lier

Store, 495 Congress St.,

here thoy will find

full and Taried assort-

BONNETS AND
now

Recent Purchases of $1.12 and
$1.25 Momie and other Dress
Goods at only 75 cts.

a

ment of

ready for immediate

HATS,
use.

Mrs. Cfl Λ SE, lias also on hand, a more elegant
ami complete as well as larger stock of materials
than she has at any se «son heretofore offered to
public view.
Ladies who have not yet determined npon what
they want will find in this stock a most suggestive
aid, and would do well to give the new store an

early call.

oct28d2w

■

These are the best colore of the season, widest
double width, strictly all wool, extra tine quality

and are undoubtedly the best bargain we have offered this season.
y ·:■
We are also selling this week one largo lot of «ray
and br wn all wool 25 cent Dress Flannels, medium shades, at only 19 cents.
A so a small lot Remnants 15 to 20 cent Dress
Goods at only 10 ceu s per yard to close.
Surplus stock of Ladies' (Jnderflaune's at only 38
cents. These are as good as were ever sold anywhere at 50 cents.
Our stock of Dress Goods, Dress Flanne's, Ladies'
Cloaks, Shawls, Table Linens. Ottons, and all Domestics, I ndertlannels for Ladies, Gents and Children, Gloves and all sorts of Dry and Fancy Goods

CHADBOURN & KENDALL
have just received

a

LARGE ASSORTMENT
_OF-

Uf

large.

was never so

AND

RINES BROS.
oc28

sn

SCHLOTTERBECK'S

CORN

AND

BUNION

SOLVENT,
bkhovks
tens*,
bunions,
CALI.OIS AND WARTS.

Entirely llarniletu*; it doe»
Acid»

not coufitiu

Cauetic.
PREPARED R V
any

A. G.

or

Schlotterbeck,

A POT■ I EC Λ It V,

SOI Clongreim etreet, Portland, Ή nine.

jy2

H osier y,
with

dtf

sntf

a

full stock of

Furnishing Goods.
d2m

3°p'J7

Canary Birds.
The public are notified that I have opened a Uirtl Store, No. 879 Congress St.,
I'ortlaml, aud I shall keep all kiuds of
S1N6ISUand IWSCÏ BIRHS.
I sell llrst-elass singers ( Hurt ζ Mountain Canary,; for A2.Ô0.
Choice free.
BIRO FOI»», SEEllS 4c., lor sale.
All
sold
at reasonable prices.
my goods
All orders promptly attended to.
Goods sent C. 0. D.

Respectfully,
Wanted.

Τ

EM

oct28

Experienced Cloak Makers wanted at
EASTMAN* bRC/8 Λ BAWR'jF 1*9
?nd»f

Fred

Bromby.

1πι·

THE

MONDAT MOKM.NU, NOV. 1.

NEW

ADVEKTiatSMKNTS

following is the Republican Electoral Ticket. Voters should cut it
out and see that the

I.ook—Ε. N. Perry.
I. Ληρ> U Rollings

& Co,
Pianos—W. M. Furbusli & Co.
■iepubli<-aos -C. Day Jr.. &Co.

they throw

ticket

to it

ponds

New liaud made Worsted Goods, new Colored Silk Tassels, Balls and Spikes, new Buttons, new Hamburgs, 25 cents per yard, worth
50; also New Hosiery, at Η. I. Nelson & Co.'s.
d3t
oc30

FOR GARFIELD AND VICTORY

De. C. W. Benson's Celery and ChamoPills are prepared expressly to cure Sick
Headache, Nervous Headache, Dyspeptic
Headache, Neuralgia and Nervousness, and
will cure any case. Price 50 cts., postage free.
Parsons, Bancs & Co., Wholesale Druggists, 117 and 119 Middle street, Portland, Me.
General Agents.
octlSeodtf

cession

LEWIS R. JOHNSON.
SEWARD R. HUME.

BUSINESS AND

A BARK IN DISTRESS.

LABORING

MEN TO THE FRONT.

ON

HER

WAYiFEOM PORTLAND

The Last Demonstration of the

Campaign.

LET m MAKE IT A BIG ONE.

Garfield and Arthur Glee Club.
and

Not.

Λ large and enthusiastic meeting of the Republicans of this city was held at the Loyal
League rooms Saturday evening, and the lead-

ing spirit manifested was that before the sun sets
tomorrow night we should surely march forward

come.

man

Per order

glorious victory for Garfield and Arthur
throughout this city, country, state and nation. There was a strong feeling that it was
the duty of all, who believe that the success of
the Republican ticket in this election is for
to

E.C. M1LLIKEN, Capt.
H.

F. LIBBY, Clerk.

Garfield Artillery Attention !
Erery member is requested to be at ward room»
Ward 3, this evening, at 7 o'clock sLarp, for street

a

the best interests of every citizen of the United
States, to join in the good work, from that
hour until the closing of the polis to-morrow

parade.
Per order
J. H. B.

MORRILL, Capt.

night.

.Attention Pioneers!

we

want to

see

every

Hon. Geo. \V. Woodman was chosen chairand ffm. Allen, Jr., secretary.
It was unanimously voted to invite all the

Republicans in this city and vicinity
with the organized companies in the
sion this evening, and a great many

man.

Per order

W. P. OSBORNE, Capt.
W.

Attention Garfield Guards !

Every

provide themselves with a baKo private
rouche and join the procession.
The citizens, busicarriages will be allowed.
ness men and others, are requested to meet at
four

Corps, Atten-

tion.

requested to be present, THIS
full unilorm, at 7 o'clock sharp.
Per order
FRANK F. HINDS,
Major and Instructor.
F.
OSCKOLA
BACON. Assl tan'..
member is

ran

follows:
Marshal—Geo. W. Woodman.
Aides—one from each ward—Geo. W. York,
Joseph Dow, Geo. H. Abbott, A. M. Sawyer,
R. T. McLellan, C. W. Ford, Maj. W. H.
Green.
Citizens along the route of procession are requested to illuminate. Should the evening
prove stormy, a "Wide Awake" meeting will

up to 58°

There were five deaths reported in the city
the past week.
A stowaway was found in Republicau head,
quarters Saturday who had been there since
Tuesday without food. The boys fed him and
be was ravenous.
The amount of long lumber exported the
past week was 676,750 feet. Value of foreign

be held in the City Hall. Calcium lights
a number of taking transparencies will be
tributed through the lino.
The following general order has been
sued:
Grand Final Rally of the Campaign before
"
Rally at the Foils, When Garfield Gives
Victory in the Morning!"
The procession will form as follows:
Cavalcade of Horsemen.
II. A. McDonald, chi f marshal, and Aids.
Yarmouth Band.

exporte 582,218.09.
Officers Pennell and Pride arrested Michael
McLaughlin, a Maine Central employe, Saturday night, for stealing a barrel of flour from a
Boston & Maine freight car.
The flour was
f >und in

FIRST

Major Lyman

are

requested

Do not

of Bern-

hardt.

Badly Cut.

Friday night officer

Mclntire feund a man
named Michael Ward, who resides near the
corner of Maple and Centre streets, Buffering
from a bad cut on the back of the head, and
Ward could give no explanation of how he bad
received it. Dr. Brooks was called and finally
succeeded in stopping the flow of blood, al.

.votes.

time matters looked serious.
Yesterday Ward was all right, with the exception of a bad eye, the effects of a blow. W*rd

thought yesterday that ho bad been knocked
àavπ and cut with the intention of robbery.
11 so his assailant* failed of getting any money·
Ward is about 50 yesrs of age.
Personal.
Marshal

Black is
deserving ol
up the Itogers robbery case

credit for working
of which he had charge from the beginning.
Rev. Henry Morgan will lecture in Portland
soon.

Senor Cougosto, Spanish Vice Consul at this
port, now at home on leave of absence, ha®
been made a Knight of the Royal and Illustrious Order of Charles III.
The San Francisco Alta says—referring tc
the highly complimentary notice of Dr

day night:
W.
W.
W.
W.
W.

C. T.—Chas. Fairfield.
V. T.—Maria Hodgden
S.—L. G. Eldridge.
F. S.-H. J. Blake
T.—Τ, .T. Biggs.
W. C—F. A. Pollock.
W. M.—Elias Banks.
W. I. G.—Mrs. Legrow.
W. O. G-G. H. Blake.
A list of delegates was also chosen to attend
the session of the District Lodge, to be held at
The Lodge
Kuightville, November lltli.
will meet down stairs next Friday, in the
einali hall;

in the Pkess:—
For some time we were at a loss to locate the
Dr. Banks spoken of, until it flashed upon us
he was our young friend already in our city,
but whose modesty had prevented him froni
As a welcome addition tc
enlightening us.
the society of this city, and to its literarj
brotherhood, we welcome the youthful Doctoi
and his young bride.

REPUBLICANS !
man

in our

marching in

party

our

can

Every

businesi

do wonders just bj

ranks.

Come out tonight

as

as

you did

you did when Leo

sur

when

Meade,

Cham

berlaiu and

Reynolds apd Howard won th<
battle of Gettysburg.
How we shouted, and
how mad the Democrats were. Do it again.
.VII

who

are

for

Garfield

light up you)

h ou see.

I
I

Serious Accident.
young man named Drew wai
engaged in hoisting a barrel of flour into th(
upper story of Cousins & Tomlinson'n ware

Saturday

Citizens Mutual Belief.
Up November 1st there have been 48
deaths, and benefits have been paid to all except the last live, whose claims are iu process
of settlement. Thirty of these deaths resulted
from disease and ten were caused by accidents.
The total benefits amount to $27,828.
The total cost to the deceased members was S10G4.
The society w.ib organized in 187.5, and is now
in its fifth year.
There was one death in
to

endered to Grant.
Came out

.Ja

Oak Lodge.
The following were elected as officers of
Oak Lodge, I. O. of G. T., Oeering, last Fri

i'anks, formerly of this city, published in the
Traveller's Record of Hartford and reprinted

tonight.

L.

Annie Pixlev drew two larve audiences to
New l'onlaud Theatre Saturday. In the eveniug Miss 1'ixley was the recipient of a beautiful basket of Dowers, which was presented to
he ti\ the two youngest members of the McGibenv Family, and in acknowledgment of the
comp im nt the actress took the occasion to
introduce the little "dots" to the audience,
and they were received with hearty applause.
Wednesday night the Weber Club, assisted
by Misses Nellie Webster and May Bryant,
w.ll give a concert at First Baptist church.
Mr. Kotzscbmar will officiate as pianist.
Next Thursday night Minnie Palmer's Gaiety
Co will appear at New Portland Theatre in
"Minnie Palmer's Boarding School," in which
play the star pleased so many last seasou.
Frank Curtis will not admit babies to the
theatre in future to annoy the audiences.
"i'he Tourists" will appear at the Portland
Theatre before long.
Duprez aiid Benedict Thanksgiving week.
C. L. Graves's "Four Seasons" at New Portland Theatre, 8th to the 11th inolusive.

at one

Show your colors

forget our

stage Tuesday night.

as a

1875, three in 187G, fifteen in 1877, eight in
1878, ten in 1879, and eleven thus far in 1880
average of about ten a year.
The highest
death rate was during the mouths of July and
August of this year, when there were six.

an

j

I

Fire at Waterboro Centre.
Commercial street, the cnn-hooki
house,
Friday night store and post office at Waterhoro Centre, occupied by Samuel
slipped and one of them Btruck him over tli«
Carle, was
eye* and the other in the side of the head, in ! burned to the grontul abont 10 o'clock
There
Hicting two bad wonnds. The barrel, in fall
was a small· Rtook of goods .on hand whl^h was
struck
him in the lower part of the body
nig,
destroyed. There w.is no insurance.
on

|

inflicting

serious

injuries.

Cause

[

of fire unknown.

the

The steamship California from London arrived at New York Sunday and reported that
on Wednesday, the 20tl>, at about 2.30 o'clock
iu the afternoon, while the steamer was slowly

forging through

the immense seas caused by
continuous northeast winds, the lookout reported a vessel off the starboard bow, flying a
of distress.

From the deck of the Cal-

ifornia, through glasses, the vessel was found
to be a bark, .deeply settled and apparently
helpless in the waves. The signal stated that
it was the British bark

ker, that she

was

Macedonia, Capt. Parwater-logged and that the

wanted to abandon ber.
The California at once headed for the bark.
A boat was lowered and second officer Hardie
and seven men subceeded in making their

crew

way to within a short distance of the vessel's
side. The heavy sea running rendered it impossible to get the small boat near enough for
lue uai-K s urew lo

get

imo

λ

h.

UDe

was

thrown from the bark to the cutter, but the
force τ/ith which the sea tossed the beat about
snapped the rope. The bark's crew, 11 in uum.

ber, seemed panic stricken, and none of them
tried to reach the boat. In the gale that was
blowing little communication could be had
with them, and all that officer Hardie learned
the bark was leaking badly, having 10 feet
of water m the hold, and was unmanageable.
The boat was compelled to keep at some diRwas

-

»Îenadrb°rfo&pdaShed

They either did not com
Λ ί£θ
the r.ater·
directions or were afraid to make
prehend
Some of them had
îh!,vlSperl?
their bagsof clothing on deck with them and
™

the cutter's crew that they hesi
seemed
°f
1,eir effects. Officer
Hardie and his men kept near the bark, trying to make themselvas understood and if DOs°reW °ff' UUtil 11 began to grow
in
dark
dark.
The sea wai apparently
and u became evident that, unless
was reacne(l before night set to
the boat's crew would suffer the fain f
which they were striving
6 to rescue the heluless sailors of the bark. Officer Hardie savs
that in his loDg experience as a seafaring man
he never saw waves of such size as
ning at the time. The cutter had no light and
to save themselves it was necessary to Ket
to the steamer. The difficulty in getting b^k
on board w»s so ereat, and the attempt attend
ed with so much danger, that
and
men were on the point of giving u un and
to
bark.
the
back
the
Uie
During
California used only sufficient steam to keen
the sea, in hopes of sighting the
morning and making another attempt to rescue the crew. An about 11 o'clock
a signal light from the Macedonia
m
from the California's deck, and was
by a blue light. The steamer kept in
was thought to be the vicinity of the bark
night, auU at the first signs of daybreak look8e-nt 10 search the horizon, but she
was not in sight and was not again seen bv the
Ca ifornia's people. After remaining hove to
until the middle of the afternoon, the steamer
was put upon her course for New York
Officer Haraie says he thinks it probable that the
Macedonia could live out the wind and sea of
the storm, and that she will be heard
again, she being well in the track of the transsleamers and standing the best possifallen in with by some of
M
tnem. Th«
was under close-renf-H
rhe Macedonia
mainsail, and appeared to be in no immediate
of
Whether
her crew
danger foundering.
«hed during the night the California was in
her company, or have since been taken off
by later arri"als here or in
EnrnrkA
it

to

'?Siug

ηΓγηΓ aC/?-nt
8βΤ

increasing

the'!"106'

îhf ^fa,™er

J.»,'

thofe^n!
bÏÏk

ht

HaX

night

jug
bfbowst0
."i

see next

not

Tuesday.

He reviewed his Southern trip at some
length, and said that more blacks than whites
could read and write in Mississippi, but their
votes were not counted.
"Do not wait for leaders," he said, "they
will come to you as the mountains come up
from the plaine." The great industrial classes
think as they work.
Labor is king, but the
king must think.
Next Wednesday we shall light our csrnpfires for 1884.
We are not going to be discourHe
aged, but move on to ultimate victory.
said that the protection tariff was the settled
of
the
must
be
that
labor
policy
country,
protected, and in the end it would redound to the
benefit of all.
Solon left for Chase's Mills on the miduight
train.

awwfred
«Taï
all

Tom

I

Th"6^'^

Thompson

of

He

A Press reporter visited Vice Consul Starr
night, who said he thought there must be

Says Greenbacters and DemocratB
are

last

mistake. He did not remember any
Macedonia sailing from this port. It is possi
ble the California may have got the wrong
6

for Sale.

some

Herald says:—Hon. Frank M.
of Maine, termed in the "call" "the
arch fiend of the 'Stats steal,' " was the principal speaker at Faneuil Hall at tho Labor
The

Evergreen Cemetery.

Since the organization of the present Board
of Trustees, extending over a period of about
six months, a thorough overhauling of all the
cemetery has been going on. Anew plan of
the entire cemetery, with the exception of the

people, Gen. Benjamin F. Butler. (Hisses and
applause.) He then read a letter -he had received from G. B. Hutchinson, Secretary of the
Greenback State central committee, informing

purchase

of "Magdalene Cemetery,"
has not yet been surveyed and laid cut)
has been completed. In this work, done by
the City Civil Engineer, under the direction
of the trustees, it is true that very many and

(which

him in advance that the meeting was not called
by any legal body. The speaker inquired·
"Who is the central committee?" and an"
swered his conundrum by declaring, "God
Almighty is the captain of the Greenback
party, and the people of this great nation is the
State central committee." Having thus summarily d-posed Gen. Weaver from the head of
tho Greenback party, the orator proceeded to
dissect the Republican party, which he declared never approached decency but once, and
that was when it passed the homestead bill;
but that was only for effect; fer the party

important errors have been discovered, some
of which are still in the hands of the trustees
undergoing correction. The whole system as
regards accounts has been changed, the trustees believing that the former system could
but lead to confusiou and doubt, and, it is not
denied has so resulted in many instances.
Sinçe Mr. Duffee, the present Superintendent,
has been in charge, important changes have
been made in the labor department and the inmal affairs of the cemetery.
ln all this
work no one has been more interested than

knew that the poor, miserable scoundrels to
whom it professedly gave 100 acres of lard
didn't have enough money to get from their
homes to the West, where the land wa6; and
then having once approached decency, the
party gave 22,000,000 acres of the same land to
the Pacific Railroad. The Republican party
claims to be a party of protection, and the way
it protects is to put a tax of fifteen cents on potatoes to help the farmers of Maine, and sixty
cents on sugar to rob them. Referring to
Maine, the speaker gracefully acknowledged
the truth of the claim that a great many Greenbackers and Democrats sell their votes, but he
said they get §25 apiece, which he declared

Mr. Jose, heartily seconding all suggestions
looking to a re-organized system, as well as to
the correction of any and all past difficulties
and it is but justice to say that Mr. Ramsey

superintendent,

has done

all

in

his

tion of any and all matters brought to his attention, having given, since bis retirement,
very much of time and attention to this matter.
That the former system in the cemetery
has led to confusion and in some cases to re.
suits to be regretted, is not denied by the trus-

was a

refused

1U lilt .tvcuiut.

REPUBra VOTERS RELY.
The Last

Day for You

to

■

Register.
your

name

is on tlie

F.

voting list, and on correctly. The
Aldermen ivill he in session i'rom

Igt-Htitfor
KIDIÏV'GEt îm highly recommended nml un»urpriM«ed for WEAK or FOUL KID
NEY«, DKOPiY, GRAVEL, RI(MiHI « DINEA^E, L(W« of E,*KRM'. NCR·
V«r- DEKKMTY. or any ORMTRUr· IONN, ari»inir from KIDNEY or HLADDKK
DINRAtEN. Also for BLOOD and KIDKEV POINOMIXG, in infected malarial
section*·
S^*By the distillation of a FOREST LEAF with JUNIPER Borriee and BARLEY MALT we bave discovered KIPNEGEN, which acts spn< iiically on the Kidneys and Urinary
Organ?, removing deposits in the
b'adder and any straining, smarting heat or irritation in the water passages, giving them
strength, vigor
and caus'ng a healthy color and ea*v flow of urine. It can be taken at ful
times, in all climates without
injury to the system. Unlike any other preparation for KMney difficulties, it has a very pleasant and
agreeable taste and flavor.
It contains positive diuretic properties and will not nauseate.
Ladies especially will like it, and Gentlemen will find ICIDNEGEN the best Tonic Beverage for its
pur-

Examine Carefully Your
Tickets.

A characteristically dirty trick which the
Democrats tried to play in Oxford County has

light. Electoral tickets have been
sent to Republicans in various towns in that
county bearing the names of the Republican
to

ever

pos°i>

electors.

used!

Most of the tickets are correct but
iu each package are a number iti which the
name of EDWIN FLYE
appears as DWIN
FLYE. Iu the package which reached Can-

ΛΌΤΙΓΕ.-Each label has the Signature of LAWRENCE & MARTIN, and each bottle has a Government Revenue Stamp (with our name,) which permit» KIDNEGEN to be sold as a Proprietary ar-

there wero fifteen with this error, the
Dixfie'id package was about half wrong, the

Express ufficc to you.

ticle, (without license) by Druggists, Grocers and other Dealers everywhere.
PUT UP IN QUART SIZE BOTTLES FOR GENERAL AND FAMILY USE.
If not found at your Druggist's or Grocer's, we w'll send a bottle and pamphlets prepaid to the nearest

ton

Mexico from

half

one

about

Price

$1.00

or

to

one

Sold in Portland by all Druggists.

ηοτΙ

GREAT

Winter

Challenge Accepted.

SALE

Styles

BY THE

ADVERTISEMENTS

Quality
To please the

-

■

■

-

Prices

·

■

The Cold Wave is upon
warm

If yon

and health demands

us

garments.

looking tor
BAROAINS

BIG

arc

—

IN

MEN'S BOYS'

G.D.B.
Tlie
Γ 1 A

WEBER

U (3

WEBER

WEBER Τ» Τ
WEBER Γ 1

I
\r A Q WEBER
A il U i5 WEBER

WEBER T> Τ
WEBER Γ 1

¥ A C WEBER
A il U (3 WEBER

OR CHILDREN'S

1

UNDER PREBLE
rw>tl 'λ

FISK&CO.,
Olotliiers,
HOUSE, CONGRESS STREET.
il if

PIANOS !
A

Vf CJ

SMITH

\r

SMITH
SMITH

SMITH fk

1)

fl

i

SMITHU Λ \J Ά. il

-ρ fi Α -\Γ C
SMITH" Il U A il Î3

The Public Demanded and I
have responded by adding

offered

F.

AND A

—

The

Fresli Goods,

Block,
Farriiigtou
novl

—

Canned ileitis.

Back
Kid
Gloves, in black and
colors, at 60 cts. per
pair—-very desirable
for street wear.
Τ

IT— .1

A

au

tiiutuneai,

une

let All Wool Vests and

Pants, very cheap.

In Hosiery, One lot
Children's Heavy All
Wool Hose, all sizes,
at 25 cts. per pair. A
decided bargain.
Examination solicited.

492 & 494
30

uj

ιιιν

jjuu'i

sti

LOOK ! LOOK

Styles

In their Season.

CO.,

FANCY (MODS,
Department

con-

most
desirable
goods to be fourni, and we
shall not allow anybody to undersell us.

Cor. Free & Center Sts.
codtf

oell

KOSS &

until
every
tains
the

ANOTHER

FUR TRIMMINGS
Coon, Fox, Cony. Bear, lm,
Chinchilla and Swan cut
and made to order
any width.

Ladies, Call and Examine our Fur Trimmings.

BUFFALO and WOLF ROBES
the hest stock to select front
in the City.

Robes in Great

lie is

quoted

as

GENTS'
FURNISHINGS
Opened To-day.
Finest

novl

Γ;Ημλιι

DUPLEX

cident while calling at a neighbors Friday
evening. On leaving the house she fell from
the steps to the ground and received a serious
Dr. Ingalls of
injury in her right hip joint.
this place was immediately called, who, with
the holp of Dr. Gordon from Portland, put tho
fractured limb in place.
The patient is now
as comfortable as could be expected under the
circumstances.
The Ship Wilner.
This tine vessel is now loading with grain
at the Grand Trunk elevator, for Europe, and
will bo ready for sea to-day.
She is a substantial vessel of 1300 tons burden, and her deck is
42 feet in width. All the latest modern im.
provements for the economical handling of
cargoes have been need in her construction.
1

to

MOEHR-

Just
a new

received,

importa-

tion of Choi ay
Le Roi, Haviland's Limoges,
•

Owsrl,

oki,

ing Lamps.
Tlie?e Lamps

fitted with
the Krglish Duare

plex Burner,
which affords

m
Attention i

invited to

a

a

light equal to
four Student

Department.

offers peculiar advanta
attractions
Çeneral
:n gland.

Q« ?I.

es

cannot

of gas.

particularly

Mundy,

Mcdonald;

227 FEDERAL

STREET,

PO iTIilND.

Send lor Illustrated Circular.

547
novl

Boston.
eod5w

REPUBLICANS

Decker Bros

S'IIl,
dtf

'

XO*.

Dealers in

1? & 19 UXION STREET.

prepared to furnish and

set
up in thebese
at short notice all kinds or appliance*
far lient··» jg by Ni«nn> or Hot Water.
We have some specialties to which we would ask
the attention of ail interested. The Dnnning
IVI njrnzine Roller 1 r steam, and the Hitch.Tlngnzine Boiler for hot water, are introduced by us this year and conuneud themselves
to all who understand tbe needs of our winter climate. Combination beating, or i-ofc water in connection with hot air heating, which has nruved so sucthe pat»t five 3 ears, will
ceentui in this State
still rec*ive our careful attention. All work of this
kind gua anteed to give perfect satis action.
We are especially prepa* ed to undertake all kinds
of &HMitnry work and wou d be glad to fnrnish
estimates free to all who may dosire our services.

Also

a

ocl5

Pianos,

Indorsed by ANNIE LOUISE CARY.
choice stock of liret-class

d3m

COLORED GIRDLES,
COLORE» (Ml) and BALLS,
Passementeries in fine Patterns,
OrnaPusseuu-netrie
ments, Chenille, Jet and Knotted

Elegant

PIANOS AND ORG ANS.

Samuel Thurston,
it Free St.
eep29

Block,

Fringes.

The best Hue of Buttons to ho
found in the City, at

MRS. $. J.CLOIitiirS,

PORTLAND.

.361

dtf

Congress

Street.

0ct27

lis

Styles

illuminating windows: also
FIREWORK*.
• HiMixi: i.ami:k,\s,
ILIX.TIIMTINU CANDIiKS,
I I .VGS, lit» FIRE.&c.

10

Their reputation is fully established and g ve
universal satisfaction.
Nearly 2,000 in use in
As cheap as the Pine
Portland alone.
grained
dried air, for the same size of other makes. It will
be for the interest of all to investigate before buy?«Ianufactured, aud Wholesale and Hetail by
ing.

J. F.

Holder,

REMOVAL

MERRILL'S LATEST

ATTENTION.

New Patent Tin Candle

and

Gas, Water Pipe Fixtures, &c.

Steam.

are
manner and

CALL and SEE

«KMTORS!

rWntiufnctiuerw,

Washington St.,

HEATING and VENTILATION,

dtjaul

R. HOLLINGS & CO., Improved Dry Air Hard Wood,
Importer»
and
Sizes.
anil

OF—

dining

j

κ.

-RKOCfEESS

tUw t

tine line of

Specialty.

a

dtf

W. H. PEUL& CO.,

We

lto§wortli,

Congress Street.

591

for Dwellings, Stores and Green-houses, is McDonald's Water Heater.
It is a liome invention and
lioine manufacture, not one cent's worth of labor
on
it
of this city.
outside
I challenge
being spent
any man to show its equal in efficiency, simplicity,
and
price. People
I economy, durability
; water l*1:it can best serve their own good by
it, and if it will not do as I will tell them, I will remote it at my own expense.
There is no need of
!
going to New York for heaters, nor to Montreal
lor experts, as my heater has no peer in the former
or
and
1
State,
city
myself will not take the second
place to any man setting them. I trust that i· y
fellow citizens will not take "Bosh" for truth ana
facte, and be induce · to buy inferior articles because far-fetched,
I refer the public to ihe following parties who are using my "flot Wate· System:' !
John Mai',
ffm.
Wm. K.
Morton' !
Wœ. Morton, tlosenh Bradford. Or<n Hooper, C.
M Baine, Edward Waite and myself,

octas

Longwv and Cloisonne Ware, elegantly mounted
and fitted wiih the celebrated Moehring Burner.
These lamps form a rare combination of beauty and
utility, without which no house is complete.

Gas Fixtures

Under Preble House.
oct23

and for good .toht and
be surpassed in New

Hammond

«Itf

RATUS YET,

lamps and far
superior to that

LIMPS.

Assortment of »cfe Wear «Ter
shown east of ffew York.

OUR NEW STORE

parties buy-

preferring
trying

and other rare
depotter es.
signed for Parlor and Head-

lanii >3?

I did not speak with Mr. King when he was
here. I saw him with one of the reurgade
Republicans whose course has been such that
they are trusted by no party. I presume what

Falmouth.
The many friends of Mrs. J. C. Adams will
regret to learn that she met with a painful ac-

Wholesale prices
ing by the box.

ocll

eodtjanl

village postmaster."

Trustees.

pair

Oweo, Moore &Co.

245 Middle Street.

wight

Very truly,

Special

oct8

PERRY,

saying:

information King got concerning me came
from them.
I do remember that I went to
school to Mr. King at Auburn and remember
to shut up oue eye and squirt
how
he
used
just
tobacco juice at the knots in the school room
little
of the knots or
floor
floor until but
could be seen. 1 remember later when I was
at the front fighting to preserve the Union,
while he was at home oue of the most violent
secessionists or copperheads that ever disgraced
I presume my make up looked
the North.
peculiar to him at that time. It was so much
remember him at
different from
his. I
Mechanic Falls at the time Mrs. Clark shot
I hope my make up was different
hersolf.
from his then, even if It was peculiar. 1
remember
him later when I with a few
others espoused the Greenback cause. I premake up looked peculiar to him
sume my
then; the party was not large enough to enHe was not with us
courage hopes of office.
till later. I remember of seeing King in Portland last summer before the District convenHe was then playing between Gove
tion.
and Anderson in hopes the choice would fall
I bave no
on him.
He told me as much.
doubt the make up of a man who came into
the Greenback party without hopes of office
seems peculiar to him.
As to my being in close communion with
the rank Republican postmaster I have had
business relations with him and have lie tu
watched when X have been at the cemetery
with him, where I have been doing work for
him, by just such menjas Elliot King. I don't
think I am in much danger from the po»tmaster; and if I have got to be in close com-

Congress & Brown Sts.

Although wholesale dealers aud
octlô
eodtf
manufacturers have advanced
their prices, we are offering better
values than ever before in many
desirable grades. Every one is invited to examine the following
special lots:
50 doz. Merino, finished scams,
We arc prepared to show our patrons the choicest
such as other dealers sell for 25 linen in the following goods, to be found in the
market.
cts., at 19 ets
Our selection of Paper Hangings from all the
CO doz. heavy Merino, finished
leading manufacturers nas been liberal, and we feel
seams, the very best we hare ever confident we can satisfy the most fastidious.
seen at tli a price, 35 cts.
IN WINDOW SHADES
60 doz. Norfolk and New Brunswick merino,
which are usual- We have material to match onr papers, and new
ly sold as a great bargaiu at 50cts., Fringes, Loops and trimmings not found elsewhere.
we have in all sizes at 38 cts.
DRAPERY WORK.
40doz. Ipswich ITIill, blue, mixed
New stuffs and original Designs.
and scarlet, 50 cts.
Lace
Best
makes
English Merino,
Lisle Thread and Camel's Hair
Lace Curtains, Tidies, Spreads Insertions and
Hosiery, from 50 cts. to $2.00 per Edgings—all the novelties iu this department.

Ciotli Gloves in all Colors. THE BEST HEATiG APPA-

"In Norway thore id but one bolter, Clias. Keith,
who used logo ο school to me at Auburn, and from
whose peculiar make up fust i-ueli a court-o
be expected. Besides Keith is iu close communiou
with one of the rankest Uepublicans in Norway, the

in the public press reflecting upon the
past management of Evergreen Cemetery, we
would ask that further publicity and comment
be withheld; to the end that injustice may not
be doue, fully assured as we are of the disposition of all parties to see that the city's interest is protected and all discrepancies or deficiencies promptly met.

Variety.

ok' all kinds; Plymouth Buck,
lined and unlined Oil
Tan, Castor lined
and unlined.
Kid lined and nnSined.

y ne.

INVOICE OF

LARGE

FALL OF 1880.

All the Latest

Oct. 25, 1880.

u

CO.,

Beautiful.

are

USD

DRY

Cor.

Hats Soft and Stiff

Ε. N.

W

MEN'S HOSIERY F.A.ROSS&CO., HILL &
CO.,
!

Latest Styles in

Lap

Congress St.dtf

hat

large additions to
their stock of

R. H. PARKER

dlw

l*ortlan<l,

have also made

Telephone Your Orders to

Portland.

Ketail ia

ROSS &,

F. A.

Game and Poultry

W. M. FURBISH & M,

nt

A.

Teleplion©.

SMITH

Lowesl Prices and Easiest Terms
of Payment.

Stitched

and will be sold much clicaper
than can b* bought elsewhere.

DEPARTMENT
—

SMITH

SMITH ίΛ

fer 50 doz. 3 button

ju«t been received from New York, by

(3 SMITH

C
Î5

Our stock in these
departments is now
complete in a great variety of styles and

Cloaks and Dolmans,
A MEAT

η

li in A ll

4

OF

ever

SMITH vF

Gloves,

THE LARGEST STOCK

PARKER'S

Kranich & Bach and Wheelock

SMITH Α

oc3dt

*>nsignments solicited.

lot of Children's Scar-

—

GO TO THE 0\i: PRICE STORE OF

WEBER

ALLBH.

Regular sale of Furniture and (Jen oral Mere h a
lise every Saturday, commencing at 10 o'clock a.

qualities.
As specialties we of-

MULTITUDE.

Travelers should be prepared for changes ol
weather and against the effects of exposure by
providing themselves with Dr. Bull's Cough
Syrup—the best made.

fi

1

Ht.

0. W.

UNDERWEAR.

HUNDREDS TO SELECT FROM!

Dear sir:—With a view to promoting interest in military ritle shooting as stated in a
challenge from Battery H, Fort Preble under
your command dated Oct. 27, 1880,
I, the
undersigned, do hereby accept your challenge
with a team of ten. the match to be fired at
Foct Preble range ou Thursday at 2 p. m.,
Nov. 4, 1880.
Distance 200 yards, offhand,
Creedmore rule to govern. For further details
address
Chaules W. Davis,
Capt. Comd'g Co. B., 1st Regt. Inft. M. V. M.
Portland, Nov. 1,1880.

\Γ Ω

Exchange

Hosiery,

Overcoats

—

( apt. IF»». L. Harkin, Battalion Major 1«{
Assistant Commanding Battery II,
Fort
Preble, Me:

Α

Ncil**«iOotii IΗ
F. Ο. HA I LE V

eo<l&eowlyr

OF

to
seems
be
breed
to
ready
adopt
any strategem this year, no matter how despicable it may be. Don't trust them. Cutout
the electoral ticket from the Press and compare it yourself with the one handed you at
the polls.

WEBER Τ» Τ

F. O. BAILEV A CO.,

AND

should prove a warning to Republicans. The
only safe rule to adopt is to trust no Democrat
whoever he may
be, whether he claims
to be
respectable or not. The whole

NEW

35.00.

six bottles for

the Celebrated C'our»r«l Ilarue··

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

LAWRENCE & MARTIN, ΡβΚ\ΛΧΗ, No^BAKCI.AY, ST., New York.

two thirds and the
third. Doubtless other
towns
have received
some
of
the
It
tickets.
was
spurious
hoped by
the originator of this dirty trick that one of
the correct tickets would be examined and on
the strength of it that the whole package circulated. The trick has been discovered, but it

Roxbury

Me.

luction Hale Every Saturday at 10 A. M.

CRATS THIS TEAR.

come

Street, Portland

Plum

NOTHING TOO DIRTY FOB THE DEMO-

just

BAILEY λ CO.,

HORSE and CARRIAGE MART,

ANOTHER FRAUD.

Republicans,

0.

AIWVIONKKRM,

9 to 12 a. in. and t! to 3 p. in. See
that you are correctly on the list.

I see iu your issue of Saturday, Oct. 28d, a
report of Elliot King's speech at the Democratic headquarters Friday evening in which

peared

This is her first trip, and Capt. Lombard, formerly of tho ship J. D. Lincoln, it to command
her.

publication.
Nobway,

sult, which we doubt not tho trustees will in
due time lay before the City Council.
The following is the card:
Portland, Oct. 31, 1880.
To the Edité)1 of the Sunday Times:
Dear Sir,—Certain statements having ap-

)

big price.

A Word With "Col." Elliot King.
The following was sent to the Argus and

tees, but working together as they are for the
one object of
straightening out the whole
matter, we are of the opinion that any excitement in the public mind, or the interference
of committees, would tend to embarrass and
delay the work. Let the public await the re-

Cuaîs. £. Jose,
Isaac D. Cushman,
William T. Small.

Sunday

meeting Saturday night, occupying about an
hour in the delivery of a torrent of abuse of
the Republican party and its candidate for
President, and winding up by advising Gen.
Weaver to withdraw in favor of Hancock.
He opened by remarking that he stood in
thai hall two years ago, when it was packed.
He was then laboiing for that friend of the

publish below the card of the Trustees
of Evergreen Cemetery, requesting the press
and public to withhold conclusions upon the
past management of Evergreen Cemetery

the late

10o'clock Λ. M. Tbia well known and valuable
roper ty consists of a -larae two-story botiM. ell an-l
niable, with about eiglit acres of land. This i%
ailed by many the teft location for a seatide hotel
η iIih American coast.
It !» also finely situated for
ottayts or private residences. The natural advanagrs of this place are too Nrell and favorably
nown to require description.
Tills property must
»e sold to nettle np an esta'e.
At-'GI'STUS K.
•loUL'KiN', Executor, 1SS Middle St..Portland, Me
6°. Ο. ΚΛI ■<!·: V Α <Ό., Aiiftlonenn.
octgO
dtd
t

ar..e

Fogg,

name.

recent

Chakles B. Keith.

FRANK M. FOGG IN FANEUIL HALL·.

£5.

SALES.

FOR SALE AT AUCTION.

Klegant New Style» Just Received. Largest Stock,

gfcïts Κ- 'SSAM'

AUCTION

I'lie OLD I'HOIT * \H( k HOUSE
r \N Prom's or Libb·.'s Keck in Scarborough, wil
VJ l>e sold by auction on Saturday. Nov. li, 1SHO

"THE ARCH FIEND."

We

THE! DRAMA.

Western friends, the Mc.
Gibeny Family from Portland, Oregon, in
their grand concert at New Portland Theatre
tonight, as you cannot fail to be highly entertained. At Hartford 5000 people heard them
in three days. At Lancaster, Pa., some 7000
At Camden, N. J.,
beard them in one week.
the crowds must have been great j udging by
the following notice:
Last night the crowd at the opera house to
hear the famous McGibeny's, was simply terrible and the police had theij hands full in directing the movements of the excited throng,
as all seemed bent on getting into the opera
house'at once.The ticket sellers and four outside
sellers were overrun, and in 15 minutes after
the opening of the doors the house was packed
with nearly 1400 people on the inside, and
nearly 1000 on tlie outside were turned disappointed homeward. They have won their way
into the hearts of our people by their courteous
bearing and geueral kindness.
The eleciion returns will be read from the

aril) oattfa it in ftia min/l

Rescue

Panic Stricken Crew.

tîem

THE MCGIBKNY FAMILY.

pass,
1000 business men in Troy. Ν. Y., marched
in a Republican procession the other night.
Why cannot 5000 in Portland do it to-night?
If any voter is doubtful let him look at those
who compose the two crowds to-night. That

Depu'y

Aids,

illuminate.
H. A. McDonald,
Chief Marshal.

MUSIC AND

we

r-

to

Per order,

blown over the tomatoes from an adjoining
field of potatoes, where it had been used to exterminate the Colorado beetle.
Republican ladies you have done well in this
campaign. Don't let the Jeff Davis party
beat you to-night.
Light every room if possible. If you have but one light.let us see it as

though

DIVISION.
Hanson and
and Artuur Battalion.

marching over the following route:
Up Congress to St. Lawrence, to Fore, to
Atlantic, to Congress, lo Merrill, to Cumberland, to High, to Deering, to State, countermarch on State, to Pine, to Thomas, to Storer,
to Danforth, to Park, to Congress, to Republican headquarters and there dismiss.
Our friends along the route of the procession

the symptoms of having been poisoned, and
the only explanation that could be given of it
was the supposition
that Paris green had

photograph

the
Us

Ihe formation will be as follows:
The cavalcade will form on Preble street.
Citizens in barouches, on Elm street.
Citizens marching, at City Hall.
The procession will move at 8.15 o'clock

tured and sold a large quantity of brick during
the past season, and has had orders for 250,000 more than he could supply.
A few weeks ago a daughter of Mr. J.
Quimby of Deering stepped into her father's
garden and picked and ate a ripe tomato;
shortly after she was taken sick, showing all

a

is-

Biddeford Band.
Citizens Marching,

things entirely spoiled.
To-day is All Souls.
Mr. J. F. Ayerof Saccarappa has manufac-

has received

and
dis-

Portland Garfield
citizens' division.
Hon. Geo. W. Woodman, marshal, and Aids.
Citizens in Barouche.

his

house.
Flour has been stolen
from the cars for some time.
Tukey's bridge is now in excellent order.
The Westbrook Telephone will be started
this week.
The Advertiser says a young lady at the
Chadwick House left a kerosene lamp burning in the room and when she returned she
found everything covered with soot and many

Davis

six,

as

Brief Jottingre.
Cloudy and damp Saturday with heavy rain
at night.
Heavy rain Sunday morning, with

Mercury

or

the City Hall at 7 o'clock to fall into marchin-order. A cavalcade will also be formed
by those who preler that method to either
walking or riding in carriages.
The officers of the citizens' division will be

Ε V KX [ Ν G, In

high southerly wind.
Suuday morning.

join

procesoi our

nation to fall into line and carry a torch if
need be. Many, who from age and other
reasons, cannot march,will make up a party of

Every member of the Guards is requested to be at
Lancaster Hall, this evening, at 7.30 o'clock sharp,
in full uniform, for the purpose ot attending the
demonstration.
Per Order,
L. S. 8ANB0KN, Capt.

Drum

to

loading citizens, wno nave not marcnea in a
procession for twenty t years, and some who
never marched before, express their determi-

L. NOBLE, Clerk.

Continental

q

man

Every member is requested to meet at Headquarters THIS EVENING, at 7 o'clock, in full
uniform^
for a parade. As this will be the last parade before
election

Unsuccessful Attempt to

signal

Arthur »

1,1880 J
Every Membt r of the Club is requested to meet at
their headquarters THIS EVENING, at 7 o'clock
sharp, in full uniform, to participate in tbe parade.
Let etery

Olub, Portland,

TO

ENGLAND.

Headquarters Garfield and )
Arthur Battalion, j
Commanders of the several Companies comprising
this Battalion are hereby ordered to report with
their Commands, in front of Republican Headquarters, at 7.30 o'clock, THIS EVENING. Lino
will be formed at 8.15 sharp.
Per order
η. a. Mcdonald,
Col. Commanding Battalion.
Official.)
R. G. BERRY, Adj't.

and

dark or behind the door, by men who under"
took to make a sale but could not deliver the
goods. The Greenb'ckers said to the Democrats "you can endorse us it y u see fit, but we
A η alliance based
make no conditions."
simply upon the division of the spoils of office
would be sure death to the Greenback party.
We must stand upon the bed-rock of our prinIf wo vote the
ciples or go down in defeat.
Fusion ticket we shall no longer be Greenbackers, but simply stand upon our heads for
the amusement of tho Democratic party. The
There is a horstraight tickte worries them.
net's nest in the Fusion campmeeting, and it
isn't a good place to enjoy religion. The Democrats know they cannot elect Hancock electors in this State, but they hope
ο elect
four
Weaver men, and to throw the election into
the House of Representatives.
They make a
mistake. Weaver voters dou,t pull for Hancock.
We've got 'ein where they have got to
vote for our men, and we don't propose to
vote lor theirs.
The Democrats claim that they are better
Let's
Greenbackers than the Republicans.
In Maine they are in favor of tho free
see.
coinage of silver; in New York they oppose it.
Bayard says it is the best national bank party
of the two.
They can't carry a northern
State. Why, Indiana the only suve Democratic State, heretofore, went back on them
in October, because they attempted to straddle the silver dollar.
They are one thing in
one
State and something else in another.
Somebody's going to get cheated. There isn't
standing room for more than two parties in
this country, but there is plenty of graveyard
room, and one of the three parties has got to
die. If we go in for an alliance we commit
suicide as a party.
The Fusion victory in
Maine started a lively Hancock boom, but
Indiana killed it.
If Hancock couldn't carry
Indiana, he can't carry any northern State.
Two months ago there were lots of Hancock
men in New York who are now shouting for
Garfield.
If Hancock is defeated it isu't our
ianeral, and we won't crowd the mourners.
A straight Greenback party is being organized in this State, and all over the Union.
Our only opponent in the South is the new
Democratic party.
In Oonfiress Weaver tried
to introdnce a bill for 13 wt.oks, and the Democratic speaker R ndaU, bluffed him down.
When it did come to a vote the Republicans
voted against it, and the most of the Democrats dodged it.
They didn't dare go on record either way.
The Republicans have become to tho fundiue nnwer what the old Domoeratin nartv was
to the slave power—they do its bidding every
time. They have driven out or silenced every
man in their ranks who does not
do its biddim;.
The Democratic party is anybody's
tool according to circumstances.
By Bepublican legislation the banks have
got the power to make a business boom or
create a panic at any time thay see fit.
We
know where thev are.
We know where we
are ourselves.
Today the greenback dollar will bring as
much of anything except bonds as the gold
dollar. We intend that the silver dollar shall
We do not,
pay the bonds as they fall due.
propose to priut the public debt to death, but
to restore the law oi 1870.
We want a dollar
that can't be redeemed or retired.
The silver
question is the great question of the
four
next
The
years.
.Republicans will
fight it, and the Democrats will squirm,
but do nothing.
In 25 years tho Greenback
party will pay the debt, and make the people
and
prosperous
happy at the same time. Fusion makc-s honest men look upon us with contempt. We must stand on our ground if we
would win respect. No matter how small our
vote, it will be a representative of honesty.
Our canvass in the South will cement anew
the bundle of states organized by our fathers,
for we are striving for unity, and are the only
party that dared to nominate a Union general
and a rebel brigadier. If we do not win it will
be a solid North against a solid South—in fact
it wouldn't be strange if that is what we are to

EDWIN FLYE.

To-night.

The matter was discussed

missed, but the boldest Fusionist did

OTIS HAYFORD.

Grand Torchlight Pro-

Reception Hall

disdare
If
to present it to the convention for action.
in the
a trade was made it was accomplished
electors.

*

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

wi.ld you advise me to choose? I am neither
a Republican nor
Democrat. I am a Greenbacker and don't want any instructions as to
political
my
duty from such men as Elliot
King.
Yours truly,

to sec that

Solon (Jhase drew a large audience to Reception Ilall Saturday evening. He began his
speech by^lenying that any agreement was
made at Bangor to support the Democratic

IRA H. FOSS.

either with α rebel Democrat or a
wlio fought for the Union, which

Eepnblican

Itciiiember to-<liiy is the last day

CHAbE.

Fusion in

He Combats

JOSEPH S. WHEELWRIGHT.

Attention Battalion!

Glee

:

ELISHA H. JEWETT.

Thirty Years' Experience of an Old
MRS.
Norse.
WINSLOW'S SOOTHING
SYRUP is the prescription of one of the best
female physicians and nurses in the United
States, and has been used for thirty years with
never-failing success, by millions of mothers
for their children.
It relieves the child from
pain, cures dysentery and diarrhcea, griping In
The bowels, and wind-colic. By giving health
to the child it rests the mother. Price
Twentyfive Cents a bottle.
may26WS&M&wt)m

Headquarters Garfield

SOLON

corres-

For Electors of President ami Vice
President :

mile

off.

a favorite dodge of the enemy to pair with two or three
Republicans nt an election and
then brag over their rascality.
The only safe way is to vote.
Don't trust a man who belongs to
a party that forges men's names
to letters and then swears to the
genuineness of the signature.
Don't pair off.

The

Kidnegen.

pair

It is

TO-DAY.

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Ne»· Portland Theatre—Minnie Palmer.
Concert—Weber Club.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

don't

Republicans

ELECTORAL TICKET

CITY AND VICINITY.

lnunion

A WARNING.

REPUBLICAN

PRESS,

MERRILL,

60 Cross

So.
my4

Street,

Portland.

Me.

CHADBOUKN k

KENDALL,

Will open thi. day,

a

OF·

B. F. WHITNEY A; C O. have moved to
store No. 222 Middle St, and 53 Union
St., under Falmouth Hotel, where we
shall continue the Boot and Shoe Leather and Finding business; also the manufacture of Ladies' and tient's tine Boots
mid Shoes to measure in all its branches,
ami hope l>y strict, attention to business
to merit a liberal share of your patronB. F. WHITNEY,
age.
WM. 0. FOX.
sepl4
dtf

CLOAKINCS
AND

ULSTER

sep27

CLOTHS.

d2mo

NOTICE.

for

8.T. TAYLOR'S SYSTEM
OF

Dit ESS jVI AMINO Σ
Children's work

C.
187
ηστί

DAY, JR.,

MIDDLE

&

CO.,

STREE^.

Room

specialty. Prices very low.
Ο Hrowu's ESlocU, 4'ou

sre*n

ap21dtf

a

and Browu fttreei*.
>IK*. A. I.OREN<n.

GREAT BARGAINS
In

t'ai'iit'tiiif;, Oil Clotli,

Wo.
oct6

liO

Tow Boat

of the Central

Company

are

Wharf Steam

hereby notified that

Furni-

ture,
Plated,
Crockery,
and Glass Hare, at

Adams &

p H Ε Stockholders

Robinson's,

Exchange Street.

WTM3m

tbe folio*lug articles:
1 st—To c noose a .vi oderator.
2nd—To choose seven Directors.
3rd—To act ou any other business that may properly come be ι ore their.
C. A. VIC Κ ERY, Clerk
cc30dt*1
Portland, Oct. 3U, 188°
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[Hartford Conraot.]
An English Fight.

MEDICAL.

There was as much truth as wit in Mark
Twain's characterization in the opera housi
Tuesday night, of one portiod of our couflic'

English affair altogether- English ol
Connecticut, English of Indiana, and the En
glish over the water.
For some reason or another, the English
have taken a very lively hand in our presiden-

LIEBIC CO'S

COCA BEEF TONIC.

tial contest. It they had shown the same sympathy in our Union struggle, on the right side,
we should have liau great
occasion for gratitude. Wedo not know what the Cobden Free
Trade club were

Medals. Indorsed and Prescribed by
Medical Men of all Schools.

Highest

Professor

Dunoon

bell,

Camp.

President Jloyal
College of
Physicians and Surgeons, etc., etc.,
"
It has more than realized my expecsays:
tations."

Professor J. JI. rarnorhan,

n.D„ Professor of Surgery New

York Medical College, says : "My patients derive marked
and decided benefit from it,"

Professor II. Goullou.

M.D., Physician to the Gra:id Duke of
Saxony; Knight of the Holy Cross, etc., says :
"
It gives more tone than anything I have ever

prescribed."

Sir Robert Christlson, M.D.,
IX.U., I'.IS.S.. Physician to her Majesty
the Queen ; President Jloyal British Association, etc., etc., says: "The properties of the

Coea are the most remarkable of any known to
the medical world. From repeated personal
trials I am convinced that its use Is highly
beneficial and tonic."
Valuable In malaria; ague; malarial debility ;
dumb ague; low fever; marasmus; paralytic;
spinal and nervous affections ; female weaknesses; bilious and liver affections; weak
throats ; pal pitation and other affections of the
heart; epilepsy or falling sickness; weakness
of the voice of act ors, singers, public speakers
and clergymen ; colic ; flatulency ; seasickness ;
falling out of the hair ; asthma ; shortness of
breath ; wasting diseases ; etc.. -?tc. It is gratefully refreshing and restorative after prolonged
mental and physical strain. Iti s pléasantand
agreeable, and is readily retained by the most
delicate stomach. Dr. McBean ( British Medical Journal) found it ol great service in consumption. Baron von Humboldt says he
has never known α case of consumption or
asthma among those accustomed to its use,
and that they live to a great age, retaining their
mental and physical faculties to the last

(Cosmos).

DRUGGISTS.

SOLD BY ALL

Price One Dollar Per Bc.'tSe.
IT PREPARED ONLY

The

BY -£*

k Chemical Works

Uebig Laboratory

NEW YORK, PARIS, AND LONDON.

Co.,

MRS. LYOM E, PMiKtiAM,
MASS.
OF

LYNN,

doing during

the war, whether they
were counting up the advantages
to
with the
England of free trade
new confederacy—an unlimited market for
English goods in exchange lor raw cotton—but
if they had set their printing presses going in
favor of the confederacy as vigorously as tliej
work lor the Democratic "tariff for
their performance in point of
pure selfishness would h ive been about what ii
is now.

aie now

at

revenue

only,"

lie fact is that the country is pretty well
iluoiled with free trade documents stamped
with the name of the "Cobden club." Who
pays f"r these? Not the Democratic national
committee, we are assured. Mr. Barnuni has
a more direct and telling use for
his money.
Nn, English free traders foot the bill. It is
English manufacturers who are putting this
linger in our election. They say it is all for
:

our

good. They profess

est

in

a
philanthropic interuntil their benevolout faces are
with
a
radiance like that of the full
lighted up
moon.
It is solely for our good that they want
to stop our manufacture of goods and
supply
us with their own goods at a
less price. It is
in the broad interest of huinauity that
they
profess this. It is in the interest of humanity
that they would lower the wages of our workiugmen to their own starvation standard. We
have other conceptions of the interest of humanity. As Mr. Henry C. Robinson well said
at the opera hou-e, the highest
object of government is not to make a
cheap shirt; it is to
make a man!
There can be but one meaning to this raid of
English tracts and arguments through the
Cobden club. Our manufacturers interfere in
all the markets of the world with the sale of
English goods, and the Cobden club thinks
this is a very wrong state of things. It is
therefore trying to stir up the Western farmers to think they are misused
by the tariff. We
are much obliged for English instruction on
many topics. But wlieu lier self interest is so
vitally concerned, and is hostile to our interest. we take her advice for
exactly what it is

us,

«rnrt.h-

Th«rA i« nrnhahlr

nnf

«

i«

on the

Tariff.

though

LYDIA Ε. PINKHAM'S

Vegetable Compound,
THE POSITIVE

CURE

FOR ALL FEMALE C0MPLAINT8.
This preparation, as its name signifies, consists
of Vegetable Properties that are harmless to the
most delicate invalid. Upon one trial the merits
of this Compound will be recognized, as relief is
immediate; and when its use is continued, in
ninety-nine cases in a hundred, a paritive and
permanent cure is effected, as thorSlinds will
testify. On account of its proven merits, it is today recommended and prescribed by the best
physicians in the country.

It will cure entirely the worst form of
falling
of the uterus, Leucorrhoea,
Irregular and Painful Menstruation, all Ovarian Troubles, Inflammation and Ulceration, Floodings, all
Displace·
ments and the consequent spinal weakness, and
is especially
to the Change of Life. It
will dissolve ana
tumors from the uterus
in an early stage of development. The tenden»
cy to Cancerous Humors there is checked very
speedily by its use.
In fact, it has proved to be the greatest and best
remedy that has ever been discovered. It permeates every portion of the system, and gives
new life and vigor.
It removes faintness, flatulency, destroys all craving for stimulants, and
relieves weakness of the atomach.

adapted
expel

It cures Bloating, Headaches, Nervous Prostration, General Debility, Sleeplessness, Depression and Indigestion. That feeling of
bearing
down, causing pain, weight and Dackache, is
permanently cured by its use. It will,
always
at all times and nnder all
circumstances, act in
harmony with the laws that govern the female
system.
For Kidney Complainte of either sex this Com-

pound is unsurpassed.

LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S

VEGETABLE COMPOUNDv
Is

prepared at 233 and 235 Western Avenue,
Lynn, Mass. Price $l.OO. Six bottles for $5.00.
Sent by mail in the form of Pills, also in the form
of Lozenges, on receipt of price, $1.00, per
box,
for either.
Mrs. PINKHAM freely answers all letters of
inquiry. Send for pamphlet. Mention this paper.

LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S

BLOOD PURIFIER

Wftll «radicate every vestig-e of
Homo re from the Blood, at tbe
time grive tone anil fttrength
to the system.
It ha* produced ae
marvellous reunite in Purifying-the
Blood as the Vegetable Compound
has in curing- Female Complaints.
same

Price

$1.00. Six Bottles for $5.00.

No Family should be without LYDIA E.
PINKHAM'S LIVER PILLS.
They cure
Constipation, Biliousnces, ;md Torpidity of the
Liver. 25c. per. box.

*

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

Address

all orders to

he did not treat the subject as General
Hancock lias in making it a matter of local
option at district school meetings. General
Garfield said:
But I wish to say, Mr. Chairman, that I
have no sympathy with those who
approach
this question only from the stand point ot their
own
local, selfish interest.
When a man
couies to me and
says: "Put a prohibitory duty
011 the
foreign articles which compete wi h my
product, that I may get rich more rapidly,"
he does not excite my sympathy; he
repels me;
and when another says: "Hive no
protection
to the manufacturing
industries, for I am not a
manufacturer and do not care to have them
sustained," I say that he, too, is equally mercenary and unpatriotic. If wo were to legislate in that spirit, I might turn to the
gentleman from Chicago and
iay: "Do not ask me
to vole for an appropriation to build a court
house or a poet office in your city ; I nevei expect to get any letters from that office, and lhe
people of my district never expect to be in
your courts." If we were to act in this spirit
of narrow isolation we should be unfit for the
national positions we occupy.
Too much of our tariff discussion has been
warped by narrow and sectional considerations. But wheu we base our action upon the
conceded national importance of the great industries I have referred to, when we rtcognize
the fact that artisans and their products are
essential to the well-being of our oountrv, it
follows that there is 110 dweller ii> the humblest cottage on our remotest frontier who lias
not a deep personal iuterest in the legislation
that shall promote these great national indus
tries. Those arts t h a enable our nation io
rise in the scale of civilization bring their
blessings to all, and patriotic citizens will
«hcerfuliy bear a fair share of the burden necessary to make their country greai and selfsustaining. 1 will defend a tariff that is national in its aims, that protects and sustains
those interests without which the nation can
not become great and self-sustaining.
So important, in my v.ew, is the ability of
the nation to manufacture all these articles
necessary to arm, equip, and clothe our people,
that if it could not be secured in any other
way I would vote to pay money out of the federal treasury to maintain government iron
and steel, woollen and citton mills at whatever cost.
Were we to neglect those great interests and depend upon other nations, in
what a condition of helplessness would we find
ourselves when we should be again involved
in war with the very nationH on whem we
were depending to furnish us these supplies?
The system adopted by our fathers is wiser,
for it so encourages the great national industries as to make it possible at all times to equip
themselves for war, and at the same time increase their intelligence and skill so as to
make them better fitted for all the duties of
citizenship both in war and in peace. We provide for the common defence by a system
which promotes the general welfare.

How the S olid South Feels about
Protection.
Louisville Courier Journal.
Will the workingman be bamboozled by this
stupendous picture of interest in his welfare
any longer? Does he really believe that thit

spoliation scheme

WHOLESALE DRUGGISTS,

m & 119 MULE
PORTLAND,
Greneral
octl8

STREET,
ME.

Agents.
lawMtf

WOLFE'S

Scbiedam Aromatic
SCHNAPPS.
As a general beverage an<l necessarj
corrective «t water rendered impure b>
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, til·
Aromatic Schnapps it superior to ever)
other alcoholic preparation. A publia
trial of over 80 years duration in even
section of our couutry of L'dolpho WolfeV
Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement t>\
the medical faculty and a sale unequale<
by any other alcoholic distillation hav<
insured fur it the reputation of salubritt
claimed for it. For sale by all Druggist
and Urocers.

18 BEAVEIi
ici

STREET,

NEW YORK.

dly

Health is Wealth !
Dit. Ε. C. A'est's Nerve a.nd Brain Treat
ment; a specific for Hys erU, Dizziness, Convul
sions, Nervous Headache, Mental Depression, Loss
of Memory. Spermatonocea, Impotency, Involuntary EunssioDS, Premature Ο d Aao, caused by
over exertion, self-abuse, or over-inuulgence, which
leads to mieen, decay ami death, one box will
cure recent cases.
Each box contains one month's
treatment.
One dollar a box, or six boxes for five
dollars; sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price.
We guarantee six boxes to cure a y case.
With
each order received by us for fix boxes, accompan-.
ied with tive dollars, we will send the purchaser our
written guarantee to return the money if the treatment does not effect a cure.
Guarantees issued by
all druggists in Portland and
everywhere.
JOH λ W PEKK1NS & CO., General Agents.
ortland.
eepGdeow&weowly

DR

F. H. ki:\IM»\
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145 Tremont Street
Boston, will be at IT. S.
Hotel, Room 19 NOV.
I β, for For η Da ys Onlv
Corn», Il union» not·
Bat) IV'nils treated without Pain.
Operation ρ υη
3οπι§, 25 cents each.
rom

©Out*

called

protection protects
him? This last year of the protective tariff
tas
demonstrated
that
the so called
humbug
"protection of the American workingman" is
a

PARSONS, BANGS & CO.,

Saturday, Oct. 30.
Tbe Republican procession was a success.
Mr. \V. C. Quilstruk has returned from his
European trip.
Schoonor Carrie S. Bailey left for the Satillo
river Friday. She will load hard pine for this
port.
Geo. 8. Mower, of South Carolina, has been

stopping

the Sagadahoc.
One schooner up to-day.
Wm. Parson cut his hand with a sheath
knife severely in Palmer's
rigging loft to-day.
Ry M. C. R. R. Ireight to-day two cars of
coin for Randall.
A couple of women luid a political row at the
depot last night previous to the departure of
the special tra.n.
One arrest last night for disturbance of the
peace.
P,y accident last evening a Frenchman
named Joseph Lib by was shot in the arm. Attended by Dr. Price.
There are 200 pupils in the North Grammar
school.
There are seventy pupils in tho fourth class
of the High school.
This morning a countryman was backing a
load of hay into a Granite street stable when
the forward axle broke and the hay came
down.
Both wheels were broken and tho
countryman got mad..
Goss & Sawyer received a car load of ship
knees to-day.

Effect
In tho

at

Wages of a Tariff for
Revenue Only.
United States a low tariff lias always
on

produced low wages and dull times.

A protective tariff bas always led to good wages and
prosperous times. Protect our manufactures
anil they employ and pay workingmen; strike
down our manufactures and they cannot pay
good wages or give plenty of work to workingmen.

lie and

a

delusion
Atlanta (Ga.) Constitution.

our esteemed Democratic
contempothe north are afraid to handle the tarff question, even with tongs. Well, a party
has no business to make an issue that it is
afraid of.

some οι

raries at

Macon

(Ga.) Telegraph.

The writer a few days since penned an editorial which was meaut to animadvert upon
the Jacksonville, Fia., Sun and Press, for its
outspoken high protective tariff sentiment, and
abandonment of Southern rights.
St. Louis Post Dispatch.
A big donkey who flops his elongated ears iu
the Cincinnati Commercial, says that the leading Democrats of Ohio are disgusted to think
that the late national convention permitted
two such beautiful dreamers as Henry Walterson and Jos. Pulitzer to insert the tariff plauk
in their platform. A close study of Democratic platforms of late years will reveal the fact
that "a tariff for revenue oniy" is one of ttie
established, historic tenets of the party. The
leading Democrats of Ohio, who seem to be in
need of a guardian, deserve the defeat which
recently befel them for their cowardice If
ihey had explained to the Ohio idiots the rial
meaning of α tariff for revenue only thi-y
might have won some votes for their party.
Savannah (Ga.) News.
The f ree traders in Congress will bo more
bold and outspoken in their opinions next Win
ter than they were last session because the restraint of a Presidential election will not be
upon them. Next Winter there will be no such
influence at work in either party, and there
will no doubt bo a determined effort made to
* bill for the immediate
revision of the

Nova Scotia Solid for Hancock.
[Philadelphia News.]
During a biief inteiview yesterday with a
gentleman from Nova Scotia, who is on a visit
to friends iu this city, he inquired as to the
prospects of Hancock's election, remarking that
the people iu that province of the British empire were almost all in favor of Hancock. On
being asked why, he replied, "Berauso they

believe that with him aud the Democratic party they will have free trade with the United
States, while vou fellows (meaning the Republicans) are too much in favor of protection."
Workinginen, who believe in protecting home
industry, will please put that in their pipe and
smoke it.

Effect of Reducing the Tariff.
If the tariff is reduced on iron, cloth, boots
and
shoes, wool,
salt,
copper, lumber,
or other American manufacturers, five,
ten, or
more per cent., so as to
compel our manufactures to compete with importations from Euwill
fall; and with a fall In
rope, prices
prices alwavs comes pretty soon a fall in
wages. Our manufacturers pay workingmen
good wages and give plenty of "work, beicanse
they can afford to do bo when prosperous—
when they get good prices. Cut down the
prices, aud that necessarily cut» down ycur
wages, makes manufacturing dull, and giTes
yon less chances for work.

Experimental fphilosophy—"Could n't you
Natural philosophy—
lend me a dollar?"
"Have n't a cent to sparel"—New York Commercial Advertiser.

The State Press on the Presidency
Declare that the broken-down constitution of
man can only be restored by the judicious use
of the great catholicou, AVyomoke. or Nerve
Food. It is a superlative Spring blood alterative and nervine tonic, and should^ be used by
all whp suffer from weak digestion, palpitation of the heart, and a prostrate condition of
the system, with positive assurance of successful results. Sold by all druggists at «1.00,
Sl.no and S.'I.OO.

merce.

There is a slight hope for art. We saw half
a dozen quite pretty landscapes iu a show window this morning, but not a cat tail, a lily pad
or a stork standing on one
leg.—New Haven

Kegisrer.

Iffias Id. Scribner
Ladle* !T|Tht* art of working MaLace, Fringe Vbd Bags, at 74 Free
Street. Portland. Hour· fruin 9 to 12 A. M., ana

Wei Be

Meyer's

Unquestionably ihe most important
medical discovery since vaccination.
Λ remedy
which assimilates with tlie
forms not

only

local,

a

membrane and
countiitiiioitol

mucous

bur

a

at

amy stage. One package generally sulttces.
Delivered bv Druggists or by D. Β. Dkwey & Co.,
40 Dey Stre t, Ν. Υ., $1.50 complet»*. Treatise and
remarkable statements by the cured, mailed free*
The afflicted can retor to:
·
S. Lewis, 220 Pleasant St., Bostun;
cure

II. A.
G KO.

Crio.viv, Kevore House;
Βιιλιτβι ·v, Washington St.;
C. (iuoDWiN, Hanover St.;

Instruction in English and Classical Studies.
(iiven to private pupils by the subscriber.

Edgar Moo it es, Friendship, Me.;
Mes. Geo. Wenstlr, GO Exchange St., Portland;
Mrs. George Hayden, WestKoxbury, Mass.

J. W.

Partridge,

Plains,

Jamaica

C0LC0RI),

14# Pearl Street.
dtf

Β3ΕΪ.Ο"νζΓΛΓ.

Teacher of

French and

Mrs.

Mrs. A. M.

Mass.

German,

Will receive Pupils at

643

Congress

octll

Al me ε, Opera Pima Donia;
Paul Boyton, the great swimmer, Flushing, L. I
lïev. C. H. Tayl »r, 140 Noble St., Brooklyn, Ν Y
Sam'l Benedict, .ir. 607 Broadway, N. Y„ etc.
A real cure f Catarrh for .$1.50!
octll

M,W&Fly

I

Street.
dtf

To Let.
of 8
fg^ENEMENT
JL
939

rooms and stable, $12,60 per
Congress St. Ah-o, cottage with
5 rooms, in rear, at $7 per month.
Apply to
,1. A. STKOUT, No. 50 Exchange St.
oc27dlw*

TO LET.
tenements on High St. Sebago water and
in cellar.
Furnaces
Stable for one teneGas,
ment. Apply to W. H. SIMONTON, 304 Com-

TWO

mercial St.

oct27dlf

For Sale

To Let.
Brick House comer Cedar and Oxford streets,
contains ten rooms in good repair, gas and Sebago
water.
Drv, warm house, nice neighborhood; price
only $2,500-half cash, balance on time.
Oct. 20, 1880.
dlw*
WM. H. JERRIS.
or

THE

THE

GREAT INVENTION
FOB WASHING AND CLEANSING·

Furnished House To Lei.
State Street, 3

and cold
ON hotand
bath

or

11
etoryinbrick,
3

w ater
room.

Sebago,

soft water,WITHOUT SOAP, and
danger to the finest fabric.
SAVES TIME and LABOR AMAZINGLY,
and is rapidly coming into general use. Sold by all
Grocers ; but beware of vile counterfoils. Its
great success brings out dangerous imitations, but PEARLINE is the only safo article
Mways bears the name of Jnmes Pyle, NewYork
d2awF&M&weowHm28
Jy2
In hard

057.

finished rooms,
rooms, furnace, gas,
Address H., P. O.. BOX

oct28dtf

without

BANKRUPTCY. District Court of the
United States, District of Maine. In tlie matter of Hariis, A+wood & Co., Bankrupts.
This is to give notice that a petition has been presented to the Court, this fifteen h day of Oct oer,
b- Fred F. Harris of Deering, a bankrupt, individually and as a member ot the tirin of Harris, At wood &
C inpany, praying that he may be decreed to have'a
ful·
from al· his debts, individual and copartnership, provable; and upon reading said peti-

IN

To Let.

tion,

f

it is ordered by the Court that a hearing be had
of December, A. D.
upon the sam on the Sixth
1880, before the Court in Portland, in said District
at 10 o'clock A. M. and that notice thereof be published in the Portland Advertiser and the Portland
Press, newspapers printed in said District, once a
week for three successive weeks, and once in the
weekly Advertiser and Press, the last publication to
be thirty days at least before the day of hearing,
and that all creditors who have proved their debts
and other persons in interest, may appear at said
time and pla.e, and sh^w cause, if any they have,
why the prajer of #aid Petition should not be
WM. P. PREBLE,
granted.
Clerk of District Court, for said District.

day

ocl8

PERKINS & CO.
SM&Thlmo

law3wM&wlw43

Congress and

Chestnut streets.
Has been occupied for the past 12 years by
Samuel Rolfe, Esq. as au apothecary store,
I his is
corner

STORE

excellent location for

an

Fancy Grocery

a

Pro-

or

vision store.
A bo. to be let on and after Nov. 1st, 1880, the
Boarding house corner Fore and India streets. This
is one of the best locations in the city for a lodging
and victualing house.
Has been occupied by the
prêtent tendait for the past 16 >ears.
Full particulars regarding the above can be obtained by applyiog to the subscriber.
JOHN B. CURTIS.

oc21 dtf

not

a

Drink.)

every man or woman 1" every walk of life. It furnishes an exerc se which may, and should be introduced in ο every house; which may be practiced at

HOPS, BUCHU, MANDRAKE,
DANDELION,
Purest and Best Medical Qualities OF ALL OTHER BlTTEES.

And τπκ

THEY

CURE

All Diseases of the Stomach, Bowels, Blood,
M ver. Kidneys, and Urinary Organs, Ν
NererLiver,
vousness,
is. Sleeplessness and esj
especially
Female Complaints.

$1000 IN COLD.
paid for a case they will not cure c.
help, or for anything impure or injurious

"Will be

found in them.
Ask your druggist for Hop Bitters-and try
them before you sleep. Take no other.
D I. C. Is

absolute and irresistible cure for
use of opium, tobacco and
narcotics.
Send
for Circular.
B5SS399BS
All above sold by drupplste.
Hop Bitters Mfg. Co., Rochester, Ν. Y., 6i Toronto, Ont.
an

Drunkenness,

nol

KNOW THYSELF.
ΓΙ1ΗΕ untold miseries that reJL suit from indiscretion in early
life may be alleviated and cured.

Those who doubt this assertion
should purchase the new medical
work published by the PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE,
Boston, entitled THE SCIENCE
OF
lilFEt
or,

Eifi ustëd

8ELPPRE§ERVATION

tality,

nervous and

vitality impaired by the
close application to business
manhood regained.
or

physical debility,

errors

may

of

be

youth

too
restorel and
or

ail se aeons, in all kinds of weather, by persons of
both sexes, all ages or decrees of strength ôt weakness, alone or in company.
No one C" λ say too
much in praise of it, and no one can afford to do
without it. All who investigate thor jghly, use it,
and consider it in valuable and indispensable.
It is
the safest, simplest, cheapest and most efficient
medicine ever discovered.
No claim is set up for
it which is unscientific or impracticable.
General. It is the best of rest.
It is perfectly
safe. No harm ever came from its use.
It strains
no portion of the
system. It dire· te the vital forces
to the affected parts. By its use the health is easily
maintained.
The purchase of a Reactionary Lifter
is the best kind of economy.
The convenience of
having one in the house is very great.
OTiuul and Brain.- It invigorates and strengthens the brain, and renders it more active and efficient in oil iis operations.
WIeep.—It is the simplest and safest narcotic.
It is the most na'ural and probably the best means
of inducing sound and refreshing sleep.
Nervce.—It is a wonderful tonic to the whole
nervous system.
It is a most efficacious remedy in
paraljsis. if taken in time.
Liih^h, Tin-out »n«l Voice·—It gives special
expansion and greater mobility to the chest; enlarges the lungs increases the volume of respiration, and brings the voice moie fully under control.
As a preventive and cure of lung diseases it has no

equal.
JKxeri'ise.—It is the most perftct exercise for
man or woman, furnishing the best form of
physical culture hi d development in the safest, easiest,
most thorough and expeditious manner.
It is better than the gymnasium, and free from its
dangers;
cheaper than the snddle; less laborious than boating
and infinitely better than drugs in a majority of
chronic diseases.
It rounds and hardens the mu«cl es, and educates them into ever
and efficient servants of the will.

STOCK and FIXTURES.
the Dry and Fancy
party wishing
go
ANYGoods
Business, tirst-class trade, best location
in
will find
to

Portlaud,
ing immediately

into

opportunity by applyTUKESBUKY & CO'S.,

Congress

octG

For Sale

or

Motley

St.

Block

d&wtf

—_e

—

THE GREAT NERVE RESTORATIVE

suit of many years of extensive and successful practice, either one of which is worth ten times the
price of the book. Bound in French cloth; price
$1, sent by mail post-paid,
The London Lancet save: "No person should be
ivithout this valuable book. The author is a noble

WYOMOKE.

Medical Association.*
Address Dr. W. H. PAKKER, No. 4 Bulflnch Street
The author
Boston, Maes.
may be consulted on all dis- -i-

Till IT

XlEiiLJLi
1?

1

.ηηηΜη» oHll

de8

M.Th&wly

Dr.SANFORD'S

Blood, Brain

A

and Nerve Food.

A so^eriegr· cure in sll forms of Nervous
Debil:ty,
Broken-down Cons ituiions, Heart Affections, Ver
iigo, Weakness of Kidneys, Bladder and

Urinary
Org«ns, Female Weakness, restoring Exhausted
Vit «lit Vigorous Health and Manhoou.

WYOMOKU

rURKH all diseases arising from Alcliohol, To
baec >, Opium, £c.,
A I· ο all formtt of Nervous and Bruin
Diseases,
such as Lapse of Memory, Dizziness,
Paralysis, Neu-

ralgia Nervous Headache, Hysteria, Chorea, Tremens, &c., &c.
If you are affected with any of the above
or any other Brain or Nervous
trouble, don't fail to
try the famous

diseases,

Chemis

Only Vegetable
acts directly upon the Liver, and
cures Liver
Complaints, Jaun-

Compound that

dice, Biliousness, Malaria, Costiveness, Headache. It assists di-

gestion, strengthens the system,
regulates the bowels, purifies the
blood. A Book sent free. Dr.
Sanford, 162 Broadway, Ν. Y.
FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

oct' 'i

eoileouly

VALUABLE
Mrs.

Jnlye Myers'

Drawing and
Price

Healing Salve,

«nd

50c. per Box.

Healing Salve Cure» Carbuncles,
Drawing
Felons, Abscesses, without the aid of a knife.
Πιο Dra wing and Healing Salve Cures Cuts, Bums,
and

rhe

and all îles»
Che Drawing and Healing Salve Cures
and Ringworms.
rhe Drawing and Heal ng Salve Cures

Erysipelas
Piles

and

Poi-oned Flesh

Hie Hewling and Drawing Salve Cures Corns, Infl med Joints, Chilblains and Frost Bites.
1'he Healing and Drawing r-alve is highly recommended by all who have used it.

July** Myei·*' Bheumatic C'uic.
A positive Cure for Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Waak
Racks, Sprains, Stiffness of .Joints, Severe Aches,
"ramps, &c. Price .*1.001 er Bottle; Trial Bottle 10c
Sold by all Druggists.
ïVholeeale agents for Maine, \V. F. Pjiillips & Co.
ap5
dly
Iff γμ·

FOR SALE.
wood aud iron
of the Poitltud Ma'hiue
VALUABLE
will be

working machinery

Works, situated in
for sale on and after Sept.
25th. The tool* will bo sold in lots to suit purchasSend for descriptive catalogue to
es.
RICHARD PHENIX, Managing Trustee.
Portlau I, Me., P. O. Box 1554.
E. COREY,
)
RICHARD PHENIX, ( Trustees
E. P. CUTTER,
Portland, Me.,

J

«epl8

WEDDING^

dtnovl

CARDS.

SI'RKET, Portland,

Vieitiii»
aprl4

Knitted

Cards.
deodtf

A Cure Guaranteed

or

No

ami

To

WO summer
Enquire of
Preble House.

11

premises now
Itailey Λ Co., No.'s 35 & 37 Exchange St.
Apply to

Street,

Kilborn's

dtf

To
two

Attorneys

at

No. 38 Exchange St.,

Law,

oct2

BRICGS,

Attornej at Law and Patent Solicitor,
93 Exchange Street,

ΉΑΙΝΕ.
Patent

mayl9dly

KIRKWOOD

Violin and other Instrument*,
ISO niDDLE STREET.

Teacher of
NO.

sep25

dtf

VKHMD & DKUMM
Counsellors-at-Law,
CENTENNIAL BLOCK,

03

"F!?ccliang;e

JOSIAH H.·

DRtTMMOND.

JOHIAH H.

no25

St.

DBHMMOND. JR.
atf

ESTATE.

REAL

FOR SALE.
three story frame store, size, 54 by 29. Situated on the sou'h side of Commercial St.,
next Dana & Co.
This store has a large capacity,
and has been thoroughly repaired firm the foundation. A, good chance for a sa e investment. For
further particulars, enqu re of E. E. UPHAM, No.
5 Exchange St.
oc28dlm*

THE

For Sale.
at a bargain. Prices ranging from
H HOUSES,
to
8800
SB,000. Apply to W. W. CAKlt,
1D7 Newbury Street.
octUdtt

Houses and House Lots for 8ale
IN DEERING.
CHABLEN RICH,
16 Exchange St., Portland Me.

to

STEPHEN

IVO. 37

Lining

—

Card and Job Printer,

Book,

T. P. McGOWAN,

£

KEKIiV,

CIJMAKD,

I'l.l'TI NTRKET.

JOST Λ NORTON,

FRESCO

PAINTERS,

JIaiket Square, Portland.
Price reasonable and satisfaction guaranteed.

AGENT FOB

Inquire for the above at any tirsr-class Carpet
house, or address
KNITTED CARPET
LINING CO.,
535 Washington St., Boston.
T. D: DE MOM), Treat.
Opp. R. H. White & Co.

dly

and
WHITE STilt LINES,

sailing weekly from Boston and Now York. Draft·
for l£ and upwards issued on the Royal Bank ol
Ireland.
4**J CONGRE M» STREET,
ocl6dtf

Portland

ADVERTISEMENTS

STATE OF MAINE.
TO

BANKRUPTCY.—District Court of the
IN ITuited
States, District of Maine. In the matter

Harris, A wood & < ο Bankrupts.
This is to give notice that a petition has been
presented to the Court this Sixteenth day of October
by Willard W. Harris, of Portland, a Bankrupt,
individually and as a member of the firm of Han is.
Atwood & om pany, praying that he may be decreed
to have a full
discharge from all his debts, iudivid
ual and co-partnership, provable under the
Bankrupt Act, and upon reading said Petition,
It is ordered by the Court that a
bo haa
hearing
upon the same, on the sixth day of December, A. D.
1880, before the Court in Portland, in said
at 10 o'clock A. M., and that notice thereof District,
be published in the Portland Advertiser and the Portland
Press, newspapers printed in said District once a week
for three successive weeks, and once in the
Advertiser and Press, the last publication to beweekly
thirty
days at least before tlie day of hearing, and that
all
creditors who have proved their debts and other
persons in interest, may appear at said time
and place
and show cause if any they have,
why the prayer c
said Petition should not be granted.
WTV1. P. PREBLE,
Clerk of District Court, for said District.
oc!8
law3wM&wlw43
■

Piles, Ship Timber & Plank,

ELECTORS

—OF THE—

PURSUANT to Wa-rants

Haine.
tf

from the

Mayor and

Aldermen of the City of Portland, the duly
qualified electo'8 of said city are hereby notified to
neet in their respective Ward Rooms on

rUESDAT, the second day of November
next, at ten o'clock in the forenoon,
lieu and tliere to give in their Votes tor Klec'ors of
President and Vice President of the United States.
The polls on such d*y of Election to remain
open
mtil four o'clock in the afternoon, when they shall
)e closed.
The Aldermen of said city will be in open session
it the Aldermen's Room, 'in City
Building, from
line to twelve o'clock in the forenoon, and from
wo t > tiv·» o'clock in the afternoon on each of the
'our secular da» s next preceding such
day of elec;ion, for the purpo e of receiving evidence of the
qualification of voters whose names have not been
>nte**ed on the lists of qualified vo ers, in and for the
lèverai Wards, and f«»r correcting said lists.
Per Order
oct20dtd
H. J. ROBINSON, City Clerk.

WANTS.

Zealand

and

freight or passage rates and the fulleet infor

(nation, apply to the General Eastern Agente,
C. L. BARTLETT A CO.,
115 Mtate Street, cor. Broad St.; Ronton.
or to W. D. LITTLE & CO.,
je38dtf

81

Exchange St.. Portland.

TOURISTS' STEAMBOAT LINE
Str. Minnehaha
On and aft*r OCT. 91*1,
will leave the East side of Custom House

2.30

Wharf,

for

Peak·,

>and Long,Liltie and Great
"Chebeagne Inland·:
A. M.
44

for Peaks only.

F1KST-CLASS assistant on coats, and Bushel
£%. woman.
Good wages and steady work.
WILEY ft TOLFOKD.
oct2i)d3t
251 Middle St.
*

Wanted Immediately.
Makers, a Pressman, and a
mau to learn the busines.
L. O. YOUNG,
Tailor, Woodford's Corner, Deeriug itc

§lw.

Return immediately after each trip.
ocl8

dtf

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.
Accountant and Notary Public.

in

a.m.

season

for

p.m. in

season

for Sound

and

South and West.

Kail connections

Far Portland, leave Β on ion,
7.30 a. in. and 12.30 and 7.00 p. m.,
in Portland at 12.0Γ>, fi and 11 p. m.
The 7 ρ m. train runs daily.

arriving

South and
Through ticket» to all
West at lowest rates at Depot Ticket Office, Commercial street, J. M. French, Ticket Master, and
at the Union Tickét Office, Κ. A. Waldron, Agt.,
40 Exchange street.
Pullman Car Tickets for Seats and
Berths sold at Depot Ticket Office.

(Jen. Pas»

Agei-fcC. Κ. K. of N. J.

^ ο
FA

I/I. A- WINTFB Λ ΚΗΛ1*«ΚΛΙΒΝΤ.
('oitioicnfiu^ October -lib, IMO.
Until further notice passenger trains
wil1 nui JU» '«Howe:

:m'J

LEAVING POUT LAND
ui—For {ill statio'is running through to
Mwautou. Vt., connecting with all White
Mountain Resorts, and at.St. Johnsbury with
Day Express on Passumpaic It. It. for Newport an·! Montreal.
3.00 p. tu.—For B*abyau'n and intermediate

S.'^i

a.

stations.
AKRIVLNG AT POKTLA2ÏD:
11.05 a.m.—From Fabyan's aud intermediate
«t.» tiens.
5 55 p. m.—From S wanton, Vt., and all stations
on

through

line.
J.

HAMILTON. Sup't.

Portland. Oct. 2. IH

oc

dtf

STEAMERS.
STEAM EKS.

BOSTON

The favorite steamers Purest City and John
Brooke will alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF
Portland, at ? o'clock p. in., and INDIA WHARF,
Boston, at δ o'clock p. αι. daily. (Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this lino are reminded mat ttiev secure a comfortable night's rest and avoid the expense
and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at night
%ST Tickets and Staterooms for sale at D. H.
YOUNG'S, 272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New York, via the various
Kail and Sound Lines for sale at very low rates.
Freight taken as usual.
J. B. (OVLK, Jr., Cimeral Λ «eat.
dtf
aprb

Norfolk, Baltimore & Washington
NmiiTUHIP I.INK,

Mieanaftiif·.

Cla*·

First

WM. CRANE,
D. H. MILLER.
WEDNKNDAY
:| P. .11.

at

rates given.
Freight forwarded to Petersburg, Richmond and all
Points South and Southwest via Va. and Tenn. Air
Une. C. Ρ Gaither, Agent, 240 Washington street.
To all points of North and South Carolina and be·
yond via Atlantic Coast Line Waldo A. Pearce,
Agent, No 221» Washington Street.
And to all points fn the W est by Baltimore & Ohio
R. R., M. W. Davison, Agent, 219 Washington

street.

Ship via Seaboard Air Line to Raleigh, Charlotte,
Spartansburg, Greenville, Atlanta, the Carolina*
and Georgia Points. A. H. Torricelli, Agent, 290
Washington St. Through bills of lading given by the
above named agents.
Parage to Norfolk and Baltimore including
2d Class, 97.
Berth and Meals, 1st Class,
#9.
For freight or passage to Norfolk. Baltimore, Washor
other
intormation
to
ington,
apply
E. SAMPSON, Agent,
no2dtf
Central Wharf, Boston.

CLYDE'S

England
STEAMSHIP LINES

dtf

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF

CANADA.

To Auburn and Lewiston,
7.10 a. ui., 12.35
and 5.15 p. m.
To Montreal and Quebec, f .30 p. m.
To Lewiston Junction, mixed, 4.00 p. ui.
To Norway, So. Paris and tiorham, 8.45 a. ui.,
1.30 and 5.15 ρ na.

ARRIVALS.
From Gorham, So. Paris, & Norway, 8.30 a. iu.
and 12.30 p. m.
From
Lewiston and Auburn, S.30 a· ua.,
3.15 ρ· m., β.ΟΟ p. n.
From Chicago, Montreal & Quebec, f*J.30 p.m.
From Lewiston Junction, mixed, 9.30 a. ui.

passengérT

FROM
in

BOSTON
OLD COLONY
KO AD.

conuection with

and water Lines.
Through Rates named and Bills of Lading iven
from any point hi New England to Philadel|hi
For rates of Freight, and other information, apply to
D. D. G. MINK, Agent,
19(5 Washington Street, Boston, Mass
Vf lu. P. Clyde A Co., General Managers,
No. 12 So. Delaware Ave., Philadelphia.

febC

offices
—AXD—

—JJTD—

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INI>1A ST.

PHILADELPHIA

Tickets Sold at Reduced Rates !
Canada, Detroit, Chieaga, .Tillν ankrc,
Cincinnati, et, I.oui., Omaha, Sa»·
inaw, St. Panl, Rail Lake City·
Dearer, 8a· Francisco,
mid all point* Id the

Direct Steamship Line.
Leaved each Port Every Wednesday and

Saturday.

No

Northwest, West and Southwest.
JOSEPH H1CKS0N, General Manager.

0N1Ï

SP1CER, Superintendent,

oclSdtf

$5.50

NEW

το

YORK,

VI*

Portland & Worcester Line
—

AND

New

York next morning at 6 o'clock.
Tickets and State Rooms secured in advance at
Rollins 6 Adams', 22 Exchange Street, and at the
J. W.

Wharfage.

From Long Wliarf, Boston. 3 p.
From Pine Street Wharf,
Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one-half the rate of
X
sailing vessel.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R.R., and South
by courecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
g*u«»age Κight Dollar*. Koand Trip $15,
Meals and Room included.
For Freight or Passage apply to
f£. B. «A.tiPNON, Agent,
IΟ liOai; Wharf, Bouton.
rs-·.

m.

Κ8k!

:%,

Maine

Steamship Company.

Semi-Weekly Line to New ïork.

—

Express Train loaves Portland at 1.25 p. m.,
connecting at New London same evening with tin
fast steamers of the Norwich Ijine, arriving at
Depots.

RAIL·

BOSTON TO THE SOUTH,
rime. Iow
Mtini-Weekly Lime, Quick
It ate», Freqaenf Pepnrtare*.
Freight received and forwarded daily to FALL
RIVER, tliéïe connecting with the Clyde Nteam·
em. Mailing every WEDNDSDAY and SATURDAY to Philadelphia
direct, connecting at
Philadelphia with Clj'de Steam Lines to Charleston, M. V.j Wanhiagtou, D. C., («eorie(owa. D. C·, Alexandria) Va., and all Rai

74 EXCHANGE STREET

W. J.

à Mew

Philadelphia

LUCIUS TUTTLE,
General Passenger and Ticket Agent.
D- W. SANBORN, Master Transportation.

PETERS, Gen. Ticket Agent.

GEO. P. WESOOTT. Supt.
Advertiser copy.

oclBdtf

Maine Central
ON A ND AFTER OCT.

Steamers Eleanora and Franconia
Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf.
Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at ο
P. M., ami leave Pier 38, East River, New York,
>very MONDA Y and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M

These steamers are titted up with tine accommodaiions for passengers, making this a very convenient
lid .omfortable route for travelers between New
York and Maine. During the summer months these
it comers will touch at Vineyard Haven on their paslage to and from New York. Passage including
itate Room, $3; meals extra. Goods destined beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
For further information applv to
nice.
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
,7. F. AMES, Ag't, Pier 38, P. R. New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at SSF
■■U-UIJÎB

ou rct.

UVUW

Portland, Barigor & Macliias

RAILROAD.

STEAMBOAT CO.

18, 1SSO,

For Rockland and all stations on Knox & Lincoln R. R., and for LewiNton and Farnaington
via Bronswick, at 7.00 a. m. and 12.40 p. m.
For Bath at 7.00 a. m., and 12.^0 and 5.15 p. m.
For

Farnaington, Monnaoutb, WiutSirop.

Read field, Went Water* illc and Water-

ville via Lewiston at 12.30 p. m.
For Waterville, 7.00 a. m.
The night Pullman trains run each way. tvery

night Sundays included.

Fail

Γ WO

Λ rangement,

TRIPS

1SS0·

PER

WEEK,

For Lewiston and Auburn.
Passenger Train* leave at 12.30 and 5.05 p. m.
The train leaving at 11.15 p. m. also has a passenger oar attached, connecting at Brunswick with
a passenger train for Lewiston. The 11.15 p.m.
is the Nilnt Express Train with Pullman sleeping
car auacned making ciose connection at Bangor
Cor all stations on the Bangor & Piscataquis R. U
the Ε. & N. A. Railway, and for St. John and
Ht.

diner, Bath, Bruuswick and Lewiston at 8.35 and
8.40 a. m. The day trains from Bangor, Dexter,
Belfast, Skownegan. Fannington. K. & L. R. R.,

^

Steamer

Fast

CITY

OF

trains Crum Boston, for Roc kin η <1, €'aulne, Deer Iule, Netlgwick, N. W. Harbor,
Blurbor, I?Iillbri«i|j;v, J one*port, and

tress

liar

Flachia»port.
Sieturuiug. will leave Machiasport, every Hi onlay and Înnrstlay Vlorning, a' 4.30, ariving in Portland, the same evening, connecting
vitb the Pullman night train and early morning
rain for
Boston, and ihe West.
Will also connect at Rockland, with Sanford Line
Steamers, each trip to and from Boston. Also,
ach trip to and from Bangor and Hiver Landings.

Steamer Lewistou is withdrawn
ice.

Passeugers

an

isual rates.
For further

Freight

until further

no-

forwarded to Bangor at

particulars inquire ol
GEO. L. DAY, Gen. Ticket Agent,
Kailroad Wharf,
E. GUSHING. General Manager.
Portland, Sept 10, 18S<>.
sepl 7
dtf

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Saetport,

.lie·, Calai·,

». Nt. John, ft. 14.,
N. *l.t lîharlottctown,

Yarmouth,

Halifax,
P. G. I.

and all intermediate stations at 12.45 and 12.50
p. m. The afternoon trains from Augusta, Bath,
and Lewiston at 5.45 p.m. The Night Pullman
Express train at 1.50 a. m.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENTS

octl3

[Γ l-iaEBy-çState

THHEE TRIPS PEU WEEK.

PAYSON TUCKER, Sup't
Portland. Oct, 17,1880

The steamers of this line will
Railroad

Book Binders.

Rumford Falls & Bucfefield
R..AII.ROAI3.
For Portland, leave Canton 4.20
*nd 9 30 a. m.; Bncktield, 5.15 and
10.08 a. m.
For Canton aud Buckfield, leave
Portland l.aO p. m.; Le*iston, 1.57 p. m.
Stage connections for West Snmner, Dixflelrt,
îyron, Ranglev Lakes, &c.
I. WASHBÛRN; JK.. President.

Portland Oct. 18.1880.

oc20tf

street,

Wharf,
every

foot

of

Monday,

iflHfc oriiftw Wednesday, and Friday, at β
t 'i
». m., for Eastport and St. John, with connections
or Calais. Robbinston.
St Andrews, Pembroke,
loulton, Woodstock, iirand Menan, Digby, Annaplis, \armouth, Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newastle. Amherst, l'ictou, She^iac, Batbnrst, Dalousie, Charlotte!own. Fort Kairfleld, Grand Falls,
nd other stations on the New Brunswick and Canda, Intercolonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, WestEdward
rn Counties, and Prince
Island Rail
toads, and Stage Routes.
'Freigln receive*· «util 4 o'clock p. ui.
Fo» Circula:*, with Excursion Routes, Ticket·,
LRte (toon.* aud farther
information applv fit
r.iupany's Office, 40 Exchange St., T. C. HER
EY, President, and ManagGr, or to A. ft.
TUIIBS, Agent It. R. Wbirf.
U«12dtf
ι· ι·

WOT. A. «ICINCÏ, Roam 11, Printer^
Exchange Ne. Ill Exchange Street.

ftKf I fe F* ft *^5" Dealers make Money wiwi
I SI I U L II 1 w. τ. souls & co., i3ti
WW nril 1 La Halle Street, CUloaeo.
II I lb Π I ni. Wrttc for particulars,
ocl8
eodly

w

An-

drew·, st. Utepken, Fredeiietou, Fort
Fairfield aad Caribou.
Passenger Traias arrive ia Portland as
follows:—The morning trains from Augusta. Gar-

Street.

IV. II. OIILKR, Hewing OTachine Repairer, 4 Marie'» Terrace, in the Rear of 'MIS
Conirrw Ntreet.
my24dly

-,

.Ita
«RICHMOND, Capt. W. E. I>eni...nlson, will leave Railroad Wharf,
Γ ΛιΤΤΗιμλ ev»ry TurNilay, and
Fril«* »'veuio«N, at 11.15. or <>u arrival ot ex-

if

JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange

~

BENT WANTED.
A small convenient rent in a
central location.
Address, Kent,
Pressa office.
oclO dtf

in Boston at 6.30

Halifax, Hoaltoa, Woodstock,

P. M.

Real Estate Agents.

Wanted.

<*'20

ai rive

all morning trains South and West.
8*45 a. m. Daily except Sundays. For Boston and
way stations. * ith parlor car arriving at 1.15 p.m.
l.OO p. m. Daily except Sundays, for Boston and
way stations, with parlor car, arriving at 5.30

...

β.45
11.15

mh20dly

the

on

_____

>

dtf

New

(3KO· C. «JODMAN, OBce No. 184 middle
Street. Portland.

Custom Coat
BARRELS. SIXouug
Werchan*.

IOO
freshly emptied Liquor
B.trrels £01· Cider, received tills
ïor
su e by
day,
K. STANLEY &
SON,
192 Fore Street.
oe22

m. Daily (Night Express from Bangor) for
Saoo, Biddeford, Portsmouth. Newburyport. Salem, Lynn and Boston. A. special Pullman Sleeping Car will be ready for occupancy in Portland
at
9 p. m.
and
at
(Week
days),
11
and will be
p. m.
attached
Sundays,
to tide train. Passengers hare a night's
rest

an

new

Car

Alfred,

Γrains Leave Portland
a.

splendid steamers sail from New Passeaarer Train* leave Portlaad for BanICth, 20th and 30th of each month i|
Dexter, Belfast and Watcrville at
carrying passengers and freight for San Francisco
for,
2.30. 12.40, and 11.15 P. M.
For Skowhegaa at 12 30, 12.40 and 11.15 p.m.
S. S. Acapulco
.Oct. 30 | S. S. Clyde.... Nov. 20
For Augusta, Hallowed, t»ardiner and
S. S. Crescent City for IsthBrunswick at 7.00 a. m., 12.40. 5.15. and
mus of Pannama only Nov. 10.
11.15 p. m.
For

CITY of PORTLAND.

DECK PLANK.

Timber unci Plow Beainit,
TreennilN,
Treeunil Wedge# and
edges,
Pane nud Ilemlock Planuing LumBuilding
ber. Box Boards,
Shingle* &c.

THE

Inland*»,

Street Boston·
Η. P. BALDWIN,

Wa^Iihigioxi

ili)

Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
by steamer Lady of the Lake and

CALIFORNIA,

Australia.

The
York

NKW KHrt>ili4ND AOKNOV,

Alexandria

JAPAN, CHINA,
Sandwich

*'l'.?.0

j

ÎhitaUolpbL

through

Me.

PACIFIC MAIL S. 8. CO
FOR

CITY

eod2m

of

£

Τ HI

I'J

Je2

FARÈ,
Sew Ï orlt and

Prom Bouton direct «very
and S.ITl RDiV

Norwich Line Steamers.

STEAM Ε KB.

dust.

-JORDAN,

Beach.

Now open for the Fall and Winter, for Transient
Company.
OTIS KALGR, Proprietor.
October ] 9th, 1880.
ocl9d2w

WARWICK,

A recent invention, and superior to
any Carpet
in tl-e market.
it excels in durability.
It
is in ill proof. It allows all
grit and dust to pass
through to the floor as no other lining d es and so
saves the wear to ihe carpet and 'lie dust in
sweeping. It is uniformly so t a d luxurious to the tread.
It is pronounced by high medical
to be
authority
«lie 011 y lining in the market ihat prevents
injury
to the lungs of children and feeble
persons, from

B. C.

HOUSE,

Scarboro

Apothecaries,

Carpet

DRY PIKE,

HOTEL,

or tteaui-

I coir TE·

BKO(>K

KOtINO

JOHN HOPKj. S.
WM. LA WHENCE,

and after Monday, Oct. 18th,
passenger trains will leave Porland, as follows:

the European Plan,
ALBERT H. HU1ÛE9
Proprietor
Temple Street, Portland, Me.
Formerly part of the old Adams House.
This House will be open all hours of the night.
Night office up one flight.
Furnished or Unfurnished Rooms to let, with or

business promptly and
sep3u d3m

buy lirkecx mt any
boat office in New England) vin

mu e co

COMMENCING "ÔCT. 17th, 1880.

T·

CHARLES GRIMMER,

Railroad,

On

P. O. BOX 638.

Ε^ΡΆΙΙ kinds of
carefully executed

Stono Ballast
îxpress Trains. Double Track.railroad

Be

F4LL and WINTER Schedule.

III1880,

Me.
dim

dtf

Eastern

HOTELS.

without board.

Portland,

Franklin^C. Paybox.

HERBERT G.

or

on

PAYSON,

Snow.

JAS. T. FURBER, Gen. Supt.
8. H. 8TJ5VEN8, Gen· Agont, Portland

Store.

BUSINESS CARDS.

David W.

Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
•teamers runing between Portland and Bangor
Rockland, Mt. Desort, Machias. Eastport, Calais, St.
John and Halifax. Also connect witn Grand Trunk
trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central
and Portland & Ogdensburg trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshments. First olass Dining Rooms at
Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and Boston.
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
South may be had c«f HI. L. William·, Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.

dtf

my

oolBtf

Lining

Oak

suitable for

ST. NICHOLAS

SNOW &

BKÎSS?Î'^S

ÎS^'ÎÏl»·"

ocl8

Let.
rooms

opposite

Carpet

μ8

IIEMtY DEERING,
No. 37 Exchange St.

ladies
ONE19gentlemen.pleasant
Enquire at 4 PROSPECT ST.

KINSMAN,

AND GRBKN NTKI.KTH.
AND THXUD AND BEIIKS STS.

'potato

1, 1880, tbe
occupied by F. O.

or

Free

juldtf

To be Let.

GAS FIXTURES.
J.

To Let.
cottage* at Evergreen Landing.
CONANT, Photographer, opposite

On and after Oct.

Ill y 27

Philadelphia <Sc Keaclinc Κ. K.
MNTII

''π·

IVKoudny,

after

Oct.
Train.
·*> ISSO, Pn-M-uc···
LEA VE
PORTLAND
—"■
"a—I'OK ΗΜΜΤΟΛ at 8.45 a. 111.,
1.00, 3.30 p. m., arriving at Boston at 1.15, 5.30,
8.00 p. ni. Returning, leave Boston at 7.30 a. n«.,
12.30, 3.30 p. dp., arriving at Portland at 12.i 5
5.00, 8.00. f. m. Portland for Ncarborough
Beach, Fine Point, O'd Orchard Beach,
Saco, Hiddeford aud Kruu«buuk, at 8.45
а, m., ljiM», 3.30. 5 30 p. iu. For %% elU. North
Berwick, Malmou Fallu, <<rea> Full·, (do
rer, New
Tlarhct, Fxeter, Haverhill,
Lawrence, Antlover a»d Lowell, at Κ 45 a.
m., 1.00, 3.30 p. m. For Kocue»ter aud Farmington, IV. H., at 8.45 a. m., 1.00, 3.30 p. in.
For Alton Kay at 8.45 a. ni., 3.30 p. ui. For
Manchester and Concord (via Lawrence,) at
8.45 a. ui.; (via New Market .Junction) at 3.30 p.m.
Morning Train leaves Kennebuuk tor Port·
land at 7.25.
BTtts 1.00 p. m. train from Portland connects
with Mound Line Nteanaem. The 3.30 p. m,
train connects with All Bail I ine» for New
York and Mouth and Went.
SUNDAY I Κ ilNft/ Leave Portland for
Bouton at 1.00 p. m. Boston for Portlund at
б.00 p.m.

and

Let.

store now occupied by G. M. Bosworth, In
Free St. Block, No. 4. Possession given Nov. 1.
For terms, apply at the office of H. J. L1BBY & CO.,
over First National Bank.
sep30dlwteodtf

Pay.

If yo'irîDoctor has failed to know your diseases,
send or come to me and I will give you full diagnosis in five minutes.
You h »ve but to hear me and be convinced of the
wonderful power God gives to man. Examination
Fee $1.00.
Catarrh a Specialty·
dtf

AND STAIR PAD,

CIDER
ittc

Diseases of all nature treated and

Host Central Station in Philadelphia

To Let.

To be Lei.

Apply

Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers,
IVc. 143 Trumbull (St., Hertford, Conn.
Sold by all Druggists.
Send for amphlet.
ocl4
Th& &w 1 ni

00 2

WILLIAM 8. LOWELL.
ENGRAVER,
SUJ

s

octl5

DISCOVliKÏ.

patien

W YOMOKB
SHANNON &

INVIGORATOR

Where 1 do not describe accurately every ache and
pain in the human body without asking a question

PORTLAND,

mly

benefactor."
An illustrated sample sent to all on receipt of 6
■ents for postage
The author refers,
to Hon.
by permission,
P. A. B1SSELL, M. D., president of the National

city,

STATION IN NEW YORK

dtf

THE

ever visited this
He i* now treating
some of the best citizens of Portland.

and

Β

§500.00 REWARD

of the

Ou

EST bargain to be found. Un Pleasant street,
Woodford's Corner, 10 rooms, 2 bay wiodows,
vestibule, hard wood floors in kitchen and back
hall, furnace to heat six Dome, splendid ccllar,
(c-emented,) plenty of well «nd cistern water. Enquire corner Mechanic and Deering streets.
J. N. READ.
sep24 dtf

at No. 3 Deering Place,
has been tried, testone of the
most wonderlul

hat bas

York, Trenton & Philadelphia.

New

a rare

at
511

Rodgers

CLAIRVOYANT PHYSICIANS,

faithful

EXERCISE AND SALESROOMS,
201 Middle Street,
Portland.
J. II. GAVBERT, PROPRIETOR

hundred· h edition, revised and enlarged, just
eepl7
published. Il s a standarI medical work tne best
In the Englisl language, written by a physician of
great experience, te whom was awarded a gold and j
jewelled medal by the National Medical Association.
It contains beautiful and very expensive engravingsITiree hundred pages, more than 50 valuable prescriptions for all forms of prevailing disease, the reTwo

ready,

BET W SEN

MAINE RAILROAD.

4

ocl6

eel, and found to be

Reasons Why All Should Use tire Re
actional·)· Health Lift.

W. PETERS, Gen. Ticket Agent.
Γ. Supi
ocl6dtf

FALL ARIlA.XaiMOT.

Corner Fore and Deer Sts.

permanently located
Deeriug Street, tie

now

off

contains

BOSTON

'J

Prof. D. A.

J.

FOR SALE.

di'cliarge

is

(A lUcdicine,

("Stonier

Shia.

GEO. P. WE

A

Marl2eod&wly.

hop bitters:

[

change Street

TO LET.

To Lei.
DESIRABLE rent for a small family. Apply
to IRA F. CLARK, 139 Brackett St., or at
48ϋ Congress St.
oc27 dlw*

have"

THE

Bound Brook Route.

J

month.

1880.

THE GREAT STOMACHIC ANI) LIVER REGULATOR.
only P-rfect Blood Food in Flctid
Form, It represents tlie concentrated Extrct
of Maltkd Bauley
by which the vital nutritive
elements, the phosphates, ir. n, lime, etc., are
extracted without, chemical change, constituting
the most reliable blood making, force
generating,
and life sustaining \ Iterative Tonic of the present
age. A NEVER FAILING REMEDY for BÎLLOUS and
LIVER COMPLAINTS, INDIGESTION, SICK HEADACHE.
In ease of
dyspepsia, and general debility.
Malarial Poison, impovished Blood, and scrofula t is the only natural, sure, and permanent relievant. It arouses the nervous en»*gies, enriches the
blood, mot ion, giving a sense of health and comfort
within 24 hours.
For sale by Druggists and Dealers generally.
Special agents:—Fred T. Meaher & Co, Congress and Preble Sts., and Old Orchard Beach;
Young & Stone, Congress and Green streets; Fred
A. Turner, Congre·* and Washington streets; J. H.
Irish & Co., Gorham; Chas. B. Woodman, Sacca-

For Clinton.
Ayer June.,
Fiicbbiirs,
Niuibnu· Lowell) tVindhinu, and Kpa. tu. and (
at
7.'iO
2.Ï p. eu.
pinec
For ;?làuche«ter. t 'onroH and points Mojrth,
l 'i'i p. m.
For fio4*iM'«U'«, Nprsa^i .«*«·, llfrrd, Wni·
erboro na«l ®*aco fcCivtt /.go a. m.. I.'i)
>u· Returidn#
p. hi.. And {mixed);* ·>.■!,>
1 » Ο
Wvu Κι*:heater at inixrA.
a.
u...
a.m., aîj'I 3.F·5 ι», in.
arriving 1 i'irti:»M>
mix·. d> V*.tf s m., 1.1·» p. m. hi;.! »;.!«»
in.
«κομ ^η»
Mari'iira^iiH)
ι For l.urhiMH,
ÇVomlïop.i ».
Winfbrook nml
UIIIn,.
at /.iO a. tu., f .£§, tf.gO .ut.] {W·· χι»! It. I·"»
p. UI.
Πκ· I ,··ίϋ p. at. tiain from Portland
:.tn*
Ayrv Junr. with 13 οο*η«- 'B umi«> l l~oitt· ·>>τ
tho West, and at lrniou Ι)<ί*·.>ι, Worcester. l*»r
New York vlaMorwivh l.iue, :*i.o a!l rail,
via .«tpriugtirld, a)s·.. with ft. V. Λ ."Χ. 5λ !►?.
Β·
Maryland Route", for i'hiladeiBaltimore, Wawtiiiiyioii. and Τ be
outb and witb-ISoxtoa Λ Albany El ir
the Went.
Close connections
a· WcNtkrook Jt«nr
tiou witk through train» «Ί Me. Centra, l·' It., an"
al Grand Trunk
Transfer, Portland will) trains
of Gran·! Trunk R. K.
Through ticket η Ιο al pcist* South and V. w»·,. a·
'Ίη* <* Adauis', No. 22 Ex
Depot offices and a
.·

ja.i24

Gicraoiity, 51 White St., Lawrence.;
.Mrs. A. .1. Whittlesev, Slioflield, Mass.;
Caswell & Masse v, Newport, Β. I.;
Mrs. Susan B. Leigiiton, New Market, Ν. H.;

found them of the
greatest possible use in my own family and
a large number of my friends are using them
with equally good result. As a Laxative
and Cathartic, I know they are unequaled,
being effective, yet free from all nausea or
grii ing. After many and thorough trials of
them, 1 gladly give my endorsement of their
uses for constipation, biliousness and indigestion. 1 remain,
Yours truly, Geo. G. McLean.
cated Prunes.

JOHN W.

m.

W.

TheSmith Medicated Prune Co., Hartford, Cotm.
Genii men:—I am at a loss to find words
in which to praise your wonderful Medi-

novl

ARRANGEMENT.
On and after Honda;, Ocl. IS,
ISSO, Passenger Trains will leave
at 7 !M> a. uu.,
nn.l
fe^i^ÎPertlan.l
ne
-(,*25 p. m f arriving: at Worcester
at 2.15 p, m. and 7.30 p. m.
leave
Returning
Union Depot, Worcester, at 7.30 a. m. and 11.15 a.
m., arriving at Portland at 1.10 p. m. and 6.10 p.

(ylTRK.

who not only earn their own clothes, but also
those worn by their husbands.—Norristown
Herald.

Poetland, Conn., August 9th,

Il

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.

oct26dlw

Mille.

Get out Doors.
The close continement of all factory work
gives the operatives pallid faces, poor appetites,
languid, miserable feelings, poor lilood,inactive
liver, kidney and urinary troubles, and all the
physicians and medicines in the world cannot
help them unless they get out of doors or use
Hop Hitters, the purest and best remedy, especially for such cases, having abundance of
health, sunshine and rosy cheeks in them*
Tliev cost but a trifle. See another column.—
Christian Recorder.

Portland and Worcester Lieu

Catarrh

«

ra{vholesale Agents,

2 to 5 P. M.
Oct. 20, 1880.

RAILROAD.

WIITKB

B. F.

"Mark where he stands"—as the shoemaker
said to liis assistant, while taking the measure
of a customer's foot.—Boston Journal of Com-

RAILROADS.

ILL, instruct
Vif
▼ τ
cram©

Somebody

has discovered that the reason of
the Democratic defeat in Indiana was, that
the party did not liavo votes enough. This is
like the little boy who burned his fingers on
the stove. "You wouldn't have burned it, if
you had kept away," said his mother. "No,
said the boy, "I would n't have burnt it if the
stove hadn't been hot."—Od City Derrick.

EDUCATIONAL

An Ohio court has decided that married
do not own the clothes they wear
This must be a gratifying decision to women

HOLL'S

tariff.

Columbia (S. C.) Register.
That the whole protective system is viciouF,
destructive of wealth, behind the ago, in the
long run injurious to the manufacturing interest itself, and from beginning to end turns
upon a false arithmetic which it would seem that
men
should
has
grown
understand,
long been
clear to our apprehension.

MISCELLANEOUS.

women

+!«/.

The local and sectional aspects of the tariff
question were considered by General Garfield
in a speech on the Wood tariff bill in
1878,

OF

News—Here
and There About the Town.

Union who does not know that a near and constant mirket is better than a distant and fluctuating one; who does not know that the more
factories we have in this country, at his very
door, the more men there ore employed in them
the greater will be the steady demand, \ear
by
year, for the products of his farm.
The fact is hat we bave built up here,
by
the aid of judicious encouragement of industries among other means, a nation that in all
its products, manufactures and ars, is more
nearly independent of th a outside world than
ever nation was before; and we do not intend
to surrender any part of our
independence, because England happens to be in a
tight place
and cannot sell her goods or keep her
laboring
classes from discontent.

Garfield

DISCOVERS Κ

Arrest-Rum—Personal—Ship

an

as

Wit and Wisdom.

BATH LOCALB.

